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ygod. This was better than
any hi-fi Ihad ever experienced — I actually had
Sergei Rachmaninoff in the room, playing
Mendelssohn just for me. Iam not ashamed
to say that Iwept." Iwrote those words in
the January 2001 Stereophile, about hearing a
piano-roll transcription of Rachmaninoff
performing Mendelssohn's Spinning Song
(0p.67 No34) on aBiisendorfer Imperial
290SE reproducing piano. Iwas in the middle of recording Robert Silvemian's cycle of
Beethoven piano sonatas at the Maestro
Foundation in Santa Monica, where there
just happened to be afloppy disk with
Wayne Stahnke's transcription of the
Rachmaninoff for the Biisendorfer mechanism, which Stahnke invented.
In early June 2002, Iagain had the privilege of having Rachmaninoff perform the
Spinning Song for me, this time played from
amodern duplicate of an original 1920s
paper roll on aChickering piano fitted with
an Ampico mechanism. Again, Ifound
both the performance and the apparent
physical presence of the performer overwhelming, though the 5' Chickening was
no match for the 9' B6sendorfer. Robert
Silverman and Iwere at IPAM, the International Piano Archives at (the University of) Maryland (www.lib.umciedu/
PAL/IPAIVI/IPAMfact.html). Following
Bob's two solo recitals at Home Entertainment 2002, we had trekked down I-95
to present Donald Manildi, the affable
curator of the Archives, with aset of Bob's
Beethoven sonata CDs and the floppy disks
containing the performance data for the
sonatas, to add to IPAM's collection for its
own Biisendorfer SE.
You think your music collection is
impressive? That at IPAM, housed in aclimate-controlled room, contains 96% of all
commercial piano recordings ever issued,
with taped copies of most of the remainder. Stored in motorized filing cabinets
some 6' tall and 25' deep — watching one
of these monsters slowly move sideways
on its tracks to allow access to its contents
is definitely aDramamine Moment — are
26,000 LPs, 10,000 CDs, 8500 78s, 2400
open-reel tapes, and 8000 piano rolls, as
well as thousands of books, magazine articles, and scores.
As well as the software, the Archive
keeps acollection of the necessary hardware on which to play it. Keeping aDAT
machine or an open-reel recorder in good
condition may not be aproblem at the
moment, but what happens in 50 years'
Stereophile, August 2002

time, when neither the spare parts nor the
service skills might exist? And the slowly
deteriorating condition of open-reel tapes
from as few as 20 years ago is amatter of
concern to archivists worldwide. As
Donald explained to me that IPAM is
slowly transferring its tape collection to
CD-R, Iflashed on something that Doug
Sax had told me years ago: that the only
recording medium with true archival
properties is a mechanically modulated
groove, atechnology 125 years old this
year (and one that cannot be ripped by a
computer it should perhaps be noted).
On the drive back to Manhattan, Bob
and Iwere discussing the current state of the
industry that had generated the content
stored at IPAM. As you can read in Barry
Willis' report in this issue's "Industry
Update" (pp22-25), the record industry is
continuing its war on its customers. More
and more protected discs masquerading as
CDs are appearing on retailers' shelves.
Watermarking is areality with DVD-A and
SACD. S2048, the draconian Consumer
Broadband and Digital Television Promotion Act (CBDTPA) sponsored by
Senator Ernest "Fritz" Hollings (D-Disneyland), is slowly working its dread way
through Congress. (You can find the full
text on this bill, which will require all new
electronic products to contain monitoring
devices to prevent unauthorized copying of
protected material, and will therefore outlaw all existing computers and audio/video
gear, at http://cryptome.org/broadband
its.htm, and insightful blog commentary at
http://happyfunpunditblogspotcom/2002
_06_09_happyfunpundit_archive.html.)
And, as revealed by June articles in Billboard
and the San Diego Union-Tribune, the RIAA
now even wants to demand royalty payments on sales of used CDs.
The RIARs position is that CD ripping
and file sharing àla Napster have resulted
in the loss of millions of unit sales and billions of dollars of lost revenue. Ibeg to differ. Organized large-scale piracy is the
problem, and not one of the strategies
proposed and/or adopted by the RIAA
does anything about piracy. As long as digital data have to be converted to analog in
order to be listened to, the pirates can
copy the content at that point. The only
disc that can't be pirated is one that can't
be listened to.
And the question of whether all the ripping and burning even hurts CD sales is
still to be answered. According to aJune
report from Ipsos-Reid (www.ipsosWorldRadioHistory
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reid.com), "downloaders do not stop buying prerecorded compact discs when they
discover downloading...81% of downloaders report their CD purchases have
stayed the same or even increased since
they initially began downloading music
from the Internet." US sales of new CDs
were about $13 billion in 2001, unchanged
from 2000, and about 5% down in 2002
year-to-date. Yet as Cato Institute researcher Stan Liebowitz wrote in aJune
online essay (http://salon.com/tech/fea
ture/2002/06/13/liebowitz/index.html),
this decline is about what you'd expect
from the current recession, coupled, as I
have written before in this space, with the
dearth of good new music. According to
Liebowitz, there is no apparent effect on
CD sales from MP3 downloads, which
now outnumber the actual number of
new CDs sold.
But that isn't going to stop the record
industry in its assault on its customers'
rights. And with the advent of restricted
discs and "rights-managed" media, it is
possible that,. in 50 years' time, IPAM will
have one or more generations of pianists
archived on discs that they can't copy or
even play.
HE2002
Stereophilds report on the gear we saw and
heard at Home Entertainment 2002 will
appear in our September issue. But as I
have been writing about my trip to Maryland with Robert Silverman, this seems like
an ideal time to say Thank You not only to
Bob but to all the artists who performed
live in the Hilton's Regent Parlor at the
Show, and to the companies that sponsored
those appearances: pianist Hyperion
Knight; violinist Arturo Delmoni and guitarist David Burgess, courtesy of John
Marks Records; rock band Dave's True
Story and jazz pianist David Chesky, both
courtesy of Cheslcy Records; bluesmen
Jimmie Lee Robinson and Wild Child
Butle4 and Noah Wotherspoon & The
Stratocats, courtesy of Acoustic Sounds and
Analogue Productions; the John Pizzarelli
Trio, courtesy of Telarc; the Driver
Quartet, courtesy of Joseph Audio; and
Bob Reina, Allen Perkins, and Zan Stewart
who joined me in working our way
through some jazz standards. Reader Paul
Canis reminds us in this issue's "Letters"
(p.12) how important it is for audiophiles to
calibrate their ears using the real thing.
Thanks, everyone, for making it possible
for Showgoers to do just that.
5
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We're not suggesting the Lexus ES 300

of the finest audio systems possible, you may

should hang in the Louvre. However, as an

find quiet moments an all-too-rare occurrence.

outstanding example of the carmaker's craft,

In their effort to engage all of your senses,
Lexus engineers haven't overlooked the most

it's most certainly worthy of attention.
Artful design is apparent in the sleek body

important one: your sense of safety To that

of the ES 300, which has been completely

end, athree-stage driver's-side airbag as well
as full-length side-curtain airbags

restyled for improved aerodynamics

have been added, which help

as well as aesthetics.
Inside the passenger
compartment, you will
find awhole new world

AT WHAT POINT
CAN A CAR

BE CONSIDERED

of luxury. The cabin itself
is roomier and trimmed in

FINE ART?

leather* of aquality that's normally

provide protection in the
event of asevere frontal
or side-impact collision!
Admittedly, the ES 300
is not the kind of art that you

will simply want to sit in front of and

reserved for sedans costing far more. Run

admire. This car calls out to be driven. In fact,

your hand along the sculpted contours of the

with a210-horsepower V6 engine mated to

driver's seat — the seams almost feel hand

afive-speed automatic transmission, it could

stitched. Burled walnut accents adorn the

certainly qualify as performance art.

dashboard, the console and the door panels.
Sophisticated sound absorption technology
creates ahushed atmosphere, in the quietest

But perhaps the question we posed earlier
is best answered by yet another question.
What better place to mull over what passes

ES 300 cabin ever. But, with the option of a

for art these days than behind the wheel of an

Mark Levinson* Premium Sound System, one

automobile that has the power to move you?

Can an automobile delight, comfort, fascinate and energize you
Take lexus.com for atest drive. The Passionate Pursuit of Perfection.

©Lizcbaus

are designed to inflate in asevere frontal collision. The side-impact and side-curtain airbags are designed to inflate in asevere side-impact collision. In all other accidents, the airbags svill not
airbag or around the seatback. Do not use rearward-facing child scats in any front passenger seat. The force of adeploying airbag SRS may cause serious iniury or death. Please see your Owner's
WorldRadioHistory
secure children in rear scat, obey all speed laws and drive responsibly. For more information, call
800-USA-LEXUS (800-872-5398).
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Letters
Bob Stuart on new media
Editor:
Judging by Internet "chatter" and direct
feedback to us, Peter van Willenswaard's
"Industry Update" report in the June
2002 issue seems to have been awkwardly phrased. Many readers assumed Stereophile was reporting that Peter Craven and
Ifailed to attend the AES Convention in
Munich (May 10-13, 2002), whereas the
item probably intended to report that we
missed last December's Convention in
New York. Unhappily, he then implied
that for some reason we had preferred to
stay away by adding, "rumor had it that
Meridian, until then astrong supporter of
DVD-Audio..."
In fact, Peter Craven and Iwere looking forward to presenting very interesting
new material at that Convention. Sadly,
the tragic events of September 11 caused
the Convention to be rescheduled to a
date we couldn't manage.
Although it fills copy to promote the
concept of aformat war, we should probably tread this line with caution. The real
threat to the long-term interests of audio
enthusiasts is mediocrity. In aworld where
MP3 threatens dominance, we have to be
smart to keep high quality as asustainable
and enduring possibility.
CD and DVD-Video, each in their own
way, provided asignificant consumer benefit over their predecessors. In Stereophiles
world, a small cadre of companies and
their customers strive for the highestquality results from these mass-market
media. Since this group represents substantially less than 1% of the market, it
cannot alone sustain aformat that differentiates only through higher resolution.
There are many forces at work: we want
high resolution, and many artists and content owners would like to see all "Red
Book" layers (CD and hybrid) die out because they offer no protection against ripping. My perspective has not deviated
from a recognition that high resolution
can be just one aspect of content that must
appeal to amuch wider audience.
As Iam sure you will report in due
course, Peter Craven and Iboth appeared
in workshops in Munich. From my perspective, these workshops were much
more useful in taking awider view of
high-resolution multichannel recording
and playback. By describing and demonstrating improved realism through the use
of height and MLP's ability to compatibly
deliver hierarchical content (including the
Stereophile, August 2002

subset called Ambisonics), we hope to
have appropriately widened the discussion.
J. Robert Stuart
Meridian Audio, England
Just to put the record straight, Peter van
Willenswaard's June 2002 report (pp.17-18)
was clearly labeled as discussing events at the
December 2001 New York AES Convention.
Much ofthe Internet (and industry) "chatter" was
from people who had apparently not read the
June 2002 Stereophile, which hit US newsstands almost coincident with the end of the
Munich Convention.
—Ed.
High-quality music media
Editor:
Participants in our hobby of high-quality
music reproduction take for granted an
unending supply of recordings. I'm experiencing deep foreboding about the
ongoing availability of high-quality
music recordings.
First, we need to check on the popular
electronics mass market. Things there will
certainly affect the music industry and,
ultimately, our listening. My Sunday paper
included flyers for several major electronics stores; Best Buy, Circuit City, and Good
Guys advertised not a single piece of
home-audio equipment for the reproduction of music. All audio equipment in
their flyers was intended for home theater.
With little or no mass-market equipment
for reproducing music, we must expect
drastic changes in the way recordings reach
adwindling number of listeners. It is currently the twilight of the two-channel
music CD; position yourself now for the
time when they're collectible relics.
Letters to the Editor should be sent
as faxes or e-mails only (until further
notice). Fax: (212) 886-2809. E-mail:
Letters@Stereophile.com. Unless
marked otherwise, all letters are
assumed to be for possible publication. In the spirit of vigorous debate
implied by the First Amendment,
and unless we are requested not to,
we publish correspondents' e-mail
addresses. Please note: We are
unable to answer requests for information on specific products or systems. If you have problems with
your subscription, all toll-free (800)
666-3746, or write to Stereophile, P.O.
Box 53117, Boulder, CO 80322-3117.
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New media solely for music, such as
DVD-Audio and SACD, are clearly lost to
abroader market. They seem to have been
overshadowed by the vigorous promotion
of home theater. Inherent design limitations of home-theater systems make them
nearly useless for music, adding to the confusion. (For more on this subject, Irefer
you to noted musician Wendy Carlos' excellent website, www.wendycarlos.com/
gosurround.html.) The audiophile press's
critical reception of the new formats has
been diffuse and weak. In past scenarios
with competing formats we sadly note that
the cheapest, worst-sounding, and most
profitable schemes have always been fused
into the de facto standard format.
A fascinating interview with Meridian's
Bob Stuart in the June 2002 Stereophile
Guide to Home Theater summarizes his belief that two-channel stereo and analog
belong in the "bin of folly." This from one
of the good guys fighting at the front lines
for great music! He has atough fight ahead
of him, as his interest is in multichannel
music and home-theater systems. One
thing certain is that Mr. Stuart is banking
on the continued availability of some form
of high-quality music recordings.
In that same issue of SGHT, reviewer
Steven Stone summarizes adeeply held
editorial value of Stereophi/es: "A first-rate
CD player can still be sonically outperformed by atopflight analog LP system." I
agree wholeheartedly with Mr. Stone's assertion that CD sound is inferior to records. Though Ilisten almost wholly to
vinyl, the imminent death of the CD
doesn't seem to cheer me at all.
Bouncing Mr. Stuart's attitude against
Mr. Stone's is superficially humorous, but
it connects to the issue brought home by
my Sunday paper. We are in amusical
Dark Age; there are currently no widely
available, high-quality music media;
DVD-A and SACD are failing to thrive;
CDs have always exhibited poor audio
quality and won't survive much longer,
and although the number of new vinyl
record manufacturers is growing, it remains asmall "hobby market."
A final sobering thought stemmed
from Stereophile's June "Industry Update":
Barry Willis discusses apparent missteps
the entertainment industry is making regarding the development of secure, downloadable files from the Internet. These
remarks could imply that the commercial
future of the music business lies in the sale
of Internet music files. The sound quality
11

Letters
of Internet music currently is terrible; it
seems to be the worst-sounding, cheapest,
but potentially most profitable medium.
A Stereophile review of a$10,000 MP3
player is arecurring nightmare of mine. Is
it at all feasible for high-quality audio (say,
comparable to that of SACD) to be delivered over the Internet in some form? If so,
that might be ideal; the record companies
could make audiophile-grade files available alongside speedier, poorer-sounding
compressed files at virtually no additional
cost. Ithink it's urgent that Stereophile inform us and help represent our interests
effectively to the music industry as this
technology emerges.
ED. Loesch
Bellevue WA
mr.bear@onebox.com

lousy dollars and some bandwidth savings.
Still, Iam hopeful that, should the record
companies continue on this path, they will
render themselves irrelevant Ibelieve that
recording artists are tired, and will increasingly tire, of the stranglehold the major
labels have. That, and the new possibilities
technology offers, will result in an upsurge
of smaller, independent recording labels.
That is where so much "real music" has always been made anyway. Ibelieve artists
and music-lovers will find away, because
artists need to make music and man needs to
hear music, real music, highest-fidelity
music, to soothe his increasingly weary soul.
Ultimately, if the day comes when Ican
no longer buy music that has not been
tampered with by The Big Brother Record Company, Iwill cease purchasing new
Audiophiles are not the enemy!
music altogether. Happily, Ican comfortEditor:
ably satisfy my musical desires for the rest
Ihave been following the digital rightsof my life by buying music BC (before
management issue in Stereophile closely.
corruption).
Jerry Cook
You have done an excellent job of reportMonument, CO
ing these issues through the years. Iam, I
jeraldrc@yahoo.com
must admit, increasingly cynical regarding
the RIAA and the entire state of affairs in
Thanks, Lisa
the music industry. Alas, Iwish you (and
Editor:
we few) had more of avoice.
Ihave been aloyal reader of Stereophile for
It should be as clear as the nose on the
four years now Iam saddened to learn
RIAA's (ugly) face. As you correctly point
that Lisa Astor's column will no longer be
out, these same issues have been adappearing in the magazine. Itruly enjoyed
dressed in the past regarding other similar
the humor and sarcasm that Lisa used to
formats. They wouldn't even be taking a describe what it was like to live with our
great risk! There is precedent. The movie
hobby from "The Other Side." Lisa, Iwill
industry is an example of what can work
miss "Astor Place" greatly. Iwish you all
if an industry chooses, or is forced, to be
the best with your new venture, and if
reasonable. Lower prices! Go for volume!
your book uses the same writing style as
Make it cheap enough that copying a your column, Ithink it will be ahuge sucCD-quality (or better!) recording isn't
cess. Good luck, and thank you for all
worth the trouble. Make it possible for
your great writing.
Brian Keane
your listeners to purchase more music for
bkeane@optonlinenet
the same, or less, money.
Rather, the RIAA has chosen to alienate
Where's Enid?
even the most stalwart music lovers, such
Editor:
as the readers of this magazine. We arc not
Sony to hear Jonathan Scull has left
the enemy!
Stereophile Does anyone remember Enid
It seems only fidelity suffers. Surely
Lumley? Once upon atime she had the
they don't believe that [use restrictions]
best ears and wrote the best articles on
will stop those who listen to low-fidelity
tweaking in the audiophile world. Will
MP3 recordings from "ripping and burnsomeone please find her and give her
ing." That genie is inescapably out of the
another shot?
RolfJohnson
bottle. One who is willing can find not
roYkj@yahoo.com
one but multiple detours around any restriction mechanism, especially if fidelity
You've lost agreat writer
is not agreat concern. In the end, there is
Editor:
always the analog output, which Idon't
Igot my June Stereophile in the mail last
believe the industry can circumvent anynight and was saddened by your antime soon. Fortunately, LPs cannot be tarnouncement that Jonathan Scull was no
geted. Another vote in favor of vinyl! Will
longer with the magazine. What agreat
history record it as the last bastion of writer! Please let the management you
"true" (analog) music reproduction?
report to know what aterrible decision
There was atime Ienvisioned afuture
this was.
Tom Larson
of higher fidelity — trickledown improvetglarson@gci-net.com
ments even the masses would hear and
desire. Instead, we get data compression.
It was ultimately my decision, Mr. Larson. —JA
It's no wonder the SACD format hasn't
succeeded. It seems few people really care.
Right on, Paul
The soul of music — the artists' souls, our
Editor:
soul — is being sold for the sake of afew
Iread Paul Bolin's review of the Ayre K12
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xpreamplifier in the June 2002 Stereophile What caught my attention was his
love of Bruno Walter performing
Beethoven — right on, Paul.
For those of you not familiar with Mr.
Walter's early stereo recordings on Columbia, check them out Not only is the
Beethoven great, but his Mahler, Brahms,
Bruckner, and Wagner, in some cases, have
yet to be equaled. With Walter, music was
areligion, and his gods were Beethoven,
Brahms, et al.
These recordings were multirniked by
engineer John McClure between 1958
and 1962, and still sound great by today's
standards.
JeffJones
Indianapolis, IN
jjones12@conicast.net
Now. Go! Get!
Editor:
Iknow this pohit has been raised numerous times, both in "Letters" and by
Stereophiles contributors, but think it is a
point that can't be noted enough. Iam just
finishing, next week, my first season subscription to the Cleveland Orchestra in
the stunning Severance Hall — musically
satisfying almost afways, and more often
than not even spiritually uplifting. Next
Thursday, May 28, Christoph von
Dohnányi will begin his final performances as musical director of this amazing
group of musicians, playing anice, light
evening's worth of music: Wagner's fourhour-long Siegfried.
Anyway. With my 12th-row-center
seats (not hard to get, frankly, and given
how much damn great music I've heard,
cheap!), Ihave attained something that no
amount of stereo listening can give me: a
true and genuine reference for my ears.
Over the past eight months, my ability to
listen and my approach to listening to
music have received an amazing education. Ilisten to and play music far better
because of the fantastic listening experiences Ihave had at Severance Hall.
Let me put it this way. If the point of
having agreat stereo system is so one can
see, feel, and hear music in one's home, I
would argue that superior live music (such
as a great symphony, but also a great
combo in agoad club, or ahot band in a
good live space, etc.) teaches one what it
means to see, feel, and hear music in a
much deeper and direct way than can any
"distance education" provided by stereo
gear. My listening at home has gotten so
much more enjoyable and serious because
of the live music I've been hearing,
because the live music has educated my
ears, mind, and heart about what music
feels like. To use the language of reviewers: Iam not talking subtle shades of
nuance here; Imean huge differences, differences between night and day, between
when Ilistened only to recorded music
and now, when Ihave in my mind's ear an
image of the live real thing.
Stereophile, August 2002

pure design

Karat Series:

Reduction to the essentials: The Karat series from Canton combines pure design with pure listening pleasure.
State-of-the-art technology in simple yet elegant furniture quality cabinets represents the Canton ideal of
loudspeakers. Information about the Karat series as well ts the complete line of Canton loudspeakers is available
in our new "Living HiFi" Magazine.

To receive afree copy, please contact Canton, 1723 Adams Street NE,

Minneapolis, MN 55413, call 612-706-9250, or visit www.cantonusa.com.

pure music
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Letters
without being bothered. Ileft when I
wanted to.
So what's my point? Consider the proposition "The supplier controls the consumers and the consumers control the
supplier." The Eli Bridge Company made
most of the classic Ferris wheels in the
US, so if you wanted aFerris wheel, you
went to Eli. There was only one dealer
What's wrong with Stereophoole
because there wasn't much demand.
Editor:
Profits, however, were high; if Eli made a
The May Stereophile featured Neil Young's
dozen wheels, it was abanner year.
Are You Passionate? as "Recording of the
Now, let's consider a not-untypical
Month," with four and ahalf stars for Perhigh-end manufacturer. In the entire
formance and four stars for Sonics. Yeah,
United States, they have only eight dealthe performance is pretty good, but four
ers. Their speakers cost $50,000/pair and
stars for Sonics? Robert Baird says it's
"cracldy, crisp, and spacious enough." If down, but not very far down. Like Eli
Bridge, if each dealer sold adozen sets of
that's the case, Ihope Inever have to sufanything at all, it would be abanner year.
fer through abright, raspy, harsh, or even
But there is adifference. While perhaps
metallic sound characteristic again.
10,000 people enjoy each Ferris wheel
You've got to be kidding!!! This is the worstevery year, only about 96 people, give or
sounding Neil Young production I've ever
take afew brass ears or Swedes, listen to
heard. In the first 30 seconds after hitting
this company's speakers. Almost by definthe Play button, Ithought my system had
ition, their owners are acult.
some major failure. There were no highs,
As are we intrepid listeners to twono dynamics, no bass definition, and cerchannel (or one-channel!) music. We are
tainly no sense of any kind of space —
thought slightly eccentric by the masses,
even for multitrack!
Ihadn't even seen this review when I and our beloved equipment is considered
got a couple of calls from fellow Neil
to be nothing more than ridiculously
crude, overpriced appliances no more
Young fans with the same shocked reaction. This review makes you guys look
valuable than toasters. Ionce bought a
100Wpc rack system for 20 bucks from a
like Stereophoole.
Wayne J. Mastel
(firmer subscriber and still occasional reader)
guy who wouldn't pay the 20 bucks to
have the volume control cleaned. AnyLincoln, ND
thing without a remote is considered
What's right with Stereophile
hopelessly retro.
What makes the difference is marketEditor:
ing. A Ferris wheel is self-marketing; a
Isuspect you hear far too many complaints about "what's wrong with Stereostereo system is not.
Consider another cult group out there,
phile." Let me tell you what's right.
the group that we could have been,
Cantus! Ireceived this CD yesterday,
should have been, but aren't: the homeand Iam enthralled by its beauty. The retheater market. The success of this group
cording is truly masterful, beautifully
begins with the fact that it is largely selfmiked. Ican see these men right in front
marketing — everyone is familiar with
of me, singing with passion and intensity.
'This is one of the finest live recordings I movies, and everyone enjoys agood story.
It fits in with the American penchant for
have heard.
valuing gadgetry, complexity, and quantity,
So thank you! This is an album to relish;
and it evolved from afamiliar group: us.
it renews the soul.
James May
The people who once listened to loud
(Stereophile reader from Vol.1!)
Seattle, WA
music and organ pipes in mono, and race
cars and jet planes in stereo, are the same
jmay@fathersnetwork.org
people who today are listening to car
crashes and explosions in surround sound:
Audio, marketing, dealers
Audiophilus eruptus. Those people used to
Editor:
Recently, Iwas in the market for apair of be our people. They are now the new misspeakers. Since Iknow and trust Sam
sionaries, converting people from stereo as
we once converted them from the console
Tellig's ears, his recommendations were at
phonograph. And now the reverse is true:
the top of my short list. Unfortunately for
What people once saw in appliance stores
me, the nearest dealers for each speaker
they now see in specialty shops, as more
were in Chicago, a500-mile trip.
On the other hand, Idid buy aset of and more merchants add "and Video" to
their store names.
speakers, and found an excellent dealer,
This is the point: In Stereophile's June
Holm Audio of Woodridge. My salesman asked what Ilistened to, and on
"As We See It," Jon Iverson explores the
reasons otherwise sane people have bewhat equipmenr, he assembled asimilar
come audiophiles. He cites influences
system, then just left me alone. Although
such as friends and family, audio fairs,
he was always available when Ineeded
music-appreciation classes, and friendly
him, Ilistened for almost four hours
Every serious music listener should
have great stereo gear in one hand and
regular tickets to live music in the other.
Go buy some tickets to some live music.
Now. Go! Get!
Pauli. Canis
Cleveland, OH
pcanis@earthlink.net
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retailers. Iwould add to that list audio
magazines and the post-War interest in
electronics. Most of these sources are all
but extinct, and the friendly local stereo
store is seriously endangered. In fact, I
think it is fair to say that the only source
of new audiophiles is magazines and local
retailers, with friends and family arapidly
declining influence.
Catalog or online merchandisers are
just not as effective as recruiters, and, in
my experience, cannot always be relied on
to give good advice. In fact, one store even
went so far as to refund my money rather
than reveal that they had technical people
on staff who could help customers with
setup problems!
Peter Braverman, owner of Red
Trumpet.com, puts up athoughtful and
spirited defense of online retailers in the
June "Letters" (pp.12-15), but as one
who has worked for bricks-and-mortar
merchants for over 30 years, Iwould like
to add my comments to the five points
he raises:
First, regarding the reliability of online
advice, Ioffer my experience with the store
two paragraphs back as at least one counterexample. Bad advice is everywhere.
Second, regarding local dealers jealously defending their high-end brands: maybe, but you need to realize that for every
Krell that walks out the door, adozen
Boses must follow. Every retailer's cash
cow is low-price, high-volume sales. Want
to incite the wrath of aretailer? Try taking
away Polk or Thiel or even Pioneer. Those
are precisely the sales that most efficiently
generate converts to our hobby.
Third, Iassure you that the typical local
retailer knows how much he needs to
make to stay in business. It's usually at
least 28% on an electronic item, 43% on
software, 50% on aspeaker, etc. Within
these limitations, each deal is usually
somewhat negotiable. I don't know
whether Profit Finder slide rules are still
kicking around, but, for example, an item
that sells for $150 and costs $100 is a"33point item"; that is, one-third of the sale
price is profit. The dealer's attention is on
the 33%; that is, on the profit.
Fourth, regarding churlish dealers, I
suspect that much of this is situational, as
witness my positive experience with
Holm Audio.
Fifth, that local retailers need more
profit to stay in business than online retailers: probably, but remember: you always
pay full asking price from an e-tailer;
every sale from your local dealer is acustom affair tailored to your needs. Sometimes the local dealer is cheaper.
And the local dealer is the single most
effective recruiter for those interested in
true high-fidelity sound. Inexorable market forces or not, it would be suicide to
eliminate him.
Bob McIntyre
Toledo, OH
analoguy@juno.com
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Because the WATT/Puppy System 6is the best selling over-$10,000
loudspeaker in history, one might expect Wilson Audio to leave well
enough alone. But that would overlook Wilson's commitment to
define for the industry the bounds of the possible in speaker design.

Introducing the WATT/Puppy System 7
Wilson's unique materials research has led to the first new WATT
cabinet in its I
7-year history. For the first time, the Puppy has anew
driver. And to better integrate the two, countless hours were spent
refining the crossover. The changes appear subtle; the difference they
make is not. In terms of resolution, coherence, bass speed and
impact, an already great loudspeaker has been raised ta an astonishing new level. Finally, new styling cues join the WATT and Puppy more
beautifully than ever.
It was apainstaking process, but at the end of the day we had to be

From left to right: WATT/Puppy Series 5(1995); WATT/Puppy System 7(2002);
WATT/Puppy System 6(1999); the original WATTon aGibralter Stand (1985)

able say one thing with confidence: This is the best WATT/Puppy the
world has ever known.

Hear the new System 7 in the Gibson Suite at HE 2002 in New York City, May 30 -lune 2,2002

WorldRadioHistory
2233 Mountain Vista Lane, Provo, Utah, 84606 .www.wilsonaudio.com .801-377-2233
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Industry
US: WASHINGTON, DC
Jon Iverson
Earlier this year, the Consumer Electronics Association (CEA) tried something alittle different and ran the 2002
Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in
Las Vegas during the week, starting on
aTuesday instead of its normal Thursday-Sunday slot. The hope was that
the show would not compete with the
normally crowded Las Vegas weekends, and would offer showgoers more
flexibility in finding hotel rooms and
taxi cabs.
Scratch that idea. The CEA has decided that you can't mess with tradition, and has reverted to a more
familiar calendar, scheduling the 2003
CES to be held Thursday-Sunday,
January 9-12. The CEA has also announced that the 2003 CES will again
include exhibits at the Las Vegas
Convention Center, Las Vegas Hilton,
and Alexis Park Hotel.
Attendance at the 2002 CES was
estimated at around 110,000 visitors,
down abit from the 127,000 visitors in
2001. The CEA says it expects more
than 100,000 "industry professionals, retailers, manufacturers, content providers, government leaders, corporate
buyers, financial analysts, and journalists" to attend next year's event. Registration for CES 2003 is expected to
open this summer. For general information visit the CES website at www.
CESweb.org.

US: NEW YORK
Wes Phillips
Home Entertainment 2002's first day
was filled with press conferences, but
none was more widely anticipated
than Sony's. The pre-conference chatter was filled with insiders insisting
that they knew for afact that Sony was
confirming the rumor reported on the
Stereophile website that Universal and
Sony were discontinuing making CDs
in favor of dual-layer SACDs [see next
story —Ed.]. Other insiders insisted it
was merely arumor.
But when Sony's David Migdal,
David Kawakami, and Tim Baxter
spoke, they didn't even mention replacing the CD with the SACD. However,
the fact that all three stressed SACD's
imperviousness to ordinary ripping or
burning led some observers to speculate
that such amove is not out of the question. Instead, the focus of the event was
SACD's growth in the consumer market, its growing acceptance by record
labels, and new manufacturing fadlities:
an added line at Sonopress, and ajoint
Sony-Crest National dual-layer plant to
be constructed in Hollywood [again see
next story — Ed.].
Among the labels newly championing SACD were Harmonia Mundi
and ECM, both long respected for their
commitment to sound quality. Jody
Klein, of ABKCO, announced acollaboration with Sony to reissue, on duallayer discs, ABKCO's entire catalog of

Update
early recordings by the Rolling Stones,
totaling some 22 records. This also has
been the subject of recent rumors — the
British music magazine Mojo reported
that Sony is about to release a15-disc set
of live Stones recordings.
For years, there has been speculation
about ABKCO's remarkable restraint in
not having issued updated CDs of its
early Rolling Stones catalog — several
critics have questioned whether the master tapes for those records even existed
any more. Those conspiracy theorists will
not be comfortable with the language in
Sony's press release: "The restoration
process for ABKCO's The Rolling Stones
Remastered Series started with hundreds of
hours of painstaking research on both
sides of the Atlantic to determine the
analog sources most true to the original
Rolling Stones studio recordings." Bob
Ludwig directed the mastering process;
the discs will cost $18.98 each.
GERMANY
Peter van Willenswaard
Things seemed to be going well for
SACD at the 112th AES Convention,
held May 10-13 in Munich. The official
news, announced at aSony-Philips press
conference, was that one million consumer SACD players have been sold so
far worldwide. There are four categories
of SACD device: dedicated players, receivers (tuner, player, and five-channel
amp in one box), SACD/DVD players,
and a downmarket surround system

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related seminars,
shows, and meetings shouldfax (do not call)
the when, where and who to (212) 886-2809
at least eight weeks before the month of the
event. The deadlinefor the October 2002 issue
is August 1. Mark thefax 'ttention Stephen
Mias, Dealer Bulletin Board." We will fax
back aconfirmation. Ifyou do not receive confirmation within 24 hours, pleasefax us again.
Please note that it is not appropriate for
retailers to promote new product lines in
"Calendar" unless this is associated with a
seminar or similar event.
Stereophiie, August 2002

CALIFORNIA
• Saturday, August 17: The California
Audio Society (CAS) will host aseminar by Mike Elliott, who will present
the new Aria amplifier line and discuss
the upgrades he offers for Counterpoint products. For more information,
contact Jeff Parks at (909) 461-0775 or
visit www.calaudiophilesodety.org.
•Silent Lucidity is proud to announce
that it has been selected as the exclusive
San Francisco area dealer for JMlab
loudspeakers. A factory-sponsored sem-
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mar to be held in September will highlight the exciting new Electra series, and
models from the Utopia, Cobalt, and
Chorus ranges. To schedule aprivate
audition, please call (415) 928-2990.
• Friday, July 19: San Francisco Stereo
Er Theater Systems (2201 Market St.,
San Francisco) will host an evening of
listening and conversation with Kevin
Zarrow of Marantz Home Theater.
RSVP at (415) 861-1044.
• Saturday, July 20, 3-6pm: San
Francisco Stereo & Theater Systems
17
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complete with five loudspeakers. Maybe
not surprisingly, the last category sells
best by far. One large Dutch retailer
even reported that they now sell more
SACD players than CD players.
Sony will double its number of
SACD models this year. The prognosis
for SACD is total worldwide sales of 6
million players (in whatever form) in
2003 and 13 million in 2004.
As for making the discs, Sony has
three pressing plants (in Japan, the US,
and Europe), but as yet no facility for
making hybrid SACD/CD discs.
Sonopress (Germany), which can press
hybrids, planned to have doubled its
capacity by June, and will start asecond
production line in September. And on
May 30 Philips announced in Amsterdam that it will cooperate with Crest
National to set up an SACD production
line in Hollywood, California. (Crest
National specializes in film, video and
sound productions.) The plan is to have
the production facility up and running by
the Fall of 2002, capable of pressing 3
million SACDs per year. It was also
announced that this is only the first
Philips/Crest production line, several
more are to follow.
This massive increase in SACD production capacity, coupled with the
increasing feeling that the CD copyprotection schemes tried out in the past
year or so are lost causes compared with
the well-protected SACD, is presumably what had led to the rumor at the
Munich Convention that at least one of
the major record companies, possibly
Universal, had decided to stop CD production and switch to SACD/CD hybrids for all new titles. Icontacted a
source close to Philips, who, when
asked, confirmed the rumor. However,
when my colleague Hans Beekhuyzen
and Iconfronted Sony and Philips press

people with this information, we received evasive answers, but no hard denials. Hans was then contacted by a
Universal spokesman, who calmly denied everything.
The AES Convention saw the third
consecutive confrontation between
Stanley Lipshitz and John Vanderkooy
on one hand (Paper 5620), and Derk
Reclinan (Philips, Paper 5616) and
James Angus (consultant to Sony, Paper
5619) on the other. As you'll remember
from my report on this subject in June,
the tone of the DSD debate had already
become milder; this time, it was downright friendly, both parties agreeing that
their positions were converging. Lipshitz and Vanderkooy now accepted
that the idle tones became unmeasurable (below something like -180dB) if
one dithered as close to optimally as
possible but pointed out that they do
not disappear entirely. The discussion
has also been fruitful for the SonyPhilips pro-DSD camp, as it forced
them to take acloser look at the theory
behind DSD. This has resulted in refinements — such as the previously reported pre-distortion correction for
sigma-delta modulators —that can be
implemented in the next generation of
DSD and SACD equipment.
There was also hardware news. Until
very recently, DSD recordings (DSD is
the 1-bit, very-high-sample-rate signal
format used on SACD) had to be edited
in the PCM domain. If this was done
properly, using something like the
Pyramix software, the quality loss was
minimal, as the editing took place at a
352kHz sampling rate (8Fs, where Fs is
the CD's 44.1kHz sample rate). At previous AES Conventions, Sony's Peter
Eastty had regularly reported on his
research into direct DSD editing at
SACD's basic 64Fs sample frequency. A

Update

first, somewhat limited product like
Sony's Sonoma digital audio workstation platform has now led to D-MAP, a
new, full-grown modular system on display in Munich. These modules are
available from Sony to other manufacturers, who can use them to build DSD
editing and mixing consoles.
Sony also showed a DSD interface
module, MAC-DSD. For 16-bit/44.1kHz
audio we had S/PDIF as the consumer interface, and AES/EBU for
professional use. No universal interface format or connection yet exists for
DSD — [existing pro-audio gearfrom dCS,
for example, uses modified SDIF or parallelled AES/EBU quasi-PCM formats —
Ed.] —but the introduction of the
Sony MAC-DSD module sets a de
facto standard. It is capable of handling
24 bidirectional channels of 64Fs
DSD, over asingle Cat-5 data cable
(four twisted pairs). Unlike with
S/PDIF or AES/EBU, the clock is
not "buried" in the data signal, but is
transferred separately — the wise thing
to do if you want to minimize jitter.
Finally, an unusual PWM amplifier
invented by aDutch design team — see
www.piak.nl— was described in Paper
5503. The team based its design on the
basic layout of asigma-delta modulator,
but removed the clock! The remaining
circuit became unstable and oscillated at
near infinitely high frequencies, so they
added some hysteresis to decrease the
oscillation to about 3001cHz. The analog
input signal then modulates the pulse
widths. Similar topologies are used in
industrial control electronics (which is
where the team members began their
careers). Distortion is essentially below
-100dB, and RF output is amild 40mV.
The amplifier is still in the prototype
phase, but the designers intend to go
commercial eventually.

Calendar
(921 University Ave., Berkeley) presents
Live Jazz with Akira Tana and his pals.
Seating is very limited. RSVP at (510)
486-1044.
• Tuesday, August 6: San Francisco
Stereo & Theater Systems (2478 W. El
Camino Real, Mountain View) and
B&W will host an evening of music,
theater, and conversation with Chris
Browder of Equity International.
RSVP at (650) 917-1099.
• Saturday, August 17, 3-6pm: San
Francisco Stereo & Theater Systems (921

University Ave., Berkeley) presents Live
Jazz with Akira Tana and his pals. Seating
is very limited. RSVP at (510) 486-1044.
• Tuesday, August 20, llam-lpm:
San Francisco Stereo & Theater
Systems (2201 Market St., San
Francisco) will host the unveiling of
the Krell Showcase amp and preampprocessor. Meet New York Mets
catcher and audiophile Mike Piazza
and Bill McKiegan of Krell as they
present the newest Krell products.
RSVP at (415) 861-1044.

ILLINOIS

• August 23-24: Stephen Daniels of
The Sound Organisation will be
at Symphony Sound (Chicago) representing Wilson Benesch and
Chord Electronics, along with
Mike Pranka of Toffco, representing Exposure electronics, Neat
speakers, and Dynavector cartridges. For more info, please contact Symphony Sound at (773)
324-1240, or e-mail info@symphonysound.com.
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US: NASHVILLE
Barry Willis
Otis Blackwell, the prolific songwriter
who helped propel the careers of Elvis
Presley and Jerry Lee Lewis, died
Wednesday, May 9, in Nashville. The
apparent cause of death was a heart
attack, according to aspokesman for St.
Thomas Hospital. Blackwell was 70,
and had been in the St. Thomas emergency room several times recently, the
Nashville Tennesseean reported. He had
been in poor health since suffering a
debilitating stroke in 1991, the year after
he moved to Nashville to establish a
new record label with "Col." Tom
Parker, Elvis Presley's former manager.
Blackwell is credited with writing or
co-writing more than 1000 songs that
sold more than 185 million records
throughout his career. His compositions
were recorded by awide range of artists,
including Billy Joel, Otis Redding, The
Who, and James Taylor, but he is best
known as the songwriter who helped
put Elvis Presley and Jerry Lee Lewis on
the musical map with "Don't Be Cruel"
and "Great Balls of Fire" (a collaboration with Jack Hammer), which were
No.1 and No2 hits, respectively, on the
pop charts in 1956 and 1957.
Blackwell also wrote Presley's hits
"All Shook Up" and "Return to Sender,"
with Winfield Scott. "Fever," made immortal by torch singer Peggy Lee, was
composed by Blackwell (under the pen
name John Davenport) in collaboration
with Eddie Cooley. Other well-known
Blackwell songs include Dee Clark's
1959 hit "Hey Little Girl," and "Handy
Man," ahit by Jimmy Jones in 1960 that
was covered by Del Shannon in 1964
and by James Taylor in 1977.
Blackwell began his career as aperformer. He had ahit record, "Daddy
Rollin' Stone," on the Jay-Dee label in

1952, but performing soon took aback
seat to songwriting. He was the personification of the concept that creative fertility arises at the crossroads of divergent
cultures. Born in Brooklyn in 1931,
Blackwell grew up hearing and playing
gospel music in his African-American
household, but became enamored of
the cowboy songs of Tex Ritter, whom
he saw onscreen at the theater where he
worked as ajanitor. The narrative freedom of country and western music was
especially appealing to Blackwell, who
once remarked that, "like the blues, it
told astory, but it didn't have the same
restrictive construction. A cowboy song
could do anything." He combined many
musical influences to create brash,
arresting pop songs that defined the
early years of rock'n'roll.
Blackwell's songwriting career took a
downturn in the mid-'60s, as popular
tastes turned toward singer-songwriters
and pop groups who performed their
own material. His prodigious output
had been covered by so many performers that he was guaranteed acomfortable income for life, but financial
mismanagement led to tax problems.
He attempted a comeback as a performer in the 1970s, recording some albums and touring backed by rock group
The Smithereens.
Otis Blackwell was inducted into the
Nashville Songwriters Foundation Hall
of Fame in 1986. Brace »lose A Tribute to
Otis Blackwell, recorded in 1993, includes
performances by Chrissie Hynde,
Graham Parker, Joe Ely, Tom Verlaine,
Deborah Harry, Kris Kristofferson, and
many others. Blackwell is survived by his
wife, Mamie Wiggins Blackwell, of
Nashville, and seven children: Otis Jr. and
Leslie, of Nashville; Odette, of Manhattan; and Kimberly Scott, Michael
Scott, Timothy, and Ellen, all of Las Vegas.

Update

UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
It's my sad duty to report the death of
Brian O'Rourke, on April 29. Brian
founded Ruark Acoustics in 1986, and
nominally retired afew years ago, formally handing over the reins to son
Alan and son-in-law Neil. However,
having organized the succession of what
has always been very much a family
firm, Brian continued to make regular
appearances and contributions right up
until his final, short illness. He was 71.
Ididn't know Brian well, but had
met him several times over the past 25
years. He was astrong personality and a
true gentleman. The first time we met,
he was working for an enclosure supplier. Although Iwas but ayoung assembly worker at Spendor, he accorded
me the same respect then as he did
many years later at hi-fi shows, after I'd
become ajournalist and he was launching his own loudspeakers.
Brian always had plenty of "front"
and charm — more than enough to
overcome his limitations in acoustics
know-how, which he always acknowledged with refreshing honesty. He was,
first and foremost, acabinet man; he began his working life in the furniture industry, where he designed jigs, planned
production, and helped pioneer RF
glue-curing.
In the early 1960s, Brian's clients included T'V and audio system makers, and
at the end of the decade he moved to a
company that built enclosures for proaudio brands. This brought him into contact with musicians and the rock scene,
and helped him formulate his own ideas
about loudspeakers and sound quality.
He then joined Kinrobe, amajor cabinet
supplier to specialist hi-fi speaker manufacturers, from which he moved to the
BBC-inspired Chartwell operation.

Calendar
OREGON

• Saturday, September 14, 5pm: The
Audio Gallery (16318 SW Bryant Rd.,
Lake Oswego) welcomes you to aseminar with Richard Vandersteen on the
importance of waveform preservation.
Please RSVP at (503) 699-8888.
• Tuesday, September 17, 7pm:
Bradford's Hi-Fidelity (942 Olive St.,
Eugene) is proud to announce an
evening seminar with Richard Vandersteen on the importance of waveform
preservation. RSVP at (541) 344-8287.
Stereophile, August 2002

TEXAS

TENNESSEE

• Saturday, July 20, 3-5pm: Audio
Revolutions by Michael Green will
sponsor aclinic, "How Close Are You to
Your Music?" There will be comparisons of live and recorded acoustical instruments, and Michael Green, creator
of the tuneable technique, will conduct
personal demos. The workshop will take
place during the 2002 National Association of Music Merchants Show
(NAMM) in Nashville. RSVP at (888)
766-6886 or e-mail ivy@tunevilla.com.
WorldRadioHistory

• Friday, August 2, 6-10pm: Brian
DiFrank of Whetstone Audio will be
tapping akeg of good beer and hosting an open house with Sound
Organisation's Steve Daniels. Steve
will demonstrate Linn's new Classik
line. For info, visit www.whetstone
audio.com.
WASHINGTON

• Thursday, September 19, 7pm:
Advanced Audio Systems (6450
21
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Chartwell failed to thrive, and in
1978, for the first time, Brian set up an
operation of his own. Diesis continued
for nine years, with successful models
like the Solitaire, before running out of
cash. Brian sold his house to settle the
debts, and then —at the tender age of
56 — used what was left over to launch
Ruark, the name an early Celtic precursor of "O'Rourke."
In the ensuing 16 years Ruark has
steadily prospered through acombination of fine cabinetwork in the English
tradition, and the active participation of
the whole O'Rourke family in the performance, design, manufacture, and
marketing of the company's loudspeakers. Now aglobally recognized brand,
Ruark Acoustics looks well set for the
future. Stereophile extends its best wishes and condolences to Brian's widow,
Jean, and to their children, Alan, Peter,
and Jill.

Attorneys for the RIAA claimed that
although Audiogalaxy did block access
to one version of Simon and Garfunlde's "Sounds of Silence," 41 other
versions of the recording were available.
"A first-year computer programmer
could do better than they have,"
Oppenheim said. Audiogalaxy is one of
the most popular file-sharing services to
arise in the post-Napster era. Its software has been downloaded at least 30
million times, according to CNET
Networks. Audiogalaxy is one of many
file-sharing services taking legal heat
from the RIAA, which was joined in the
suit by the National Music Publishers
Association (NMPA) and songwriters'
organization the Harry Fox Agency.
On May 22, just a few days after
announcing aplan to compensate artists
for downloaded music, Netherlandsbased Kazaa BV announced that it could
no longer bear the costs of its legal battle
with the music industry Kazaa threw in
US: WASHINGTON. DC
the towel, despite arecent ruling by a
Barry Willis
Dutch appeals court that the company
The music industry was much in the
was not responsible for copyright innews in late May, with file-sharing lawfringements made by people using its
suits launched, Web royalties deferred,
software. Kazaa announced that it would
the payola system attacked, and acoalifold due to excessive legal expenses intion of artists and record labels quescurred in defending itself against copytioning the homogenization of radio.
right-infringement charges brought by
On May 24, the Recording Inmajor record labels. Kazaa has sold the
dustry Association of America (RIAA)
network to another company not yet
continued its war against file-sharing involved in litigation, atactic the RIAA's
services by launching acopyright suit
Oppenheim categorized as "a shell
against Audiogalaxy. The suit, filed in
game." ICazaa's move came on the heels
aNew York federal court, alleges that of its announcement of acontroversial
Audiogalaxy has made "ineffective" partnership with telecommunications
efforts to filter copyrighted songs
giant Verizon.
from its service. RIAA senior vice
Kazaa and Verizon had proposed a
president and general counsel Matt system of compulsory Internet copyOppenheim was dismissive of Audioright licenses that could generate as
galaxy's attempts to comply with a much as $2 billion annually from In2001 court order that it block access
ternet service providers alone. Proto such material.
ceeds from the licenses could be used

Calendar
Tacoma Mall Blvd., Tacoma) will
host aseminar with Richard Vandersteen on the importance of waveform
preservation in loudspeakers. RSVP
at (253) 472-3133.
• Premier Audio & Home Theater,
representing Audio Refinement,
Conrad-Johnson, MIT, YBA,
DreamVision, Shnaudio, JMlab,
Audio Physic, Quad, Meadowlark Harmonic Technology, and
Sim2/Sèleco, has moved to 6017
Roosevelt NE, Seattle, and will be

conducting seminars throughout July
and August. For more info, call (206)
985-0209.
WISCONSIN

• The Audio Emporium (Milwaukee) is proud to announce the
arrival of the long-awaited BAT VK300X integrated amplifier. E-mail
audio@execpc.com if interested in
attending a seminar conducted by
Geoff Poor of BAT
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to compensate performers and songwriters, who currently get nothing for
the sales of their creations by musicindustry-backed commercial sites
Pressplay and MusicNet.
"We're proposing the idea of a[compulsory copyright] license for the
Internet, so peer-to-peer distribution
would be legitimate and the copyright
community would get compensation,"
said Verizon vice president Sarah
Deutsch. Under the licensing program,
ISPs, computer makers, blank media
makers, software companies, and others involved in the distribution of
online music would contribute. "We're
talking about amodest fee on all the
parties who benefit from the availability of this content," said Kazaa lobbyist
Phil Corwin.
The Recording Industry Association
of America (RIAA) has dismissed the
proposal, possibly because it seeks to
pay creators rather than copyright owners. RIAA president Hilary Rosen called
the Kazaa-Verizon plan "disingenuous
and ridiculous," according to USA Today
reporter Jefferson Graham.
Nashville, Tennessee—based StreamCast Networks, operator of the
Morpheus peer-to-peer system, made a
similar announcement that coincided
with Kazaa's. "The case is in jeopardy of
collapsing simply from the financial
attrition of the defendants before adecision on the merits can be reached,"
StreamCast's attorneys wrote. Lead
attorney Andrew Bridges, who successfully defended Diamond Multimedia,
maker of the original Rio MP3 player,
against an RIAA lawsuit, said he was
withdrawing from the case because
StreamCast couldn't afford "the burn
rate for legal fees."
On May 21, Webcasters were given a
reprieve from royalties due music publishers and songwriters. That day, Librarian of Congress James H. Billington
rejected aroyalty rate recommended in
February by a Copyright Arbitration
Royalty Panel (CARP). Billington's decision was made at the recommendation
of Registrar of Copyrights Marybeth
Peters. Webcasters had argued that the
royalty rates were high enough to put
most of them out of business. Some had
argued that the fees would amount to as
much as 78% of their revenue. The rates
were due to be reviewed within 30 days,
according to news from Washington.
Some media conglomerates find
themselves on both sides of the
Webcasting royalty issue, in particular
AOL Time Warner, whose Warner
Music Group would pocket funds paid
Stereophile, August 2002

Help Stop qUIEM°
Industry Alert. British Speaker Manufacturer, Acoustic Energy's
Unfair Trade Tactics Must be Stopped.

"The Best Line of Speakers
under aThousand Bucks"
/ilia

n /MI

huy IC

thliM-

ing in
their ads and it's
ridiculous. Admittedly, their
$299 apair Aegis Evo One did
get afew rave reviews and the
Aesprit 309 at $999 apair looks
like asteal. But what about everything in between? What are the odds
that they're all that good?
And that crack about focusing on
the under a grand high-performance
speaker market because it's an area
where "high-end companies can't
afford to compete and mass-market
manufacturers can't afford to care" —
that's crap.
They're taking acheap shot at us
and that just isn't right...eh?
Arthur Decco — Ontario, Canada

Reviews that are just too good to be
true.
They bought off the press. How else do
they beat a half-dozen manufacturers
in a shootout, get awarded five-stars,
and then do it again, and again? The
fix is in. Write to me cío The Coalition
and I'll send you copies of all their
reviews sa you can see for yourself
Rick Shaw — Indianapolis, IN

"Stupidly Low Prices"
it past rsti tfair: AE might
design great speakers; but
they
British — it costs them
afortune to build 'em. As long
as AE was making $4000
studio monitors, they didn't even
show up on our radar Who knew
they were owned by Formosa
Prosonic Industries?
An 18 acre
factory in the Far East turning out 7
million speakers a year for the
world's majar brands — how can
anyone compete with that economyof-scale?
British engineering, metal-cone
woofers, alloy tweeter fascias, real
wood veneers,and true high-end
performance, all at stupidly low
prices.., they have to be stopped.
Bob Loblaw —Baltimore, MD

FREE SPEAKER

Now they're bribing consumers! OK, so we did it too. But in our contest there was
one prize for the entire country. No one really had much chance of winning. You
can't call that abribe. AE is giving away a$400 Aego 2system at EVERY SINGLE
PARTICIPATING DEALER. And there's an Aego 5surround system as anational
grand prize. That's abribe. Lisa Corolla —Boston, MA

Acoustic Energy is distributed in the U.S. by Audiophile Systems.
Boycott their dealers and we site:
www.audiophilesystems.com
Contest Rules —Stop by any participating AE retailer and audition the Aesprit 300 bookshelf speaker, the
Aesprit 309 floorstander, or an entire Aesprit home theater speaker package. Fill out the comment card and
have it signed by the salesperson that assisted you. One Aego 2 system will be awarded per store in a
random drawing. One grand prize of an Aego PS surround system will be awarded nationally. The contest
runs now through November 30, 2002. No purchase is necessary. Your odds of winning will depend on the
number of entries received. For acomplete listing of the contest rules please see your participating Acoustic
Energy retailer or visit the Audiophile Systems web site at www.audiophilesystems.ccan.

HELP STOP 11E!
Don't try to win this Aego 2.
Ignore the Contest Rules to the Lett

Paid for by: The Coalition to Stop Acoustic Energy •8709 Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis, IN
WorldRadioHistory
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by the parent company for music
streamed on America Online. "This is a
dispute between industries and we have
units in each of the industries involved,"
AOL-TW spokeswoman Kathy McKiernan told the Wall Street Journal. "We
have confidence that the process will
produce arate that will work for everyone involved." AOL has decided to allow the Digital Media Association, a
Webcasters' advocate group, to speak
for it in royalty negotiations.
CARP's rate recommendations arose
from a1998 change in the law that may
allow record labels to charge royalties
for music played online. Until the royalty system is changed, radio stations,
both online and broadcast, will pay royalties only to songwriters and composers, through organizations like the
American Society of Composers, Arrangers, and Producers (ASCAP).
European broadcasters pay royalties to
copyright holders. The change means
that performers may finally start getting
paid for radio and Internet play, though
how much they'll be paid is still to be
determined. CARP has recommended a
"sliding scale" with different rates for
Web-only, radio-only, commercial, and
non-commercial use. One proposal includes a $500 annual minimum payment per Webcaster. Small independent
Webcasters have protested that any rates
are unfair as long as some large commercial radio stations remain exempt
from having to pay them.
On May 24, record labels and artists'
groups called for more rigorous oversight of promotional payments made to
radio stations in return for airplay.
"Payola," as it is known, has been illegal
since the legendary scandals of the 1950s
involving disc jockey Alan Freed.
Record companies circumvent the spirit
of the law by providing payments
through anetwork of independent promoters, who provide "support" to radio
stations and collect "commissions" when
records are played on the air.
The alliance of music labels, artists'
unions, and music retailers is pushing
for alegislative and regulatory crackdown on abuses of the promotional system. The Federal Communications
Commission is one government agency
that has recently been examining the
payola issue, but hasn't yet made any
reconunendations. The grout) has also
asked the FCC to look into the effect
consolidation in the radio industry has
had on programming. Many observers
have commented that radio broadcasting is becoming increasingly homogenous, with ever-shrinking playlists of
Stereophile, August 2002

instantly recognizable hit songs. The
radio industry was swept by awave of
mergers and acquisitions following the
passage of the Telecommunication Act
of 1996, which loosened ownership restrictions on broadcasters.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
In April, four years after its first press
conference, TAG McLaren Audio invited the high-end press to its new, purpose-built headquarters for a briefing
on "the story so
CEO Udo Zucker spoke franldy
about the company and its progress. A
trifle impatiently, he scotched any
rumors that the company might be
thinking of leaving the audio business.
He reminded everyone that TAG
McLaren started out with aseven-year
plan, that it was only four and ahalf
years down that road, and that it retained the full backing of TAG's top
management,
Ron
Dennis
and
Mansour Ojjeh.
Zucker acknowledged that some mistakes had been made, and blamed his
own impatience for the decision to purchase amplifier manufacturer Audiolab
as astartup vehicle. Hindsight suggests
that it might have been better to have
built the TAG McLaren operation up
from scratch.
More significant is the way that TAG
McLaren Audio's emphasis has shifted:
away from the stereo/hi-fi tradition
inherited from Audiolab, and much
more toward the higher-performance
end of home theater. Indeed, it has become obvious that TAG has been very
successful at creating its own distinct
and clearly identifiable market niche.
Idiscussed TAG's customer-friendly
philosophy of upgradeability and recycling in some detail in June's issue. I
know of no other company that has gone
further down that road, or that works
harder to make their high-performance
products exceptionally user-friendly.
TAG's other key attribute —probably
unique among European brands — is to
put as much effort and expertise into the
video quality as into the sound. At the
press open house we enjoyed asuperb
demonstration of just how good DVDVideo can be when reproduced by a
domestic system of the very highest quality of components and setup.
TAG McLaren may have shifted its
focus away from the purist audiophile,
but only by having done so has the company been able to forge its own unique
identity in the marketplace — aprerequisite for long-term survival and prosperity.
WorldRadioHistory

THE MOST
ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGY
IS SOMETIMES
MISTAKEN FOR
MAGIC.
www.kimber.com
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A correction: In my July story on the
EEC possibly making electronics manufacturers responsible for the ultimate
disposal and recycling of the products
they sell (pp24-25), Ireferred to the
"WEE." This should have been
"WEEE" — for Waste Electrical and
Electronic Equipment —"Directive."

Factory-to-dealer ¡shipments of DVD
machines were up 24.3% during the
first four months of the year, compared
to the same period ayear ago, according
to figures from the Consumer Electronics Association (CEA).
Things are also looking up for San
Francisco-based upscale electronics
retailer Good Guys, which has posted
US: YOUR LOCAL MALL
its first positive numbers in four quarBarry Willis
ters. For the quarter ended May 31,
Some ultra-high-end two-channel spesame-store sales rose 2%. Net sales decialists may still be singing the blues, but
clined $500,000, or 029%, to $171 milothers in the electronics retailing busilion, due to write-downs from the
ness are humming happier tunes.
closing of several underperforming
Best Buy Co., the retail chain based in
stores. Like its competitors, Good Guys
Eden Prairie, Minnesota, reported arise
cites digital video products and highof 5.7% in same-store sales for the first
end video displays as strong sellers, and
quarter of 2002. In apress release dated
credits some of its gains to higher averThursday, June 6, the retailer said it exage sales and a generally improving
perienced stronger-than-expected sales,
economy in California. Business has
and predicted first-quarter earnings of improved enough that Good Guys
21 cents per share. That compares well
creditors Bank of America and GE
to the company's 26 cents/share for the
Capital have extended the company's
same period in 2001.
three-year, $100 million credit arrangeThanks primarily to sustained sales
ment to May 2006, according to CEO
growth of digital televisions, DVD playKen Weller.
ers, digital cameras, and satellite sysLife is also good for Canton,
tems, Best Buy predicts earnings growth
Massachusetts-based Tweeter Home
of 18-21% for the fiscal year. The com- Entertainment Group. On June 4, in a
pany's first-quarter total sales rose 24%,
statement that included amention of
to $4.58 billion, from $3.7 billion ayear
"slightly positive" sales results for the
ago. The increase is largely attributable
first two months of the fiscal 2002
to the addition of 63 Best Buy stores in
quarter, Tweeter Group president and
the past 12 months, and the inclusion of CEO Jeffrey Stone announced that his
results from Future Shop stores, a company is scaling back its expansion
Canadian chain acquired in November.
program — but will nonetheless aim to
Sales totals for the Canadian stores rose
open "15-20 new stores in fiscal 2003."
9.6%, Best Buy reported. The compaOf Tweeter's continuing efforts to
ny's Musidand stores, which sell CDs
acquire smaller regional chains, Stone
and personal electronics, dropped by
said, "We have done afantastic job [of]
12% in the first quarter. The music
acquiring retailers and creating apresindustry is in the midst of its longest and
ence in key markets across America.
most profound sales slump.
Three years ago we had 62 stores in 12
Circuit City also posted strong firststates and today we operate 162 stores in
quarter sales gains, with upscale televi- 21 states. Our plan had been to open 40
sion sets and DVD players among the
new stores in existing and contiguous
strongest product categories. Sales at markets for each of the next four years,
Circuit City stores open at least ayear beginning in fiscal 2003. We have scaled
rose 12% in the quarter ended May 31,
that back to 15-20 new stores for fiscal
surpassing CC's estimate for amid- to 2003, with an additional 6-8 relocahigh-single-digit increase. Total sales
tions, with the majority of the new
for the Richmond, Virginia-based
stores opening in the first half of the
chain rose 13%, from $1.88 billion to
year. We currently have 15 leases signed
$2.14 billion.
for the next fiscal year."
Despite the sales increase, Circuit
The reason for the temporary cutCity predicts afirst-quarter loss of one
back in the expansion is "straightforto four cents ashare, due to remodeling ward. ...We feel that conditions are not
costs for some stores. The company
right to enter into another period of
plans to spin off its CarMax auto-store
high growth, and we will not risk profchain this summer.
itability and stability for growth," Stone
Prices for DVD players continue to
explained. "Assuming that we are on
drop, but the format is adriving force
track with our goals, this time next
for consumers to upgrade their home
year we anticipate announcing newentertainment systems, analysts insist.
store plans of 40 stores in fiscal year
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'04, 50 stores in '05, and 60 stores in
'06. We have the real estate and construction personnel in place today to
execute this strategy."
Founded as a Boston-area highfidelity retailer in 1972 by chairman
Sandy Bloomberg, the Tweeter Group
now encompasses most areas of the
US, with 162 stores and more than
3800 salespeople.
GERMANY
Peter van INillenswaard
After athree-year interval, Ireturned to
the annual Frankfurt High End show at
the Kempinsky Hotel, south of the city.
As usual, in many rooms the equipment reflected the German taste for
luxury: chromium fascia and covers and
high prices. But this time, to my surprise, anumber of small manufacturers
were also present who were showing
out-of-the-ordinary models or modifications. Small manufacturers and their
often bizarre products used to be the
icing on the cake at the London Hi-Fi
News show, but they've nearly disappeared from there due to steep increases in room prices; Frankfurt apparendy
managed to attract afew of them.
Japanese company 47 Laboratory
showed avery small CD transport, very
simply styled, with minuscule operating
controls. On this top-loader, the CD remains outside! (Another transport from
the same company, the PiTracer reviewed in Stereophile last September, features abridge-like construction carrying
the laser unit above an upside-down
CD; the wheeled bridge moves on rails
on both sides of the transport.)
Dynavox (www.musicconnection.de)
presented their DynaStation CD player,
which uses EL34 power output tubes in
its analog stages. No, it doesn't drive
your loudspeakers directly —it's still a
nominal line-level output. The player
also uses aGZ34 rectifier tube.
If you're ado-it-yourselfer, you may
have heard of Allan Wright, an
Australian who's made his home in
Germany for adecade now, and is atalented electronics engineer with unconventional ideas. Wright is mainly into
tube electronics, but knows his way
around solid-state; he calls his company
Vacuum State Electronics (www.vac
uumstate.com). He designed anew discrete analog output board for the Sony
SACD players that replaces the standard analog electronics. (Sony uses seven
op-amps per channel in each channel of
the SCD-1.)
I've heard various SACD players over
the years, and have found them all lackStereophile, August 2002

THE KOMRI.
PREVIOUSLY
UNHEARD
TECHNOLOGY.

This uncompromising full-range loudspeaker
is designed to let you hear every pure note
and every subtle nuance of the live musical
performance captured by the recording.
The Komri five-way loudspeaker utilises newly
developed loudspeaker technology for the sub-bass,
bass, midrange, high-frequency and super highfrequency drivers. Two completely independent
servo controlled bass driver%incorporating [inn's
Class-V Active Servo Bass technology drive the
lowest frequency range. The four upper range
drivers have been mounted closely together in
an optomised acoustic array.
To find your nearest Linn specialist
where you can experience
the Komri for yourself visit
www.linninc.com
or call 888-671-LINN.
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mg in comparison to DSD demos directly from hard disk or digital tape.
Wright's modified Sony SCD-1, however, was very dose. And he did one
more thing: He took the signal from
before the switching-capacitor DSD
DAC, which will make the theoretidans frown. The boards can be mounted in all Sony SACD players; if you
want balanced outputs, you can mount
two per channel. You can do it yourself,
but it's no beginner's job; VSE can do it
for you.
Since the separation of the UK and
Japanese branches of Audio Note, it's
rare to see one of Kondo-san's amplifiers at aEuropean show. There was
one in Frankfurt, and anew one at that:
the Fuji, imported by Black Forest
Audio (www.blackforestaudio.de). BFA
also distributes KR Audio Electronics in Germany, so the Fuji's standard
Svedana 300Bs are replaced with KR
300 BXLs. The Fuji was created as a
more affordable alternative to the
world-famous Ongaku, and despite
being about athird the price, the Fuji's
sound definitely had that mysterious
Ongaku touch. We listened to it
through double-coned, full-range,
94dB/W/m, 50W loudspeaker units
(one for each channel) mounted not in
enclosures but on wooden panes. These
speakers are not afinished product, but
more of ahobby for BFA's Herr Kuhn.
The drive-units are sourced from
France; the inner HF cone was added
at Kühn's request, and although supplied standard with astatic magnet, the
driver can be delivered with a13V, 2A
electromagnet for even higher efficiency and quality.
Speaking of KR Audio Electronics
(www.kr.audio.web.wo.cz), Riccardo
ICron had his own room at High End
2002, where he presented his first nontube, non-vacuum-transistor, fully
solid-state amplifier, the VT250. Its
sound quality was claimed to be equal
to KR's tube designs, for far less money.
This was difficult to judge in the KR
room, and my experiences with KR
amplifiers at shows have varied wildly:
about half the time, I've heard nothing
more than agood tube amp; the other
times, the sound has been so stunningly magical that I've found it hard to
believe my ears.
In the Viva Audio room (www.
vivaaudio.com) I found a number of
power amps with that inevitably Italian
look. Can you imagine what, given reasonably efficient loudspeakers, no fewer
than three 211 transmitter tubes per channel will do for your dynamics? Another
Stereophite, August 2002

remarkable design was the Rethrn loudspeaker (www.redim.com): afull-range,
horn-loaded, paper-cone unit at
100dB/W/m. The shape was chosen for
structural rigidity and minimum reflections —hence the two cylinders cutting
through the large side panels.
On the brink of the bizarre was a
new loudspeaker from Avantgarde
(www.avantgarde-acoustic.de), the Solo,
a two-way concentric design with a
built-in 250W amp. Knobs and switches on the back allow some tailoring of
the frequency response. The drive-units'
(internal) sensitivity is rather high at
97dB/W/m, but not as high as in previous Avantgarde horn designs.
There was also a comparison of
amplifier technologies organized by
Audiophile and Stereoplay magazines
(same German publisher), the demonstration running hourly on all show
days. The power amps crossing swords
were: KR KRonzilla (tube), Pass
Labs X600 (solid-state), and Audio
Physik Strada (digital). The sources
were a Linn LP12/Frog and Accuphase SACD and CD player
through a Mark Levinson No.32
preamp, and the loudspeakers were
JMlab Mezzo Utopias. To my ears,
the differences were not as great as I
know they can be, but it was agood
idea, and many of the showgoers will
have been pleased to have participated
in such acomparison.
Iconclude with two turntables. The
first, the massive Transrotor Orfeo
25/25/80 (www.transrotor.de), stood
on astand from Copulare (www.cop
ulare.de). Other turntables from
Transrotor had price tags; the goldplated Orfeo did not. The second
turntable was from Thorens: Fifteen
years ago, Thorens issued their
Reference turntable. Only 100 units
were made, and they more or less
marked the end of several decades of
thoroughbred record players. After
that, Thorens went into decline, and at
the end was merely selling its famous
name. My compatriot A.J. van den
Hul, wanting to restore the quality of
the marque, contacted Rolf Kelch of
Thorens Electronic GmbH (thorens
service@aol.com), and their cooperation has led to the impressive new
Reference 2. The platter, made of brass
and bituminous material, weighs 15kg
instead of the original Reference's 9kg;
the new player's total weight is 65kg.
One construction detail: the main
bearing is not in direct contact with
the plinth but is supported by aweb of
steel wires.
WorldRadioHistory

With over 100 designs from
Audio Racks, Component Centers
and TV Tables to CD &DVD storage.
We stand at the top!
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TacT RCS 2.2X -Ultimate Performance
The new RCS 2.2X combines a Stateof-the-art, fully digital preamplifier with

No noise, extremely low distortion and
utterly transparent, effortless, accurate

Then the correction software aligns the

our world recognized Room Correc-

sound. Every effort have been made to

in the time domain and in the frequency

tion System.

make this preamplifier the best that
money can buy. Add to this the latest

domain, for completely seamless integration surpassing even the best

-And it is now possible to integrate your
subwoofer(s) perfectly with your stereo
loudspeakers!

evolution of TacT Audio's room correc-

single-box systems.

The advanced

TacT room correction technology has already been praised by the press all

4-channel

system of the RCS 2.2X

correction

will time- and

tion technology and the result is absolutely staggering.

frequency-align your speakers, and custom configureable DSP-based crossovers with slopes up to 60dB/octave will

around the world. Wholesale

create a seamless

blend between main

speakers and subwoofers. Like all other
TacT products, the RCS 2.2X is designed for easy software and hardware
upgradability.
TacT RCS 2.2X is designed to take TacT
Audio's room correction to new heights
with four times the processing power of
the famous TacT RCS 2.0 and even better AD and DA conversion combined with
new features and a more user-friendly
interface. In terms of performance and
sound quality, the RCS 2.2X is easily
worth its price -even without room correction engaged, the sound quality is
simply astounding.

IMO
-Superior digital preamplification
-192kHz upsampling
-48-bit internal resolution
-144 dB dynamic range (digital)

improve-

of the subwoofers will yield much higher

taken the technology even further, not
only in terms of processing power, but
also in terms of the measurement and
correction systems. The calibration pro-

efficiency with significantly reduced lowfrequency distortion. But more impor-

cess now employs triple pulses for each
acquisition. This increases measurement resolution in both the time and frequency domains. Correction resolution
is now four times higher than for the
RCS 2.0.
Separate Subwoofer Control
One of the most exciting features of the
RCS 2.2X is the separate output for
subwoofers. When the RCS 2.2X is
used with either one or (preferably) two
subwoofers,

the user selects a crossover frequency
between 60 and
400 Hz and a
crossover slope
between 12 dB/
octave and 60
dB/octave.

Stereophile on TacT RCS:
Amplification Component
of the Year 2001!

equalizer-preamplifier deserved th prize." "The walls melted away.

-DSP-based digital crossover
with slopes up to 60dB/pr. ocl

was transported to the perfor
mance. The speakers disappeared.
A veil was lifted
The longer Ilive.
with the TacT Audio RCS 2.0, th more Iwas convinced that it brough
me much closer to the sound of livmusic, and that room correctio

-16-band parametric Equalizer

should be a mandatory part of an

-Modular design for easy & in-

serious audio system"

expensive upgrades
different configurations

Stereophile, Sept. 2001
on the RCS 2.0
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Corner placement

tantly, the transfer of energy from the sub
to the listening position will be much
more direct, resulting in vastly improved
impulse response.
The room correction system will easily
compensate for the frequency response
variations of the subs introduced by corner placement. It will delay the main
speakers for perfect time alignment to
within 1/8 of an inch.
The problem with single box solutions
(no separate subwoofer) is that the
ideal placement of the speaker for best
frequency response will coincide with
the placement that gives the greatest
number of different pathways for the
sound to arrive at the listening position.
This again means that the best frequency response coincides with the
worst possible time-smear.
The RCS 2.2X

-State-of-the-art 24bit/192kHz

*0.00025 % THD+N

should be placed in the corners behind

Now we have

"All of Stereophile's reviewers

*+/- 0.4 dB (20Hz-20kHz)

system for substantial sonic improvements. Preferably, the subwoofers

phrase for the reviews.

thought the TacT RCS 2.0 digita

"120.6 dB dynamic range

With the RCS 2.2X, you can add subwoofers to an existing High End speaker

the main speakers.

-0.5Hz correction resolution

"119 dB signal-to-noise ratin

with the main speakers

ment in sound quality is a standard

-0.4Hz measurement resolution

DA & AD converters (optional)

subwoofer(s)

offers you the opportu-

nity to add subwoofers to a system and
improve transient response tremendously at the same time. This contrasts
sharply with the normal result of adding
subwoofers to a system:

slow - unde-

fined bass with lots of frequency and
time behavior problems. If the separate
subwoofer outputs are not used, then
RCS 2.2X wiil use all the processing
power on the main speakers.
It's time to stop listening to your room
and finally find out what your music
really sounds like. It's time to audition
the TacT RCS 2.2X Room Correction
Preamplifier.
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ohn Atkinson called the other day,
to find out what Ihad in mind for
this month's column.
"Cartridges," Ireplied.
"Cartridges!" an astonished JA exclaimed. "You're dusting off your AR
turntable?"
"You bet."
Not quite —I never did let my AR
ES-1 turntable collect dust. But Ihaven't
changed cartridges in along time. The
Shure Ultra 500 moving-magnet cartridge, discontinued more than adecade
ago, had remained my reference. So had
the SME 309 tonearm.
I've tweaked a little, replacing the
standard felt mat with aRingmat, which
is made of cork and paper. Iput some
pointy feet on the bottom of the
turntable plinth. Iuse a set of extraheavy springs to better balance the
weight of the SME 309 arm. And I
mounted the 'table on aTarget turntable shelf; affixed to awall.
For the past five years or so, my reference phono stage has been the
AcousTech PH-1, designed by Ron
Sutherland, which Chad Kassem, of
Acoustic Sounds, continues to sell for a
song:just $1200. (It's available now from
selected dealers, as well as direct from
Acoustic Sounds.) The PH-1 configures
easily for moving-magnet (MM) or
moving-coil (MC): open the case, move
some jumpers on the circuit board.
Actually, Iwas going to write about
SACD this month. Sony sent me their
SCD-XS777ES player and asmall box of
SACDs. So few titles. Ilook around my
digs and see thousands of CDs.. and LPs.
At about the time the Sony SACD
player arrived, I was sitting in The
Chief's office and JA and Iwere chewing the fat about hi-rez. Audiophiles
already have hi-rez, opined JA: the LP.
A day or two later, as Iwas mulling
the next column, Ireceived acall from
Jay Bertrand, of Bertrand Audio Imports. Jay is importing the ZYX line of
MC cartridges from Japan. (ZYX is pronounced Zikks. Cool name!)
"Good morning. How about amoving-coil today?" asked Jay, in his friendly Noo Hampsha accent.
"You know Ihaven't reviewed acartridge in years."
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"All the better," he enthused. "I know
you still have aturntable and listen to
vinyl. You may get some kicks from the
Zikks. I'll send you the R100 mediumoutput version, which retails for $995."
"Why not send it to Fre-mah?" I
asked, imitating Jay's accent.
"I sent him the R100FS model,
which retails for $1995." Mikey got
right on the ball and reviewed the cartridge last month, in "Analog Corner."

one to hold the nut, one to hold the
headshell, one to tighten the screws. I
used to have children around to help
with such tasks. No more.
After all this Fremering, Icouldn't
get the cartridge to balance in my SME
309 arm. The cartridge body was too
light. At this point, Iwas ready to nix
the Zikks, but Icalled John Hunter, of
Sumiko, SME's importer, for advice.
"You could purchase aspecial counterweight for lighter cartridges," John
suggested.
I'm cheap. Idecided to phone the
"Audiophiles already
man himself. Fremer. Mr. Analog.
Mikey suggested adollop of Blu-Tak on
have hi-rez: the LP."
the headshell. I'm sure that works, but
the solution struck me as inelegant.
—John Atkinson
Then Iremembered my box of cartridge screws, nuts, and weights —a collection acquired over the course of 40
The ZYX arrived afew days later and
years. Ifound asmall metal slab, possiIwaited for the weekend, realizing that
bly lead, that Ithink was supplied by
my cartridge-mounting skills were
AKG. It weighed about agram. Whew!
rusty. As Iapproached my 60th byirrzz- The tonearm was balanced, and Iwas
day, did I still possess the requisite
able to dial in the recommended 2gm of
steadiness of hand? What about my eyetracking force.
sight? Could Iinstall and adjust acarNow Ihad to make the remaining
tridge ever so carefully, à la Mikey?
adjustments. Some of these are abreeze
Could Istill Fremer?'
with the SME 309. You can easily and
Analog is demanding, no doubt precisely adjust for overhang. You can
about it. You have to take your time,
adjust azimuth, too, by loosening the
make fine adjustments. Most hi-fi dealheadshell screw, twisting, and then reers were only too happy to try to kill off tightening. Height adjustment, howanalog. Get the stuff out the door. Inever, is something of apain. You have to
stalling a cartridge and setting up a loosen two setscrews and more or less
turntable takes too much time.
shimmy the arm up and down. Ifound
This was not easy.
precise increments all but impossible. I
The ZYX R100 cartridge is lightwedged the arm up and down several
weight at just 42gm. And the body is
times, until the cartridge body seemed
made of plastic, so you probably have to
to ride squarely above the record.
be careful tightening the mounting
Iused the McIntosh C2200 tube prescrews. Ican just imagine the sound:
amp as aline stage (its phono section is
Crack. Iwas careful. Another annoyance,
designed for MM cartridges), and the
as Mikey pointed out: there are no
matching McIntosh MC2102 power
tapped, threaded holes in the cartridge
amp. Finally, Ilistened.
body. You have to slide the screws into
The sound was a revelation—and
the holes and engage the required nuts.
proof that JA is right. LP is ahi-rez forNuts is right. At this point, Iwanted
mat. Meanwhile, have cartridges gotten
to kick the Zikks out of this thing. It better in the last dozen years? Was I
would have helped to have three hands:
wrong to assume that the Shure Ultra
500 MM cartridge could more or less
hold its own against much more expen1Fremer (y) 1) to adjust or tweak atonearm, turnsive MCs? Was the Shure simply showtable, or other analog music-reproduction device. 2)
ing signs of age? Was /showing signs of
to install acartridge in atonearm and make various
fine adjustments.
age, just needing achange?
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At any rate, Iwas floored. First,
the silence. Music emerged from
silent, or "black," backgrounds —
something that MCs, in general,
seem to do well, compared to MMs.
Iremember this from my original
Dynavector 10X high-output coil,
in the late 1970s, before Itook up
reviewing. MCs have away of minimizing groove noise and even reducing the annoyance of ticks and
pops — some MCs, anyway.
But maybe it's that moving-coil
cartridges usually require higher
tracking forces than moving-magnets — typically, 2gm or more (many
MMs track at 1.5gm or less). MCs
dig more into the grooves, which Isuppose could be good or bad for record
wear. (Good if the stylus rides more
steadily in the groove. You can probably
wear out arecord more easily with too
little tracking force than with too much.
With too little force, the cartridge mistracks, skips, and gouges the grooves.)
Finally, after the setup hassles, Igot
my kicks from the ZYX. Iheard an exceptionally deep and wide soundstage. I
heard dynamics — macro and micro —
that Iusually don't hear from CD. And
Iwas enthralled by the flow of the
music, the ease with which the notes
followed one another — the liquidity, if
you will. (With digital, the music always
seems to need alube job.) The music

Contacts
Acoustic Sounds, 1000 W. Elm St.,
P.O. Box 1905, Salina, KS 674021905. Tel: (800) 716-3553, (785)
825-8609. Fax: (785) 825-0156.
Web: www.acousticsounds.com.
Extreme Phono, 4076 Deep
Creek Rd., Fremont, CA 94555.
Web: www.extremephono.com.
Ortofon AIS, Telegrafvej 5, DK2750 Ballerup, Denmark. Tel: (45)
44 68 10 33. Fax: (45) 44 68 09 70.
Web: www.ortofon.com. US distributor: Ortofon Inc., 1363-42
Veterans Hwy, Hauppauge, NY
11788. Tel: (631) 979-5828. Fax:
(631) 979-5920.
Sibatech, Inc., 2-17-3-202
Nihonbashi Kayabacho Chuo-ku,
Tokyo 103-0025, Japan. Web:
www.sibatech.comjp. US importer: Bertrand Audio Imports, 49
Fairview Ave., Nashua, NH 03060.
Tel: (603) 883-1982. Fax: (603)
880-4533. E-mail: jbertrand@
attbi.com.
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to analog, even at its near-near-best.
Something is missing between the
bits, which might account for the
fact that Inow want to go backward
in audio, rather than forward.
Would Ibuy this particular cartridge — as opposed to another MC?
Perhaps. Iwas put off by the lightweight plastic body, and not just because Ihad trouble balancing my
tonearm. Ifail to see the advantage of
a super-lightweight cartridge body.
(If Iowned alow-mass tonearm, I
might feel differently.)
The output of the ZYX R100 is
Ortofon Kontrapunkt B phono cartridge
specified as 024mV. This was fine
with my AcousTech PH-1 phono
stage, set for moving-coil. A higher-outdidn't sound processed or chopped up
put version delivers 0.48mV, but that's
into pieces.
really more of amedium-output. With
What have Ibeen missing for the past
either version, you'll likely need an MC
10 years? Apparently, quite alot. Good
thing I've been adding to my LP collec- phono stage or astep-up device.
A few nights later, Ihad my first anation all the while.
log nightmare in more than a dozen
Itrotted out some favorites, including
years. Iused to have this dream all the
Melodiyas Ihad "purchased" during the
time in the 1970s and '80s. Icall it The
Soviet Union's memorable going-outDream of the Twisted Cantilever. Ido
of-business sale, including Herbert von
something to bend the cantilever out of
Kar4jan's Berlin Philharmonic perforshape. Ilook under my cartridge micromance of Shostakovich's Symphony 10,
scope and survey the damage. Then, like
recorded live at the Grand Hall of the
afool, Itry to bend the cantilever back,
Moscow Conservatory on May 29, 1969
and it snaps. What would Dr. Freud say?
(Melociiya C10 21227 009, re-pressed in
Fears of castration? This night, Idreamed
1990). Isee the price on the sleeve: one
bearing oil had spilled all over the plinth
ruble, 45 kopecks. Let's see .at 40
and the turntable belt. Isaw my tonearm
rubles to the dollar, that one cost me less
than four cents, comrades. Ileft all my in pieces. My turntable was wrecked. I
muttered something in my sleep and my
underwear in Moscow, even my overcoat, and filled my bags with vinyl. No wife, Marina, gave me anudge.
"Cashmar," I groaned. Russian for
desire to visit today's Russia, I'm afraid.
nightmare. Iwonder if Fremer hallucinates
With the ZYX, Iwas transported to
about cartridges and turntables in his
Moscow's Grand Hall, where I've atsleep. Ibet he does. Analog is dangerous.
tended several concerts. The dynamic
Cashmar notwithstanding, Idecided
range of the recording was constricted
to explore MCs further. Imanaged to
and there were moments of congestion,
scoop Mikey and snag areview sample
but the engineers, with minimal macof the Ortofon Kontrapunkt B movinging, had managed to capture the sound
of the hall and the majesty of the
coil cartridge ($950). Poor Mikey. He
received the $600 Ortofon Kontrapunkt
moment. (The engineers aren't listed,
A, which he reviewed last November.
but the "restorer" was I. Veprintsev.)
He said he would have liked it even at
The performance never sounded so
immediate and involving with the
twice the price. He should have heard
the Kontrapunkt B!
Shure Ultra 500. With the Shure, Iwas
Ortofon, of Denmark, is one of the
too conscious of the LP surface noise,
tape hiss, the compressed dynamics of oldest names in phono cartridges. It's
the recording. The recording still isn't nice to note that, in 2002, they're still in
great — even with a costly MC — but the cartridge business, long after many
cartridge manufacturers have exited
the performance is. Was Karajan aslick,
and/or expired.
soulless conductor? Sometimes, maybe,
Ihad amuch easier time installing the
but not on May 29, 1969.
Iheard a quality of sound that I Kontrapunkt B than I'd had with the
ZYX. The B's body is made of stainless
largely miss with digital — more flowsteel, not plastic, and weighs 10gm —caring, more liquid, more immediate,
tridges don't come much heavier —so
more harmonically pure. Good as CD
balancing was no problem. The receiving
playback gets — and it has gotten very,
threads are tapped into the B's body, so go
very good — it still does not compare
WorldRadioHistory
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ahead, tighten those headshell screws (but
don't strip the threads). The receiving
threads were very shallow, so Ihad to use
the screws supplied with the cartridge.
Iwas up and running in almost no
time. Itweezed each of the four leads
onto the lugs protruding from the rear
of the cartridge body. My cartridge
skills were returning. Iwas getting my
groove back.
Icould see that the rear of the cartridge was riding too low. Not surprisingly, the high frequencies sounded
rolled-off. So I loosened the SME's
height-adjustment setscrews and tried
to raise the arm in its pillar. Ilifted, and
nothing. Ilifted some more, and the
arm shot up half an inch. Drat! I
wedged the pillar down and hoped for
the best. Fortunately, the arm-height adjustment looked to be just about right.
The highs sounded just about right.
I noted that the Ortofon Kontrapunkt B specifies a higher-than-usual
recommended tracking force of 2.5gm.
For years, during the 1960s and '70s,
manufacturers of MM cartridges told us
that less was better, and that agram and
ahalf or so was ideal.
But less is not always more. First of
all, I've long stopped worrying about
wearing out my records. Yes, LPs do
wear. Yes, they are vulnerable. That
makes them almost human, like tubes.
No one in the analog domain ever promised "Perfect Sound Forever."
Ifelt that the Ortofon Kontrapunkt B
dug into the grooves better than the
ZYX —possibly because Iwas tracking
with more force. (I'm not sure Icould
have dialed in 2.5gm with the lightweight ZY)(.) Let's just say that the
Kontrapunkt B settled into the grooves
quite nicely.
Once Igot the arm-height adjustment right, Iloved the sound of the
Ortofon Kontrapunkt B. Ifelt that the
cartridge-arm-turntable combination
extracted an extraordinary amount of
information from the record grooves,
possibly because the stylus was digging
deeper into them. Heck, I'm not going
to lose sleep over 2.5gm.
The output of the Kontrapunkt B is
0.47mV, and the cartridge likes aresistive load of about 100 ohms. The
AcousTech PH-1 was aperfect match,
set for MC. Igot the feeling that the
arm-cartridge combo clicked, too.
The Kontrapunkt B has avery thin
ruby cantilever mounted with a"superpolished Nude FG 80 stylus." (You
should see me super-nude.) Coils are
wound to the nines —namely, with sixnines silver wire. The ZYX R100 is
Stereophik, August 2002

wound with six-nines copper and has a
boron cantilever. Is silver better than
copper? Idon't know. Different, though.
Iwas astonished by how much musical information the Kontrapunkt B retrieved from record after record. From
early-1960s classical EMIs and Deccas I
heard stuff Ihadn't noticed before. As the
cartridge dug deeply into the grooves, I
dug more deeply into the performances
and scores. Icould hear better what individual instruments were doing.
This resolution seemed to come at a
price, compared to the aforementioned
ZYX. The Kontrapunkt B did not minimize surface noise or clicks and pops. If
anything, surface noise seemed slightly
accentuated — that is, until Ichanged
turntable mats (see below).
The ZYX struck me as more forgiving and more romantic, but less involving, less exciting in terms of the sound
picture it portrayed. In my setup, the
ZYX tended to richness and ripeness.
The cartridge seemed to smooth-over
rough edges —not abad thing, with the
25-cent LPs Ibuy at thrift shops and
garage sales. The Kontrapunkt B had
me more on the edge of my seat. How
much information was in those grooves?
What had Imissed while listening to
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that Otto Klemperer EMI recording at
least two dozen times before?
Things changed, though, when I
changed mats. Maybe my older-version
Ringmat was imparting alittle edge to
the sound. Maybe the Ortofon just got
on better with the new mat. So many
variables with analog.
Which cartridge to choose? It's a
tough call. For super recordings in pristine condition, Igive the nod to the
Kontrapunkt B. With less-than-sublime
LPs, Ifound the ZYX's presentation
easier to take. This is why some phonophiles own turntables equipped with
multiple tonearms and cartridges.
AcousTech PH-1P Premium phono
stage
Chad Kassem, of Acoustic Sounds, distributes the AcousTech PH-1 phono
stage, designed by Ron Sutherland —
my reference phono stage since its introduction in 1997. You can buy abetter
phono stage if you have deep pockets,
but the PH-1 is hard to beat at $1200.2
The price hasn't changed in five years.
2 You can find Wes Phillips' June 1998 Stereophile
review on-line at www.stereophile.comishow
archives.cgi?571.
—JA
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Way to go, Ron and Chad!
Chad asked Ron to cook up apremium version, the PH-1P, with hand-soldered parts and a gold-plated circuit
board. The payoff is said to be "better
signal transfer." The introductory price is
$1350 (in September it goes to $1500).
Chad arranged for me to receive the
new version. It arrived after I'd done several weeks' worth of intensive cartridge
listening with the original version —
good timing.
As expected, the differences between
the new and old versions seemed subtle,
not dramatic. With the Ortofon Kontrapunkt B moving-coil cartridge installed
in the SME 309 toneamt the PH-1P
gave me a welcome and worthwhile
sonic improvement. The sound opened
up. Highs became more extended. I
heard more spatial resolution. Inoted a
small but significant gain in overall transparency, including better-defined bass. I
heard more of what the Kontrapunlct B
was capable of delivering.
With either version of the PH-1, setting up for MM or MC is abreeze; and
if you tell Chad's people what cartridge
you have, they'll configure it for you.
The ZYX R100, with arated output of
024mV, presented no problems — Ihad
plenty of gain and heard very little noise.
Iprobably wouldn't run out and sell
my standard PH-1 in order to upgrade,
but Iwould plunk down that extra $150
for the Pif Iwere buying aPH-1 now. If
you upgrade your present turntable, arm,
or cartridge — or all three —you'll be less
limited. Both versions of the PH-1 are
available directly from Acoustic Sounds,
and from "select" dealers listed on
Acoustic Sounds' website, www.acoustic
sounds.com.
Extreme Phono None-Felt Mat
Funny how word gets around. Or maybe
it was just karma. Even before this column appeared, people heard that Sam
was getting his groove back, so to speak.
Igot an e-mail from Mt Casey Ng, of
Extreme Phono, in Fremont, California.
Mr. Ng has something called the
None-Felt Mat, which comes in two
versions: the Donut (with the center cut
out) for $28, and the standard version
for $22. The less material, the more you
pay. (There's the labor of putting the
hole in the Donut.) Both versions are
made of the same rubbery mesh and are
said to be washable. Mr. Ng describes
the mat as "tacky and none slip." Apparently, Mr. Ng is a none-speller.
(Sorry. Ihad to say that.)
The mats are also quite mailable.
Mine was sent across the country by the
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US Postal Service in aclear plastic bag—
no protective packaging whatsoever. I
guess the mat is durable.
"The Donut Mat is the best-sounding," wrote Mr. Ng. "It is probably
the first mat in the world that does
not touch the spindle. Iam not going
into the detail of why Idesigned the
mat this way. It has to do with energy
dissipation. The sonic improvement
is startling."
It seems Mr. Ng developed the
Donut mat with the Linn LP12
turntable in mind. The mat simply sits
over the outer platter. For my Rega P25,
Mr. Ng recommended his standard mat
because the Rega's glass platter is not
conductive. Use the standard mat "to
establish acontinuous connection from
the mat surface, via spindle, to the
ground," he advised.
Ihaven't had the chance to use th,
mat on my Rega yet. Deadlines. But I
did use the Donut version on my AR
ES-1, which has inner and outer platters, like the Linn.
Iwas quite impressed. Idon't care
much for felt mats, feeling that they
tend to make records sound warm and
fuzzy. Felt mats seem a little ... well,
woolly. The sound is nice and warm,
rich, full-bodied, but somewhat muffled
and lacking in definition. That's why I
replaced the felt mat on my AR ES-1
with aRingmat
The Extreme Phono None-Felt Mat
(the name does have charm) did not
sound warm and fuzzy. Yet the sound,
with the Ortofon Kontrapunkt B, didn't
lack definition and detail. Compared to
the Ringmat I'd been using, Iheard a
richer, fuller sound, with less emphasis
of detail and less surface noise.
But my version of the Ringmat is not
current and Ididn't have other components of the Ringmat "system," which is
an analog tweaker's dream — or cashmar,
depending on your point of view. It's
also possible, even probable, that Icould
have changed the sound of the Ringmat
with additional tweaking and more
meticulous setup. As Mikey likes to say,
your mileage may vary. Your sonic preferences may vary, too — which is why
the infinite changeability and tweakability of analog are so appealing.
But for lazy me, the Extreme Phono
None-Felt Mat just did it — the mat
sounded very, very right in my setup
with aminimum of fuss. To the NoneFelt Mat, Isay Yese. At less than $30
postpaid, it's a bargain (but don't be
shocked when it comes in aclear plastic
bag). Ican hardly wait to try the standard version on my Rega.
Ig
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"Quads can deliver a sublime experience. They still
take my breath away with their profound revelation."
-Noel Keywood (HiFi World)
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"By any measure. the 989 is a triumph, as
well as a bargain in high-end terms." -Ken
Kessler (HiFi News)
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'At the price I've heard nothing that
I'd prefer. In fact, even if price
weren't an issue I'd be hard
pushed to find speakers that
better the 988s' combination of
talents in my listening room.
Ican't recommend them
too highly."Gramophone
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Michael
/I I was worried about
doing it," Speakers
Corner's Kai Seemann told me. "If it didn't sell,
I'd be out asubstantial sum, but
I took a chance and pressed
1500 copies, figuring if Idid
manage to sell them all, it would
probably take three years."
Seemann was talking about
Ella Fitzgerald's legendary
1950s Gershwin Song Book boxed
set, originally released on Verve,
which his reissue label had
meticulously reproduced on
vinyl. "Seven months later, and
they're all gone!" he exclaimed
wonderingly. He's pressing up another 1000 copies of the set of five
LPs (plus bonus 10" LP), which was
mastered by Kevin Gray. Those, too,
will surely sell out, making the set a
collector's item for asecond time, a
half century after it was first issued.
Iwas at High End 2002, the annual Frankfurt hi-fi show, which for the
past 20 years has been held at the picturesque 1Cempinsky Hotel. Seemann
was telling me pretty much what
everyone else had been saying all day
long: Analog is healthy in Germany
and in much of the world. Speakers
Corner (www.speakerscornerde) had its
best year in 2001, and vinyl sales this year
look to be equally good —some of it
coming from beyond the audiophile
world. In anew phenomenon in Germany, "lounging," young people sit around
dubs listening to "lounging music" like
Sergio Mendes and Brazil '66 —not on
CD, but on vinyl. "A company that reaches these kids bought 500 copies recendy,"
he laughed.
High End is always stocked with great
vinyl, and this year was no exception —
new and used record vendors and buyers
packed the Kempenski's ballroom. As is
usually the case when Ivisit the event, I
found many titles Ididn't know were
available on wax, like Pete Yorn's
Columbia debut, musiforthemorningajicr,
and the new Neil Young, Are la
Passionate?, both on two-LP sets. (The
Young vinyl will apparently be available
in the US by the time you read this.) The
German audio magazine Image Hi-Fi
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DPS turntable

Garrard 601 with Shrifider arm.

licensed Charlie Haden and Chris
Anderson's superb None but the Lonely
Heart, on Naim Music, and issued it on
asuperbly pressed 180gm LP.
Ialso caught abuzz going around
about Nina Nastasia, ayoung American
singer whose Touch and Go LP, The
Blackened Air (recorded by Steve Albini),
was in anumber of rooms and, fortunately, in vinyl seller Da Capo's rack.
Sometimes you have to travel halfway
around the world to find out about an
American artist on an American label.
German audiophiles are among the
most enthusiastic vinyl collectors in the
world, and the country's homegrown
audio industry supports them with both
LPs and an almost overwhelming array
of hardware. Big turntable manufacturers
like Clearaudio and JA Transrotor were
on hand, along with familiar names like
Amazon and Acoustic Solid. (For reasons
Icouldn't determine, Brinkmann was
MIA.) There were also afew new ones
in the mix —at least I'd never heard of
WorldRadioHistory
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them — like DPS, Cassiopeia,
Pluto. and S151. While many
German turntables are showy
assemblages of acrylic and/or
chrome, unassuming-looking
designs like the DPS and 5151
were the ones that caught my
attention.
Despite language difficulties,
Igot the scoop on the STST
Motus II turntable (ca $3900),
which uses ameticulously designed but odd-looking suspension hidden under its plinth.
The suspension consists of three
distinct mechanisms made from
a variety of metals — no two
touching or connecting parts are
made of the same substance. Igathered that the idea is to effectively dissipate energy and avoid sympathetic
resonances while allowing for pistonic suspension movement.
Inever met up with the DPS
designer in the rooms demonstrating
his turntables (E4100 with DC
motor, €5500 with AC), 1 but while
walking down ahallway looking for
someone or other, Ispotted Ayre
Acoustics' Charlie Hansen seated
on the floor hunched over adrawing
being scribbled by, it turned out, the
DPS's designer. Hansen was admiring
the drawing of the unique bearing and
just telling the guy he should show it to
Michael Fremer when Ipulled up next
to them.
Both DPS turntables Isaw were fitted with versions of Frank Shrnder's
intriguing non-metallic-contact, magnetic-attraction tonearm design, which
I've been trying to get for review ever
since first seeing it at Hi-Fi News'
London show a few years ago. The
Shreeder arm was all over the show —
on aPlatine Verdier 'table with abamboo armtube in one room, on a
Transrotor turntable in the Blue
Audio room, and on afew Garrard
turntables in the Loricraft room.
Shróder makes custom versions for both
Loricraft and DPS, and sells three basic
models directly: the 2 (f1250), the 1

1At press time, the euro (f) was about f0.90 = $1.00.
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In loudspeaker design, state-of-the-art is never static; it is inevitable
that the best of tomorrow will surpass the best of today. In the deep
bass, state-of-the-art is seldom realized; even in the best rooms,
every placement is acompromise.
The VANDERSTEEN Model 5is the only loudspeaker with adjustable,
active multi-band low-frequency room compensation for perfect bass in
every room. It is the only fully modular loudspeaker, completely upgradable
in your home using just aphillips screwdriver and soldering pencil. The Model 5s
are built to be the best today and engineered to be the best tomorrow.
Call, write, or visit us on the web for complete information and the name of
your nearest carefully selected Model 5dealer. www.vandersteen.com
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THE GREAT GOERTZ SOUND JUST
GOT EVEN BETTER...WITH TEFLONTm
New, patented T-series
GOERTZ speaker cables
from Alpha-Core.
+ Same constructior as the original GOERTZ

cables.
• Wide, flat conductors separated by asingle
layer of pure virgin DuPont Teflonni.
+ Extreme low inductance and single digit
characteristic impedance.

Alpha-Core, Inc.
Makers of GOERTZ speaker cables
Made in USA
Patented Worldwide
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(€2300), and the Reference (€5000).
The arms are being distributed in the
US by Audio Advancements.)
The Shr6der 1arm is also available in
a12" version, but it's the Reference that
has me drooling. It features a singlethread, virtually frictionless and chatterless torsion bearing with overhang,
VTA, VTF, and azimuth repeatably and
fuiely adjustable. Armtubes are custommade at no additional cost at lengths of
from 8.5" to 12", and from carbon fiber,
jacaranda, ebony, acacia, bamboo, and
other materials.
One of the highlights of the show for
me was finally meeting Frank Shr6der
and sitting down with him for awideranging talk that, had I recorded it,
would have taken up this entire column.
With his bow tie and wire-rimmed
glasses, the crisply dressed, suave-looking 40-year-old looked as if he'd stepped
out of an early-'60s spy flick. The watchmaker (among other skills) puts his erudition and considerable charm to work
for the German government, escorting
visiting political dignitaries to cultural
events, among them Bill Clinton, in
1994, whom Shr6der accompanied to
dinner and, Ibelieve, the opera.
Shrcider went into great detail about
his design, explaining what he says are its
advantages over standard captured bearings and unipivots, and telling me why
he prefers wooden armtubes, though he
will use other materials when requested.
His claims made sense to me, but it's better to discuss them in areview. Shriider's
current cartridge of choice is the Lyra
Helilcon, which he likes in part for its
overall speed and crisp attack. He also
thinks arm lengths of 9" and 10" are optimal, and that longer buys little tracking
advantage while creating other complications. No wonder we got along so well
(or was he just being... diplomatic)? I
can't wait to get my hands on aShriider
arm, but that could take a while —
Shr6der sells every one he makes.
Audio Advancements distributes
another product that's pre-sold for the
foreseeable future: the handmade J.
Allaerts cartridges. While talking with
Shrôder in the Isenberg Audio room,
who should walk in but M. Allaerts
himself— another mystery man I'd
always wanted to meet. Unable to contain myself, Iinterrupted my conversation with Shr6der and got up to speak
with the Belgian cartridge builder
(whom Ionce misidentified in this column as being from the Netherlands),
leaving Shriider bemused and/or exasperated. When, after resuming my conversation with Shr6der, Irealized my
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monumental rudeness,
I also realized that
Mikey will never make
the diplomatic corps.
Allaerts builds five
different
cartridges
(€1350-f9000), all by
hand — including the
winding of the coils.
Only
the
cantilever/diamond assembly is outsourced. The
most expensive model,
with an ultra-low output of 0.18mV, was
driving an Isenberg
Audio phono section
designed specifically
for it and costing around €9000.
We're talking €18,000 just to get the
signal to your line stage. Allaerts, too,
is
back-ordered.
Scan-Tech's
Jonathan Carr recently said to me,
"You should hear one, they're special." Coming from him, that meant
something, but given the limited
supply, Iexpect I'll hear an Allaerts
cartridge about the time Ihear a
Shr6der arm. However, I've been
told that the Allaertses are on the
warm, sweet side, which might not
be to my liking...though I'm sure I'd
respect them in the morning.
Speaking of supply, Simon
Yorke, in whose arm and turntable
the Allaerts was mounted in that
room, told me that he's back-ordered
eight months. He can make only
about 20 of his handmade 'tables per
year. Glad rve got mine. I'm waiting
for something to better it (other than
the Rockport, of course), but it hasn't
happened yet. Yorke also told me he
sells three times as many 'tables in
Russia as in the US. It's not that difficult to figure: The Soviets missed the
CD revolution, so most music buffs
kept their vinyl. Now the wealthy
ones want to upgrade their turntables.
Incidentally, one audiophile websitQ,
erroneously reported that Simon Yorke
has folded his tents. He is packing up,
but not to go out of business. He's moving his family and machine shop to
Spain, where he'll continue to build
turntables, he assured me.
Among the interesting and unfamiliar turntables Isaw at High End 2002
were two from Swiss manufacturer
Holborne, shown in the Tubesound
Audio room. Both use high-quality
Maxxon motors (the company apparently builds motors for the Space
Shuttle) driven by pieces of tape. The
more expensive one (ca €3000) sported
WorldRadioHistory
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Jan Allaerts with Simon Yorke 'table.

The dapper Mr. Frank Shrificler.

Holborne 'table/Kuzma tower

aCorian plinth on which was mounted
aneat-looking Ikeda arm (ca €4000). A
second arm was in play, via astandalone
Kuzma "tower" armbase borrowed
from Kuzma's Stabi XL turntable. (The
tower, Ifound out, is available as aseparate product, which means you can add
asecond arm to any 'table with precision VTA adjustability.)
Iran into Franco Kuzma, who told
me he's developed alinear-tracking, captured-air-bearing tonearm that is "correctly" designed and will be reasonably
priced. Kuzma told me he'd read my
articles on air-bearing arms and agreed
with what I'd written. The arm may
show up at Home Entertainment 2002,
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Frank Alles, The Audiophile Voice
"The Rogue Eighty-Eight may even
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which will have taken place by the
time you read this.
Loricraft's garrulous and frequently outrageous Terry O'Sullivan
proudly introduced the new doubleplinthed Garrard 601, which was
originally going to be called the Lab
80, bringing back a model name
familiar to many of you. O'Sullivan
nixed the name after Hi-Fi News'
Ken Kessler reminded him that the
original Lab 80 had arumble problem. Hopefully, the new model, driven by an idler wheel and selling for
$8000, will be silent. Loricraft is one
of the few turntable manufacturers
that actually builds its own motors.
The Loricraft/Shriider arm adds
about $3900, for a breathtaking
grand total of around $12,000. I'm
hoping to take delivery of areview
sample over the summer.
It's always apleasure to visit with
A.J. van den Hid (www.vanden
hul.n1), but this year he had something special to show me: avintage,
limited-edition Thorens Reference
turntable, something A.J. said he'd
dreamed of owning since 1981, when
it was introduced. One of only two
made in white became available from
aBerlin collector, complete with a
Lustre GST 801 arm, and A.J.
jumped. But his dream went further
than just owning one: he's intent on
introducing an updated edition, the
Mk2, the first of which was completed just afew days before the show.
A.J. told me that the marketing
company that now owns the Thorens name wants nothing to do with
turntables because they're "oldfashioned rubbish," but he convinced them to go forward with the
Reference Mk.2, which he's bankrolling. Designer Rolf Kelch ran me
through the impressive Mk.2, which
includes three brass towers the original
machinist had in his basement.
Knowing that the old 'table was going
back into production brought atear to
the old man's eye, Kelch told me,
which brought one to mine! So did the
projected price, which Idon't recall,
though Ithink A.J. paid about $16k for
the vintage edition.
French Toast
Saturday morning, I drove for two
hours with Music Hall's Roy Hall for
breakfast in France. One reader thinks
such reviewer-manufacturer camaraderie indicates corruption in the audio
industry. "You don't see that in politics,"
he assured me in an e-mail.
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Original Thorens Reference turntable
with Lustre GST 801 arm.

Lehmann Si!ver Cube

Pro-Ject turntable with 2carbon fiber arms.

Back in the real world, the food was
almost worth the four-hour round trip,
as was the picturesque setting, though it
was saturated with tourists. And, of
course, Roy and Ihad afew laughs on the
road talking about everything but audio.
Returning to the Kempenski in late
afternoon, Icontinued, semi-comatose,
to make the rounds. Iran into Norbert
Lehmann, designer of the Black Cube
phono section. He introduced me to his
new Silver Cube — something American importer Leo Massi couldn't do at
CES because his Cube was MIA. The
new Cube (ca $2300) represents asubstantial upgrade in build and parts quality from the Black. There's a hefty
power supply and a zero-feedback,
class-A discrete output stage. Ihope to
get one for review.
A hallway encounter with Music
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Direces Josh Bizar yielded copies of
the first two Mobile Fidelity
hybrid gold SACDs: Patricia
Barber's Café Blue and Modern Cool. It
was a kick seeing MoFi's familiar
gold banner and black/gold silkscreening on the discs. Better yet was
hearing how even the CD layers
creamed the original Premonition/Blue Note CDs. The SACD
sound was sublime. Idid my listening on aSony SCD-777ES SACD
player modified by Vacuum State
Electronics.2 Vacuum State's Allen
Wright (author of The Tube
CookBook, a DIY handbook) took
me through the mod, which bypasses the Sony's DAC and is available
for a number of Sony players.
Among other things, it indudes a
new low-jitter, mil-spec oscillator
module, anew op-amp-free analog
filter/buffer module, and an
18dB/octave filter at 1001(Hz that
VSE claims will not be aproblem for
"90%" of solid-state amps. Wright
also informed me about his modular
preamp, with its many options both
solid-state and tubed. It can be had as
akit at great savings (and probably
added fun). Check out www.vacu
umstate.com, which includes the
American contact for the electronics
and for the SACD mod.
As the Saturday show was about to
end, Isauntered into the Pro-Ject
room. American importer Sumiko
has just sent me three of their turntables to review. Ihaven't opened
the boxes yet, but Idon't think any
will contain the new Studie 'table
with 9" and 12" carbon-fiber tonearms. The price of €1500 includes a
belt-driven acrylic platter with an
inverted-bearing ceramic ball. Luckily, I
was familiar with everything else in the
room —by this time, Iwas walking as if
Ibelonged in aGeorge Romero flick!
Icaught aride back to my hotel with
afriend. As we walked down the narrow, car-lined road toward the car, we
saw some guys loading hi-fi gear into a
trunk. Next to them was acool, slimline, high-tech speaker done up in
black and white, which Ifigured was
about to disappear into the trunk as
well. "Hey," I said to my friend.
"What's that? Wlio makes it?" "That,"
he replied, "is aroad marker." So it was.
There was one between every pair of
cars. Ineeded some sleep.
2Peter van Willenswaard reports on this and other digital gear he sum and heard at the Frankfurt Show in this
issue's "Industry Update."
—Ed.
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The sophisticated Ayre CX-7 CD Player "up and oversamples" to
1.4112 MHz at 24 bits. Features unique segmented architecture,
differential current-output DAC, and fully balanced, zero feedback,

CX-7

analog circuitry. Another affordable, high-performance product

CD Player

from Ayre.

Ayre Acoustics, Inc. uuto.dlyre.COM
2300 B Central Amur Boulder Colorado 80301
Phone 303 342. 7 300
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TONEARM:

A DESIGN BREAKTHROUGH!

'ULTRA-TRACK

bearing

system stops mistracking,
saves records.

'TRI-AXIAL DAMPING
for explosive dynamics.

•DIRECT-COUPLED
electrical and mechanical
paths give true musicality.

•CORRECT-GEOMETRY
headshell accommodates
all cartridges.

•DROP-IN UPGRADE

on

all Basis turntables
using Basis/Rep arms.
Shown with Debut Mark 5
Vacuum turntable.

BASIS+VECTOR:
BASIS AUDIO, INC.
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Aralog
I hit the hay for a few hours
before leaving for the Clearaudio
party, which American distributor
Garth Leerer had invited me to —
one of the big social events at the
show. When Iawoke to shower and
dress, it was 2am. Damn French.
Sunday will Never be the Same
My Sunday job was damage control.
Ifound American Clearaudio importer Garth Leerer and Clearaudio
head honcho Peter Suchy and
offered my apologies, which seemed
to be accepted. Suchy gave me acatalog tour of Clearaudio's extensive
line of turntables, arms, and accessories, and asample of anew and
very useful accessory: apicture-disc
LP with the "music" being noise
and the picture being astrobe pattern. The disc allows you to precisely set speed with stylus drag taken
into account — a very good idea.
One side of the disc includes the
standard 50/60Hz pattern, but the
other is designed for amore accurate 300Hz; it requires Clearaudio's
special battery-powered blue-light
accessory, asample of which Suchy
also gave me to try.
Two items in the Clearaudio catalog were of immediate interest. First
was a"spider" for precise centering
of the Outer Limit platter ring,
which Iwrote about last year. It's an
absolute necessity for properly using
the ring. Second was arecord-cleaning machine, which Iwas told I
could see in the Clearaudio room.
After another apology and agoodbye, that's where Iheaded.
Clearaudio's Matrix cleaning
machine sells for £1590. It looks
very well-built, and was very quiet
in a brief demo. It works on the
"velvet lip" principle, invented, I
believe, by VPI's Harry Weisfeld —
as does the new Waschbar machine,
from Christian Bierbaumer's Blue
Danube Rare Records and HiFi
Company, which Jerry Raskin's
The Needle Doctor will import
and sell direct ($1999). Both
machines appear to be worth checking out. Another device Isaw at the
show, also imported by Needle
Doctor, was David's Short Cut alignment protractor. It's similar to the old
Dennesen but includes some enhancements, and will sell for around $129. I'll
try it and let you know.
Other interesting analog products I
saw at the show included: afully balanced phono section from Blue Audio
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Clearaudio unipivot bearing

Blue Danube Waschbar record cleaner

Lyra Titan, prototype.
•

Metronome Kalista CD transport

(€8000; €4400 unbalanced, upgradeable) that sounded quite nice and
looked very well-built; the Pluto 12A
turntable and arm (€20,000); the
Audio Physic Strada digital preamp,
including a digital phono section
(whether or not it actually digitizes the
analog input, Iwasn't able to ascertain);
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and aprototype of the new ScanTech Lyra Titan cartridge, which
appeared to be atitanium edition of
the Helikon with special magnets
and some other new features.
In the non-analog arena, Metronome Tecimologie's Kalista CD
transport (€20k) has got to be one of
the sexiest-looking digital devices out
there today. One of the most impressive-sounding and -looking small
speakers Iheard was Finnish firm
Penaudies Charisma two-way
minimonitor. With Charm subwoofer, you get full response. Cost is
€5000, but by the time you included
import costs and markups, the
American price would be around
$8000, so it's unlikely anyone will risk
bringing in the Charisma. Too bad.
Ifinally got achance to listen to
Mission's impressive-sounding and
-looking Pilastro speaker system, and
Audio Physic's new Kronos
(€40k), which features active
woofers and anew midrange/tweeter coaxial driver, among other innovations. The prototype had been
completed the day before the show,
the cabinet handbuilt and finished
by Hornslet Cabinet's managing
director, Jorgen Thomsen, and his
son (according to AP's Joachim
Gerhard). Thomsen invited me to
tour the factory and see how the
patented Hornflex technology
works, and to tour the Danish
Sound
Technology
(VIFA
ScanSpeak) facilities.
Ialso met with WBT's Wolfgang
Thoerner. I complained to him
about the WBT terminals on my
Audio Physic Avanti Ills, and how
difficult Ifound it to secure spade
lugs on stiff speaker wires because
of the terminals' knurled, round design. He promised to build an accessory that would make tightening
them easier. Now that's what Icall
instant gratification!
In Conclusion...
As usual, the Frankfurt High End
2002 show proved to be one of the
world's most exciting audio events. It
was well-attended, featured awide
variety of interesting products, including many produced specifically for
domestic consumption (you wouldn't
want to hear some of the bright-sounding "local" speakers I heard), and
German interest in vinyl and analog
gear remains second to none. As a
famous individual from aneighborind
country once said, "I'll be back."
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The

Fifth

Element
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Thefundamental object ofthe invention
is to provide...the listener a realistic
impression that the intelligence is being
communicated to him over two acoustic
paths in the same manner as he experiences in listening to everyday acoustic
intercourse...
—Bluntlein, et al, British Patent
#394,325, issued June 14, 1933

Marks

is the AD-20's price: $325. Given that
the AD-20 costs about the same as an
entry-level analog microphone preamplifier, it's almost ano-brainer.
The "almost" is because most professional-quality microphones require outside power (carried on the signal cable, in
fact) to operate. The AD-20 was designed
with ENG (Electronic News Gathering)
and other video work as its primary market. Power consumption was aprime
consideration, so the AD-20 does not
provide "phantom" mic powet

are kludgy and impractical for live
recording. They're good for archiving
data but not for capturing it (but see
below for new developments). MiniDisc recorders are even less robust and
practical, but do have the advantage of
giveaway pricing.
The only drawbacks to using acomponent-sized DAT deck are its bulk and
its need for wall power. In the first instance, Iassume that your recording
activities will be with the permission of
are indeed is the audiophile who
has not experienced—at least
all involved, so setting up your equipmomentarily — the strong desire
ment and getting access to awall socket
to make a high-quality recording of
should not be issues. Be alert that many
DAT is, as far as Iam
something. Many audiophiles are not only
older buildings have alot of fluorescent
music lovers, but musical amateurs as
light noise and dimmer hash on their
concerned, the most
well, or at least have family members or
power, and a good power-noise filter
friends who sing or play an instrument.
(not necessarily the same thing as a
practical and intuitive
This month's column is about getting
surge protector!) may be necessary if
good-sounding recording equipment
your recordings are not to suffer. But, on
approach to affordable
without breaking the bank.
balance, it's preferable to have to find
A state-of-the-art purist-minimalist
wall power than to have your portable
live digital recording.
stereo recording setup for recording
recorder's batteries run down in the
music in anatural space costs anywhere
middle of aperformance.
from $20,000 to more than $50,000.
The AD-20's lack of phantom powIf you're recording in ahome or a
The equipment Irecommend here costs
ering is no real obstacle, for two reasons.
small space, the K&M KM-201A2
approximately $1500 (not including a First, there are a few high-quality
microphone stand ($44) will do. If
CD-R recorder), but it makes recordmicrophones that operate on their own you're recording achorus or orchestra in
ings that can sound better than many
internal batteries. Also, Denecke offers
an auditorium or church, aphotographcommercially available CDs.
a two-channel battery-powered phaner's light stand that can get the microThe Denecke AD-20 microphone
tom power supply for $150.
phone 12' or so up above floor level,
preamplifier and analog-to-digital conComponent-sized DAT recorders are
such as the Avenger AVG-A635B,
verter is contained in ablue metal chasbetter machines, in terms of perforwill prove itself worth the $95. Both are
sis about the size of aStephen King mance and longevity, than "consumer"
available from Markertek.
paperback. It accepts balanced profes- portable DAT recorders. They also cost
Keep in mind that you'll usually set up
sional microphone inputs by means of much less than professional-quality your recording equipment in the same
two XLR connectors. Digital output portable DAT recorders. Markertek, a acoustic environment in which you'll be
level (or channel balance) is adjusted by
broadcast supply house whose catalog is
recording. Use dosed-back headphones,
two very small knobs.
a veritable cornucopia of things you
so you don't get leakage either way. My
The AD-20 converts analog to digital
don't yet know you really need, sells the
cheap'n'cheerful recommendation is the
at 20 bits/44.11(Hz. The AD-20 does not
Sony PCM-R300 DAT recorder (list
Sony MDR-7506 (list $135, Markertek
redither the signal —its output is atrue
$995) for $649. For about $30,
$99), which JA used (along with more
20-bit signal with anoise floor of about Markertek will make acustom Canare
expensive sets from Stax and Sennheiser)
-98dB. When a16-bit DAT deck trunS/PDIF digital cable for you to go from
for location monitoring for Cantus' Let
cates the last four bits of the 20-bit signal,
Denecke to DAT with amini mono
Your Voice Be Heard CD.
the noise floor is dairned to act as "natphone plug on one end and an RCA
Jerry Bruck, chief engineer and
ural" dithet The AD-20's S/PDIF out- plug on the other.
owner-CEO of Posthorn Recordings, is
put is carried on a1
/
8"mini phone jack.
DAT is, as far as Iam concerned, the
the former US importer of Schoeps
Unlike aStephen King paperback, the
most practical and intuitive approach to
microphones, and he remains adealer.
AD-20 is crisply no-nonsense in design
affordable live digital recording. ReSchoeps microphones are aprime choice
and execution. (It also has abelt clip.)
cording live to acomputer's hard disk is
for professional engineers, but most likeThe AD-20 provides adean signal that,
along way away from being practical
ly cost too much for most amateur use.
to my ears, is noticeably quieter than
for amateurs, and costs alot more to get
However, Schoeps does make the only
affordable analog microphone preamplistarted. (I'd be concerned about diskfull-fledged professional-quality confiers. The most startling feature, though,
access noises, too.) Most CD recorders
denser microphone that runs on an inter-
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nal battery: the Schoeps CMBI. Two
CMBIs and astereo mounting bracket
cost about $2500. (People are happily
using the Denecke AD-20 with Schoeps
CMBIs. The Denecke is that good.)
Seeking amore affordable alternative
to the Schoeps, Iasked Jerry's advice. His
recommendation, the Audio-Tedmica
AT-825 stereo microphone, has the
practical advantages of comparatively
affordable price (list $595, Markertek
$389), slim design (it's the size and shape
we usually associate with amicrophone),
and internal battery power. The AT-825
is designed to be pointed straight along
its length at the sound source (unlike a
side-address mic, the body of which is
intended to be positioned vertically).
Clipping the AT-825 into the provided
stand clamp so that its legend is visible at
the upper side guarantees that its left and
right capsules will be properly oriented.
The provided 15' cable has asingle fivepin XLR connector at the mic end and
two three-pin XLR connectors at the
preamp end, one banded red for "right."
The AT-825 uses two cardioid capsules
in one housing, arrayed in X/Y fashion
at 110°. Meister Bruck asserts that X/Y's
sometimes spotty reputation should be
blamed on recordists who insist on 90°
orientation of the capsules. In his opinion, 110° or even 120° capsule orientation gives superior results. (The
exceptions are figure-8-pattern microphones, which require 90° for XII)
The AT-825's build quality is very good.
Iused the AT-825/AD-20 mic and
preamp-A/D setup to record avariety of
sound sources, starting with Wallis
Warfield Simpson, our female African
Green Singing Finch. On playback, the
spatial specificity of her hopping from
perch to perch, and then singing a
phrase, was simply arresting. The timbre
of the sound on playback admittedly
lacked some of the keen plangency of
the live original, but thaes why first-class
professional microphones cost so much.
Next, some solo classical
guitar, recorded during a
thunderstorm. We were not
trying for the Mystic Moods
Orchestra effect —it was a
matter of when my friend
the guitarist could get here. I
recorded him in our living
room, which Inow discern is
atrifle too well-damped to
be an optimal live recording
venue. Microphone to instrument distance: about 7'.
On the guitar tracks, the
rain is aconstant sheen in
the background, at times
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punctuated by thunder. As shown by the
finch-song track, the AT-825 and AD-20
are enviably quiet. Enough of the tonal
complexity of the classical guitar was
conveyed to allow for an emotionally engaging experience. But you can't have
everything at abargain price. Treble extension and musical continuity and
liquidity were not competitive with the
best, and the thunderstorm highlighted
another drawback: The thunder lacked
ultimate heft. The AT-825's literature
claims that it's flat to 30Hz, which is perhaps adubious proposition in field use as
opposed to nearfield testing. We can
leave it that there is an obvious rolloff of
very low frequencies, but both pipe
organ and orchestra-with-chorus test recordings were impressive nonetheless.
You may wish to transfer your recordings to recordable CDs (CD-Rs),
because most people don't own DAT
decks. CD recorder prices have been
falling steadily, with some good semipro machines now below $700. However, some less-expensive "consumer"
CD recorders still require the use of
special blank discs that cost more, because acopyright fee has been tacked
on. In the long run, you'll be better off
with aprofessional machine that can record on blank computer-data CD-R
discs, which are cheaper. The Sony
CDR-W33 (list $715, Markertek $575)
has a good balance of features, performance, and price.
However, Marantz Professional has
just introduced a new product, the
PSD-300, which combines internal
microphone and speaker, stereo microphone preamp and phantom power
supply, line inputs and outputs, headphone amp, a CD-R recorder, and a
CD-RW player for "cloning," all in one
compact chassis that is a miracle of
packaging (if not quite miniaturization),
for about $1100. With it, one can use
professional microphones, even ones
that need 48V phantom power, record

Marantz Professional PSD-300 CD-R recorder
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to CD-Rs, and then use the CD-RW
player and CDR recorder to compile
the tracks or replicate the discs.
Marantz has designed the PSD-300
with music education in mind, so it also
has independently variable pitch and
tempo on playback (admittedly with
fairly conspicuous DSP artifacts). It
should catch on like wildfire. Given the
cost of music lessons, especially at an
advanced level, and the trivial cost of
CD-Rs, this is areal no-brainer. Ihope
all the music teachers who read this
start using PSD-300s to record their
lessons and let their students take home
acopy for study.
In field testing (my daughter's violin
lesson), the PSD-300 impressed me
with its practicality and value for money.
Whether it's the right solution for you
will depend first on whether you would
prefer to record to DAT or CD-R, and
then on how critical your recording
activities will be. 1It doesn't make ahuge
amount of sense to buy aNagra-D to
record ayouth orchestra in anoisy environment. On the other hand, Ido think
that the incremental expenditure over
the PSD-300 to get a separate ADC
such as the Denecke, aDAT deck, and a
CD recorder is not acase of diminishing
returns; you do get what you pay for. As
another point of reference, the PSD-300
is priced about 30% below the level of
the industry-standard Tascam DA-P1
portable DAT recorder (street price
about $1500), which has internal phantom power, mic preamps, and ADCs.
With only aDAT recorder and/or a
CD recorder, your "editing" will be limited to compiling sequences of complete
takes. Real editing requires a digital
soundcard and dedicated computer software, as well as asubstantial investment
of your time to learn how to use the software. If you're heading in that direction,
you can save some money by adding a
CD-ROM burner to your computer
instead of getting astandalone CD recorder. The people at
Sweetwater Sound can help
you there. If you want to
turn your recording hobby
into a cottage industry,
small-batch CD-R replication equipment is available
from Medinstore.
1 Concerning the PSD-300's audio
playback quality on commercial CDs:
The PSD-300 is not acase of getting
MOO worth of CD-playback quality
with alot ef other capabilities thrown
in, as it were, for free. As Pliny the
Elder might have written, had he been
semiliterate in Latin: Numpien prandium libenim (Never afree lunch).
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Two vital words of advice: Streicher
and Everest's The New Stereo Soundbook,
in its second edition, is the stereo recording encyclopedia. It should be read by
everyone who needs to know or do anything about stereo recording. Also, your

Your recordist's kit should
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12 years of Design Excellence

At New York's HE 2001 show,
attendees cast their votes
for the Best Sound.

PURCHASE OUR AWARD WINNING
COMPONENTS FOR THE ULTIMATE
IN LIFELIKE MUSIC. OUR
CABLES MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!

include abuilder's tape
measure, acamera, and a
notebook, so that you can
document your setups.
recordises kit should include abuilder's
tape measure, acamera, and anotebook,
so that you can document your setups and
not have to rely on fallible memory.
Repeatability of setups and predictability
of results are what enable experience to
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Next time: Seen and heard at Home
Entertainment 2002.
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Despite the elaborate displays of
price-no-object systems,
aslender pair of speakers
in amodestly-sized rocm
stole the show by winning the
hearts and minds of the listeners.
Best of all, they're only $7499 per pair.
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OUR FINEST AC POWER
CABLE- ALUMINATA'

So now you can afford to
take the best sound home.

NEW!!!
SUPERCONDUCTOR

Fy

WITH ALUMILOYIWIRE
FOR UNIQUE CLARITY
Available Exclusively
from JPS-Dedicated 10 AWG
Power AC In-Wall Cable

Sources
Schoeps microphones, Denecke
AD-20
preamplifier-converter,
and The New Stereo Soundbook,
Second Edition, available from: Jerry
Bruck, Posthorn Recordings, Inc.,
142 W. 26th St., 10th Floor, New
York, NY 10001. Tel: (212) 2423737. Web: www.posthorn.com.
Audio-Technica AT-825 stereo
microphone, Sony PCM-R300
DAT recorder, K&M KM-201A2
microphone stand, Avenger AVGA635B light stand, Sony MDR7506 headphones, custom Canare
digital cable, Tascam DA-Pl
portable DAT recorder, Sony
CDR-W33 CD recorder, and
Maranta Professional PSD-300
CD-R recorder available from:
Markertek, 4 High St., P.O. Box
397, Saugerties, NY 12477. Tel:
(800) 522-2025. Web: www.mark
ertek.com.
Digital audio editing hardware
and software: Sweetwater Sound.
Tel: (800) 222-4700. Web: www.
sweetwater.com.
Small-batch CD-R replication
equipment: Mediastore. Tel: (800)
555-5551.
Web: www.media
store.com.
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Who else wants to escape
from Audiophile Prison?
Iserved my time as an Audio-

• Why does a

phile. 30 years. It went on for

speaker measure well

so long, Ididn't even realize

but sound mechanical?

what Iwas missing....

• Why do Ifeel relieved when Istop listening?

They had me fooled

Now Here's the Big Lie

Igot mixed up in the wrong
crowd. Iwas one of Them.
An Audiophile. Don't get me

Horn speakers "color" the sound. No self-respecting
Audiophile could possibly listen to horns.
Listen, Iwouldn't come near ahorn. But almost

wrong. We meant well, it's just

by accident Iheard the Avantgarde Hornspeakers. I

that we were—well, we were

was confused. They didn't have any of the horn col-

misguided.

orations I'd been told to expect.

As Audiophiles, we had to
accept certain "truths."

Instead, they were fun. Even CDs I'd almost
thrown away became compelling. And the secret

•Listen critically. See if you

began to unfold...

can hear more of the little
sound effects in your record-

Here's the scary part—

ings—chairs creaking, cash reg-

The most obnoxious speaker colorations are still

isters ringing, doors closing,

out there. They're way worse than the Audio Police

back walls of concert halls, "air

will admit. Nobody's doing much about it, either.

around instruments," etc.

Two of the worst colorations come from compres-

• Search for that one perfect

sion and room reflections:

record. Find that one elusive

The truth is, compression always destroys the

record or CD that will finally

music. There are many forms of compression. All are

be good enough for your sys-

deadly. Here are afew:

tem. Remember, regular records or CD's are only good
for mid-fi systems.

•When you compress the dynamics you alter the
performers' intent. Remember, the dynamic shifts in

• Every month anew speaker review will lead
you to Audophile heaven. Last month's speaker just

music are the primary carriers of its emotion. No
emotion, no fun, no involvement.

isn't good enough.

• The harder aspeaker has to work to make the

Guess what? None of that stuff was true. We were
brainwashed.

music, the higher the compression. Low efficiency
speakers just have to work harder to produce sound.

I've escaped from Audiophile Prison. Given another
chance. So it's my duty to reveal the real story...

You get temperature and displacement compression.
And high coloration.
What about reflections? These colorations are

What the Audio Police don't want you to ask

HUGE and no one is talking about them. We're told

Audio is like real life. Simpler is better.

that wide dispersion is good. It "improves" the

• Why do "high-end" speakers make all the

soundstage. But the reflections off the side or back of

Audiophile sounds, but they sound boring?

any speaker are gross colorations of the direct sound.

• What happens to the delicate musical signal
when it runs through acomplex speaker crossover?

Just ask any recording engineer how much of your
room reflections he wants in his recording. NONE!
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effortless ebb and flow that speaks to your heart.

When
grown
men
cry
When
music's
dynamics
are rendered faithfully,

Avantgarde Hornspeakers give you that feeling. Oh,

you're moved. I've seen grown men cry openly

they'll play all the Audiophile sounds. But they won't

at asad song when they listened to my DU0s.

compress your music, and they won't add nasty re-

I've also seen huge grins, toes tapping, heads

flections. You get presence, drive, and musical integrity.

swaying. The things we normally see at

You won't just hear the music, you'll feel it.

live concerts.
Icall this the Concert Experience"

Get the inside story

If you're not getting it in your

Get our FREE InfoPak, with over 50 pages of inside

own home, with your own

information. Call our InfoPak Request Line at 800-

system, you deserve to hear
the Avantgarde
Hornspeakers.

944-9537. You'll also receive our Top 130 Reference
CD list and our helpful 31 Secrets to Better Sound.
Don't sit there trapped in Audiophile Prison! Get
somewhere and hear these Avantgarde Hornspeakers.
Then you decide who's telling the truth—the Audio
Police or me.
Got aquestion? Or, you'd like to hear the Avantgardes in the Atlanta area? Call us at 770-777-2095

jiff exia
Jim Smith, President

It's About the Music...

Who wants to pay more and enjoy it less?
Remember the Audiophile Creed. "The best highend systems are so revealing that only afew recordings are good enough to be enjoyable."
That's another reason you'll fall in love with the
Avantgardes. They don't `bite! All you'll need is a

Avantgarde-USA u.c

fair recording that has agreat musical message. Just

6445 Calamar Drive

ask reviewer Robert Deutsch (Stereophile, Sept. 2000).

Cumming, GA 30040
770-777-2095

Here's what you can do about it

InfoPak Line: 800-944-9537

When you hear aspeaker with all the dynamics

E-mail: hornguysffi aol.com

intact, it's almost overwhelming. Music takes on an

www.avantgarde-usa.com
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rus ing up
Against
StS

DAVID LANDER
MEETS
SNELL ACOUSTICS'
DAVID L SMITH
IN MASSACHUSETTS
century ago, when Massachusetts
produced half the shoes worn in
America, Haverhill (pronounced
HAY-vrt acity north of Boston in the Merrimack River
Valley, was athriving industrial center. Walk its tarnished factory-district streets today and you'll swear you hear the tread
of ghosts, workers whose bosses long ago shipped their jobs
to cheaper labor markets.
Just astone's throw from arailway trestle that freight trains
still traverse, three-and-a-half floors of an old shoe factory,
original down to their exposed pipes and oak-plank floors,
Stereophile, August 2002

are the dominion of one particular spirit: that of speaker
designer Peter Snell. He took space there for his firm two
decades ago, not very long before his death at age 38, in 1984.
Snell Acoustics has since changed hands three times, but it
remains in the same building. What, Iwondered, would the
business be like today if its founder were still at the helm?
Larry Daywitt, aformer a/d/s/ vice president who knew
Peter Snell and whose living room once boasted apair of
imposing Snell Type As, speculates that it would be arelatively small company based on shared values. "You'd find
competence everywhere you looked," Daywitt maintained.
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Days and you'll never go back to boxed sound
Nothing short of alive performance can create the intimate
connection between you and your music like InnerSound.
Hear the resolution of headphones with the dynamics
soundstage of boxed speakers, minus the boxy sound.
Talk to designer Roger Sanders. His first article on speakers
was published 28 years ago and currently he has the definitive
book "The Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design Cookbook."
Try my Innersound Speakers for 30 days. If you aren't
blown out of the "box", InnerSound will refund your money,
including shipping."It doesn't get any better than this."

SALIDER.

-----Absolute Sound's Editor's Choice 2001

-Harry Pearson

The

Intlfffet

Connecti on
Visit www.innersound.net and call Roger at 770.838.1400
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The all new 8200IVIKII
integrated amplifier
features the technology
developed for the SA 102.
This new integrated will
outperform many separates
for several times the cost and
can be used in the most
expensive revealing systems.
It will drive the more difficult
cone, electrostatic and panel
speakers with ease.

PLINIIJ5

SA 102
The new SA 102 delivers over
4000 watts short term. Even
efficient speakers come alive
with dynamics. The new low
distortion-high clarity circuitry,
yields sound never before
available from solid state.

8200MKII

For the USA or Canada Dealer Location Near You contact us @ www.pliniususa.cOlr
or phone: (716)741-6063/DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME For Product Info Go To www.pliniusaudio.com
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That was precisely what Iencountered when Ivisited Snell
Acoustics in March.
My guide, David L Smith, who joined the firm as chief
engineer in June 1996 and added the title of president in 1998,
was quick to recall his own first factory tout "The company was
agem in the rough," he affirmed. "I fell in love with the place."
Smith went on to merge elements of Peter Snell's designs
with his own while maintaining other traditions that endow
Snell Acoustics with aspecial character. One is an impressive
cabinet shop, where Ispotted someone hand-sanding corner
molding on aType XA Reference enclosure. He was no
novice assistant. The man behind the dust mask turned out
to be agroup leader, Walter Perry, who has been with Snell
for 19 of its 26 years.
Iencountered other Snell veterans as well. Bob Millett,
who oversees cabinet assembly, has served the company for
14 years, and Glen Wason, who was working on crossovers
when we met, has clocked 23. Both men clearly take pride
in their work and were eager to talk to me about it.
If aphantasmal Peter Snell was monitoring my walkabout,
he was surely smiling.

product engineering in those days, and Iwanted to be apart
of that. It turned out KEF had been working on alarge studio monitor. Laurie Fincharn went over to the BBC one day
to give alecture on what an ideal loudspeaker should be, and
they challenged him to design areally big studio monitor that
combined high output with accuracy. With studio monitors,
it tends to be one or the other. So KEF developed amonitor
called the KM1, but they weren't real savvy about pro audio,
and Ihad done afair bit of that. My job was to take the KM1,
anice but impractical prototype system, and turn it into asalable studio monitor. Ialso think that Laurie felt it would be
neat to have an engineer on staff with aJBL pro background.
LANDER: Bdo're signing on with KEF, where Laurie was in charge
of engineering, you interviewed at Whade-rlale and Mission. What d¡fl
ferences did you perceive between them?
SMITH: Of the UK companies, KEF
was clearly the most intellectually driven,
the first to get into computer-aided
design. They had alarge bank of computers with their own proprietary software for system measurement and
crossover design. There were great facilities, including an anechoic chamber
and alarge impulse test chamber. It was
an intellectual hotbed at the time, and I
had to catch up afair bit, the other

DAVID LANDER: When did you decide on acareer in audio?
DAVID L SMITH: Once Igot into engineering in college, I
think it was aquestion of whether it would be race-car design, amuch less likely career, or high-end audio.
LANDER: Yourjirst job after
earning aBachelor of Science "THE LONG-TERM LESSON WAS IDIDN'T LIKE
in Electrical Engineering from
Purdue in 1977 was designing
DESIGNING CHEAP STUFF BECAUSE THERE WOULD
drivers at acompany in CleveALWAYS BE A CONFLICT: PRICE VS GOODNESS."
land called Essex Cletron.
What was that like?
engineers all seemed better-educated. Ihad to learn how to
SMITH: There was alot of random cut-and-paste — try this
rigorously design as opposed to using atrial-and-error, seatcone, try that cone. Cut and paste drivers, measure them, see
of-the-pants process.
if they do what you thought they would do. If they don't, you
KEF had atalented team, engineers who have all gone on
take another tack, try something else. Cletron did car speakers
to good positions in other companies. Dick Small, the famous
for Ford and Chrysler, they did organ speakers, some early
KLH car stuff, an Advent six-by-nine with apower amp
researcher, came eventually. Laurie [now at Lucasfilm THX —
Ed.] likes to surround himself with bright people and challenge
stuck in the back of it. The OEM drivers would be whatever
them to innovate. He's also avery good product-development
somebody asked for, but Cletron also made some very cheap
guy. We talked alot about the American market. Up till then,
systems, very schlocky stuff. Iremember that Igot in afight
they'd done things like the model 105, avery nice speaker that
with the salesman the first week. He came in and told me I
was fine on classical music if you didn't play it very loud. Ihad
had to do this and Ihad to do that—it had to be this cheap.
come from JBL pro and was thinking 15dB louder. Although
The long-term lesson was Ididn't like designing cheap stuff
Ididn't work on the design, Ithink Iinfluenced Laurie to take
because there would always be aconflict: price vs goodness.
avery different tack with the next speaker, the 1042, which
LANDER: After about ayear and ahalf; when Cletron was about to
was the most popular speaker KEF sold in America at the
relocate the engineering department to southern Indiana, you moved on.
time. Ithink he saw an American point of view and designed
SMITH: Ifelt Ihad learned everything Icould learn there. I
aproduct that was more Americanized.
was lucky to get ajob at JBL in southern California, where I
LANDER: After nearly five years in engineering at KEF, you asked
did probably 16 different models in two-and-a-half years.
for ajob in marketing. Why?
Greg Timbers was the senior engineer who did all the systems,
SMITH: The marketing guys looked like they were having
and anything he didn't want to do was passed on to me. So I
more fun. They traveled, took people out to lunch, made decigot alot of experience, both in consumer products and pro
sions about what products should look like and sound like. We
products. Iworked with good people, like Don Keele. He
kind of missed the States, and it seemed like agood time to
designed aline of constant-directivity horns, and Idesigned
move back. We were living in Bearsted in Kent, which is anice
aline of studio monitors that used the horns. At the time, it
little village halfway between London and Dover. If you travel
was asmall company, but it started to develop big-company
around there as atourist, you probably go to Leeds Castle,
problems — lots of politics and managers from outside the
which they proclaim is the prettiest castle in England. It's two
industry who had odd ideas about what the company needed.
miles from Bearsted in Kent, which is outside of Maidstone,
Iwas getting frustrated at JBL. Ifelt like Iwas cranking out
where KEF was. Our house had more than doubled in price. I
alot of products but not really learning anything.
asked if Icould get ajob with KEF America, the American disLANDER: Which led you to do what?
tributor, and when that was okayed, it all fell into place.
SMITH: Iquit one day and started sending off letters to the
LANDER: What, specifically, did you do when you got back home?
UK. British companies had amore sophisticated approach to
Stereophile, August 2002
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SMITH: Initially, Iwas sales trainer for KEF. Eventually,
because Meridian was asister company, we became the distributor for that brand as well, and Ibecame the national sales manager for Meridian in the US. But business didn't go well at AGI
[the parent company], and they got into trouble. Iwas laid off.
LANDER: You subsequently went to McIntosh, where you returned to
engineering. How did that happen?
SMITH: Iwas thinking sales, but Ihad ameeting with Ron
Fone [then company president], and he thought if Ibecame
loudspeaker-development manager, McIntosh could really
do some damage on the speaker side.
LANDER: So you took the job and worked on speakers at McIntosh
from January 1992 through late '95. What did you accomplish there?
SMITH: We reinvigorated avery tired line and developed a
successful THX hometheater line. McIntosh had
long been making highend speakers with long
rows of tweeters — the
Japanese loved them —
but no one fully understood their operation. I
wrote asoftware program
to model long and short
arrays and allow their optimization. That resulted in
an AES paper and three
products. Two of them,
the XRT24 and XRT25,
used medium-length line
sources with level tapering,
atechnique that Ihad developed through computer
modeling to improve vertical response.

if you can without throwing out the basic philosophy that's
already ingrained in everybody: build it right.
LANDER: The manufacturing approach at your parent company,
Boston Acoustics, is very much the opposite. Its founders, Andy
Kotsatos and the late Frank Reed, invested considerable capital in
sophisticated automation equipment very early on. How do the people
in Peabodyfeel about the production methods here in Haverhill?
SMITH: Sometimes there are general debates between Andy
and me about how smart the half-dB-tuning approach is vs
the way they would do it over there, but they've been very
good about keeping their hands off. We're still doing what
we're doing, and they're still doing what they're doing, and I
think both solutions are right for the respective companies
and the respective markets.
LANDER: You've associated high-end audio with— this is your exact
phrase —"pain and suffering." What, specifically, were you referring to?
SMITH: There was alot of pain involved in having ahighend audio system: dealing with finicky tube amps, setting up
turntables, fussing about wires, LPs and the ticks and pops. I
used to get up on Sunday mornings and wash records, after
first scrubbing the sink — which would tickle my wife no
end. High-end audio required so much effort that it became
almost tedious. Ithink that's why it peaked and fell back. It
shouldn't be like that. People should be able to sit down and
enjoy music without a lot of anguish. Maybe the artists
should suffer, but Idon't think the customer needs to.
LA r
R: Some people havefound the appearance ofhigh-end audio
products painful.
SMITH: Until recently, high-end products seemed to be
intentionally ugly, as if this proved they were serious. A highend product can look good and sound good at the same time.
If you're smart about the design, those things go hand in hand.
LANDER: There's also the perennial issue oflarge loudspeakers, ofcoutse
SMITH: Large loudspeakers are dinosaurs, in away. A lot of
what Snell has to do today is build speakers that blend into

"PEOPLE SHOULD BE ABLE TO SIT DOWN AND ENJOY MUSIC
WITHOUT A LOT OF ANGUISH. MAYBE THE ARTISTS SHOULD
SUFFER, BUT IDON'T THINK THE CUSTOMER NEEDS TO:'
LANDER: You sulesequentlyPlowed Ron Pone to a/d/s/, thinking you
could help restore itsformer luster, but those were bad times at that company.
SMITH: Ron brought me in as VP of engineering. Actually, I
had agood time for awhile, developing alot of products with
ateam of bright people, but over time, through no fault of
Ron's, it became clear that things were not as promised.
LANDER: And that brought you to Snell Acoustics. Earlier, you
introduced me to the man who first showed you around, Julio
Quintana, who has been here for 20 years and worked under Peter
Snell. Tell us about your_first impressions.
SMITH: Julio's the plant manager and knows every job. Snell is
asmall company. All the managers are working managers;
they're actually doing things, not just telling people what to do.
And teaching people: to sand, to paint, to put cabinets together.
Iremember just walking around and asking questions. Iwas
amazed at the way they did things, in an old-fashioned way but
with an Aston-Martin type of handbuilt approach. Half-dB tuning—adjusting every system to closely match the master—
and hand-sanding of cabinets are good examples. It's almost
like the place was in atime warp. That was interesting, because
if you want to develop ahigh-end product, you want people
who are actually capable of building it. Of course, you'd like to
find more efficient ways to do things. You'd like to modernize
54

the décor. Most customers, if forced to choose between good
sound and invisible speakers, will go for invisible speakers.
Our job is to give them invisible speakers with good sound.
But we will always be at the high end of the market, because
that's what we're good at.
LANDER: What are the performance limits of invisible loudspeakers?
SMITH: Ithink there's no limit to the potential performance.
That's what's changed from the 1960s. In the '60s, Paul
Weathers made asystem with asmall subwoofer and two satellites that looked like books. Avery Fisher came our with flat
speakers that hung on the wall and had artwork fabric on the
front. They weren't successful products, but were early attempts
to integrate speakers into the decor. The industry is now actually getting around to designing speakers that are invisible and
perform well. At Snell, our approach is to make awide range
of products in three formats: conventional floorstanding or
bookshelf models with furniture finishes, utility-cabinet versions optimized for custom installation, and in-wall versions.
LANDER: Can you cite aparticular model that's currently available
in those threeformats?
SMITH: We have amodel called the E.5: atower, slim, dual
6" woofers, single tweeter. That same speaker also comes in
ablack utility enclosure, which is easy to build into home-
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surround signals —1 can achieve amuch-improved stereo
effect that works great with the right recordings.
LANDER: Can you recommend one?
SMITH: James Taylor's Live at the Beacon is avery nice pop
DVD with performers across the stage. Some are recorded in
the surround channels so, with the usual speaker configuration, the background vocalists —who you can see on the left
side of the stage — sing from the back left corner of the
room. With our alternative layout, you hear the sound spread
across awide stage, just as it ought to be. So multichannel can
give music-lovers more of what they value.
LANDER: You've been in this businessfor 25 years, and yourjobs have
taken you from one edge of the speaker-design spectrum to the other
You've worked on drivers that soldfor pennies, and you recently produced
the Snell XA Reference a$25,000/pair system that was favorably
reviewed in Stereophile's April issue What would you be likely to tell
arecent engineering graduate who's considering acareer in audio?
SMITH: Actually, Ido talk to recent graduates, and they
sometimes ask if they should get jobs in audio. Ialways say
no. Ifigure, if they have to ask, they aren't serious enough,
and they should get better-paying jobs in the computer
industry. On the other hand, if they are bitten by the audio
bug, nothing Icould say would talk them out of it. To engineers in mid-career, those getting to the point where they
could have real influence within acompany, I'd say that you
can't totally change the company you go into. You don't go
to Klipsch and say, "I'm here now, and Ibelieve in electrostatics." Whether it's McIntosh or a/d/s/ or Snell, it's nice to
say, "Here's acompany where the philosophy's close enough
to mine that Ican develop aproduct Ilike without upsetting
the market." Ifound that at Snell.

--THE ATe1 OF C0NNE CT
801-621-1500 • www.wb tusa.com
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theater cabinets. It has features for that: aboundary switch
that deals with the bass/midrange increase caused by cabinetmounting, atweeter that aims the treble inward when the
cabinet-mounting requires that the speaker face straight
ahead. There's also an in-wall version, with an aluminum tub
enclosure but the same dual woofers and single tweeter used
in the other two. Even though it's an in-wall, we use wooden baffles that are highly damped, thanks to ahigh-loss sandwich approach. It has less internal volume, so it doesn't go as
low, but we assume there'll be asubwoofer in the system.
LANDER: And how dose is the sound of that in-wall to the E.5
tower's sound?
SMITH: Very close. With apair, and maybe alittle subwoofer
to go with them, you've got avery good system that amusiclover would be very happy with, but it doesn't dominate your
interior. Now, Ithink that's just the beginning. Ultimately,
maybe there'll be an in-wall version of our top-of-the-line
XA Reference. If we build it, there will be acustomer base
there, because the vast majority of the market would much
prefer that speakers were invisible.
LANDER: This interview wouldn't be complete without your
views on multichannel sound. What's yourfeeling about it vs twochannel audio?
SMITH: Ithink there's an artificial division, where people say
music is two-channel and theater is five-channel. Alot of people who are serious about their music and don't want to be
surrounded by it fail to see the improvement that more channels can create. In two-channel stereo, you always wished you
had awider soundstage but one with abetter central image.
I've found that, if Iposition speakers in awide arc — left, center, and right as usual, and far left and far right for the so-called

(
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twas almost five years ago that Ifirst
spent some serious auditioning time
with an omnidirectional two-piece
speaker from German manufacturer
MBL: the four-way MBL 111. When I
reviewed the 111 in the April 1997 Stereophi/c, Ihad been extremely impressed
with the speaker's stereo imaging, which
was superbly stable and well-defined,
with images that floated completely free
of the speaker positions. The tonal balance was also excellent, with arich midrange, superbly clean highs, and
extended lows. "This RadiaLstrahler is one
of the best tweeters Ihave experienced,"
Iwrote. In fact, the 111 was let down
only by bass frequencies that tended to
lag behind the music slightly.
All in all, the original 111 was a
favorite speaker of mine, so when MBL
of America's Peter Alexander contacted
me about reviewing its successor, I
needed little persuading.
Doing it differently
The very strange-looking MBL 111B
features upper-frequency drive-units
resembling an array of orange segments.
Each Radialstrahler uses amagnet/voice-

Description: Four-way, omnidirectional, floorstanding loudspeaker.
Drive-units: 24-segment carbonfiber omnidirectional bending-mode
tweeter; 12-segment carbon-fiber
omnidirectional bending-mode uppermidrange unit; two 5" (130mm)
plastic-cone lower-midrange units;
12" (300mm) cone woofer in separate bandpass enclosure. Crossover
frequencies: 105Hz, 600Hz, 3.5kHz.
Crossover
slopes:
fourth-order
Linkwitz-Riley. Acoustic center: 43"
(1090mm) from floor. Frequency
range: 20Hz-40kHz. Sensitivity:
81dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 4
ohms. Maximum power handling:
320W continuous, 500W peak.
Maximum SPL: 106dB (conditions
not specified).
Dimensions: 45.7" (1160mm) H
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coil "motor," but this is arranged vertically rather than horizontally. The voicecoil is fastened to the ends of anumber
of vertical petallike elements, these arranged in a circle around a central
sphere. Each "petal" is fixed to acap at its
other end. As the coil moves up and
down in response to the electrical signal,
the petals are forced to bend in and out,
producing sound in amanner analogous
to the ideal "pulsating sphere." Because
of the circular array of petals, there is no
preferred axis, implying an omnidirectional radiation pattern.
To complement the omnidirectional
radiation pattern in the high frequencies, the original 111 used asingle midrange driver firing upward into a
conical diffuser. This has been replaced
in the 111B by apair of 5" units placed
on the sides of the cabinet. (All that can
be seen on the front, where you'd
expect to see adrive-unit, is abrass
styling disc.) While this placement may
seem perverse, the small radiating
diameter of these units and the low frequency at which they hand over to the
upper-midrange Radialstrahler mean
that they still radiate afull complement

of midrange frequencies to the front of
the speaker.
As in the 1997 version, low frequencies are handled by aseparate woofer
enclosure housing a12" cone made by
MBL. This energizes an internal cavity
that in turn radiates sound from two 2"diameter flared ports at the unit's base.
Because the wavelengths of sound below are enormous compared with the
size of the radiating ports — greater
than 10' vs 2—the 111's low-frequency
driver is inherently omnidirectional.
Electrical connection is via two pairs
of binding posts. As I've come to expect
from MBL, the 111B's fit and finish are
superb (the review samples had aglossblack finish). The 111 had featured an
array of four rods that continued the
pyramidal styling upward to meet at a
gold-plated metal diffuser. The 111B
replaces the rods with asubstantial perforated metal hood or grille that clips
into place over the bending-wave driver.
Sturdy spikes are supplied to couple the
speaker to the floor.
The upper-frequency enclosure is also
available as acenter-speaker version, the
MBL 111RC, for $5800 each. The passive bandpass woofer enclosure can be replaced by aless expensive active woofer.

(51.2", 1300mm with cover) by 16"
(400mm) W by 16" (400mm) D.
Weight: 132 lbs (50kg) each.
Finishes: Standard: satin black, satin
silver, satin beech. Available at extra
cost: piano black gloss, diamond arctic silver gloss.

Sound
MBEs designer, Jürgen Reis, had warned
me that the 111B sounded its best with
the spikes fitted and without the grille.
But to get abaseline on the speaker's performance, Idid my preliminary auditioning with the grilles in place and the
speakers' broad feet resting directly on
the carpet. The listening axis recommended by MBEs informative handbook is a
quite high 43" from the floor. However, I
didn't notice much change in tonal balance as long as my ears were somewhere
around the height of the higher-liequency omnidirectional drive-units.
Setup was alittle problematic: the
exact balance between the low treble and
the top two octaves was very dependent
on both the room acoustics and the distance between the omni drivers and the
room boundaries. In asparsely furnished
room with lively acoustics, it's possible

Serial numbers of units reviewed:

52722, 52822.
$17,000/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 8.
Manufacturer: MBL-Akustikgerâte
GmbH, Einemstrasse 20a, D-10785
Berlin, Federal Republic of Germany.
Tel: (49) 030 851 80 74. Fax: (49)
030 851 80 62. US distributor: MBL
of America, 19162 N. 88th Way,
Scottsdale, AZ 85255. Tel: (480) 5634393. Fax: (480) 563-4394. Web:
vvww.mbl-HiFi.com.

Price:
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that the 111Bs might sound tilted-up.
After some experimentation, Iended up
with a high-frequency balance that
sounded laid-back, but the sound got distinctly brighter when Imoved to the
speakers' sides —which emphasizes the
need for the sidewalls in the vicinity of
the speakers to be fairly well-damped.
Once I'd got the speakers optimally
positioned in my room, the most immediately obvious difference between the
MBLs and the Wilson Audio Sophias
that had preceded them (review in last
month's issue) was how insensitive they
were. The volume control of my Mark
Levinson No.3805 preamplifier had to

be set around 10dB higher than it had
with the Wilsons to get the same listening level. Iwouldn't use less than a
100Wpc amplifier with the 111Bs.
Bass was obviously well-extended, but
without the spikes, the 111B's low frequencies again lagged abit behind the
music's pulse. On piano, for example, the
left-hand register had a somewhat
"hummy" quality —not unpleasant, but
not realistic. Fitting the spikes did alot to
cure this problem, the leading edges of
bass piano notes coming into better balance with the body of their tone. But
with the spikes cleaning up the low-frequency register, Ibecame more bothered

by the MBEs behavior at the other end
of the spectrum. While the level of the
high frequencies seemed natural, their
quality was alittle hashy. Without being
balanced by the hummy pre-spike lows,
this hashy quality became irritating.
Visiting friends were commenting on
this problem, so it seemed an ideal opportunity to remove the grilles. We
were listening to "Mexico," from James
Taylor's superb 1993 Live album
(Columbia C2K 47056), and to say our
jaws dropped when Itook the Nu-Vista
CD player out of Pause is no exaggeration. Not only did the hashy quality
vanish with the 111B au naturel, but

Measurements

C

onfimiing what I'd experienced in
my listening room, the 111B was
not very sensitive. My estimate for the
B-weighted figure was 80.7dB(B)/
2.83V/m, which is within experimental error of the 81dB specification.
MBL also specifies the 111B as a"4
ohm speaker," but my measurement
of its impedance magnitude and phase
(fig.1) su ests it is closer to a6ohm
design. Other than aminimum value
of 4ohms at 111cHz and dips to below
5ohms in the upper bass, the MBEs
impedance remains above 6ohms for
much of the audioband. What might
give problems with less beefy amplifiers is the electrical phase angle,
which reaches quite large capacitive
values in the low bass. While the
impedance magnitude is high enough
at 9.1 ohms to ameliorate the maximum phase angle of —52° at 33.5Hz, it
drops to less than 5ohms alittle higher in frequency, while the phase angle
remains above 40°.
The impedance plot is free from the
little wrinkles and discontinuities that
would indicate the presence of cabinet-wall resonances, and the coupledcavity woofer enclosure turned out to
be optimally braced and damped, with
no vibrational modes present within its
passband. The midrange enclosure did
have some modes at 300Hz and
500Hz, but these were well down in
level (not shown), which, in combination with the small radiating areas of
this enclosure's panels, means that they
should not add coloration.
Fig2 shows the responses, from left
to right, of the ports in the woofer
cabinet, the cone midrange units, and
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the upper-midrange Radialstrahler unit.
Note that the woofer cabinet's highpass roll-in is at 12dB/octave rather
than the 24dB/octave usual with a
ported design, due to the fact that the
drive-unies output doesn't make it to
the outside world. Coupled-cavity
speakers can suffer from hoots and
whistles above their nominal passband, but the output of MBEs woofer
cabinet above its measured 100Hz
crossover point rolls off cleanly with
no peaks apparent. The upper-frequency rolloff looks more like
18dB/octave than the specified
24dB/octave, however. The sidemounted cone midrange units roll in
at the correct 24dB/octave rate, crossing over in turn to the Radialstrahler
unit at around 550Hz.
How these individual outputs add
on the specified listening axis is shown
in fig.3, which splices the complex
sum of the nearfield responses below
300Hz to the output on the listening
axis, averaged across a30° horizontal
window. The low frequencies are textbook-flat, which, with the nearfield
measurement, might actually suggest

aslightly shelved-down response —an
anechoically flat speaker will appear to
have a3cIB hump in the lows when
measured in the nearfield. This is ideal
for matching to typically sized rooms.
The bass rolls off to —6dB at alow
30Hz. Higher in frequency, most of
the region covered by the Radialstrahler
units is shelved down by acouple of
dB, which might have contributed to
the laid-back low- and middle-treble
registers Inoted in my auditioning.

Fig.2 MBL Ill B, nearfield responses of
(from left to right): woofer ports,
lower-midrange unit, upper-midrange
unit.
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Fig.3 MBL Ill B, anechoic response on
listening axis at 50" with grille on,
averaged across 30° horizontal window
and corrected for microphone response,
with the complex sum of the nearfield
midrange and port responses plotted
below 300Hz.
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MBL
there was now an airy freedom to the
upper octaves that was pure magic. The
speaker looks distinctly unfinished
without its grille, but that's aprice Iwillingly pay to get such magic.
And with spikes and without agrille,
the MBL 111B's balance was seamless
from bottom to top, with no sense of
any discontinuities between the four different drive-units. At Home Entertainment 2002, Stereophile columnist John
Marks had pressed aCD of Morten Lauridsen's luminous work for chorus and
orchestra, Lux Aeterna (RCM 19705),
into my hands. As John described in his
"Records To Die For" entry last Febru-

ary (pp.71-72), the work begins with an
orchestral D chord "six octaves tall." Via
the MBLs, the depth of that chord in
both pitch and spatial dimensions raised
the hairs on the back of my neck, just as
John had predicted it would.
The clarity of the grilleless 111Bs
was addictive. During the review period, Iwas listening to some trial mixes
for Against the Dying ofthe Light, the new
CD from choral group Cantus, scheduled to be released in the fall) As Ihave
1Camus' earlier CD, Let Your Voice Be Heard, which I
engineered, can be purchased from the "Recordings"
page at www.stereophile.com.
—JA

There is some peakiness around
10kHz, which might have contributed
to the slight emphasis of sibilance I
occasionally noted, above which the
tweeter's output falls off quite rapidly.
The grille was left on for this measurement, by the way, which was significant, as you'll see.
The grille was also left on for the
next measurement, a plot of the
111B's lateral dispersion (fig.4). Iusually examine aspeaker's behavior only
in the forward solid angle, but as the
MBL is an omnidirectional design, I
plotted its dispersion over the full
360°. It can be seen from this graph
that the top two audio octaves are
indeed fully represented to the speaker's sides and back—very different
behavior from a conventional forward-firing tweeter-midrange combination. Note, however, that the
radiation pattern is quite ragged in this

region, which is due, Idiscovered, to
serious reflections of the sound from
the perforated metal grille. There is
also some falloff to the sides between
300Hz and 1kHz, this presumably
due to the fact that this corresponds to
the maximum spacing between the
side-mounted lower-midrange units.
In the vertical plane (not shown),
the balance doesn't change significandy as long as the listener's ears are
between the bottom of the larger
Radialstrahler unit and the top of the
smaller one. A suckout at the upper
crossover frequency does appear 15°
below the optimal axis, but this is an
impracticably low listening position
for anyone other than ahobbit.
Fig.5 shows the spatially averaged
response of the MBL 111Bs in my listening room. This kind of graph always reveals anice correlation with a
speaker's perceived balance, and fig.5 is

111B

in all of my two-channel recordings, I
used two different pairs of mikes for
this project: spaced omnis for natural
tonal balance and afeeling of envelopment, and ORTF cardioids for imaging
precision. The trick in post-production
is to balance the levels of the two pairs
and bring them into time alignment to
preserve all three aspects of sound quality. When the 111Bs had their grilles
on, the time alignment didn't work the
magic Iwas expecting from my experience with past recording projects. With
the grilles off, and when the time alignment was just right, the sense of focus
was unambiguous.

no exception. The midrange is astonishingly flat, the bass is extended without being exaKerated in level, the low
treble is alittle recessed, and the penultimate octave peaks slightly —all exactly as Iheard in my auditioning!
With its grille on, the 111B's impulse response (not shown) is obscured by high-frequency reflections
from the perfbrated metal. Even with
the integrating effect of the step response (fig.6), the strongest grille
reflection can be seen as adiscontinuity about 0.8ms after the tweeter step.
Note also that, despite the physical
setback of the higher-frequency drive-
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Fig.5 MBL 111B, spatially averaged,
'4-octave, freefield response in JA's
listening room.
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Fig.6 MBL I11B, on-axis step response at 50"
(5ms time window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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pressings
are jaw-drop
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— Bob Gendron, The Absolute Sound,
Issue 136, June/July 2002 www.avguide.com

Creedence Clearwater
Revival Pendulum
LP =AAPP 8410 $25.00

"The transparency, transient SNAP and overall
clarity without brightness or edge is phenomenal!
This is as close to listening to amaster tape as
I've heard from vinyl—not hyperbole. Based on
this. Ithink Kevin has put together the bestsounding lathe/cutting set-up I've heard yet."

Steve Hoffman (left) teamed
with Kevin Gray to remaster seven
Creedence Clearwater Revival
albums for Analogue Productions.

Kevin Gray scribing afreshly-cut
lacquer of Creedence Clearwater
Revial.

*FIVE TITLES available soon on SACD

— Michael Fremer
Senior Contributing Editor, Stereophile
Music Editor, Listener Magazine
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MBL
Despite the reputation some omnidirectional speakers have for unstable
stereo imaging, the 111Bs' soundstage
was well-defined. Yes, although James
Taylor's voice in the live CD mentioned
earlier hung in the space between the
speakers in amost palpable manner, I
could hear slight changes in the exact
position of his voice depending on the
pitch of the notes being sung, presumably because of the different contributions of room reflections at different
frequencies. But on the solo disc of Bob
Dylan's The Bootleg Series Volume 4: Live
1966 (Columbia C2K 65759), the opening up of the soundstage as the mono
Nagra recording of "Desolation Row" is
spliced into the three-track stereo recording for the last verse was easily audible.
Despite their low sensitivity, the MBLs

played loud without strain, the dynamic
limit set by some graininess creeping in in
the upper mids rather than any feeling
that the speaker was running out of headroom. And like some other Class A
speakers, not only did loud instruments
get louder when Iturned up the volume
(Duh!), but the dynamic contrast
between those loud instruments and the
softer ones also increased. In "The Division Bell" from Pink Floyd's live Puise set
(Columbia C2K 67064), the song opens
with atolling bell at stage left and another,
quieter bell closer to the center. As the
song builds in intensity and loudness, the
bells become masked, but after the postcathartic climax, they re-emerge. Via the
MBLs — compared with the Sophias or
the Revel Studios — Icould swear the
bells took longer to become inaudible at

111B

the start of the song, and reappeared earlier. Extra treble energy in the room, or
simply superb resolving power? Hard to
say, but Iliked what Iheard.
Conclusion
"Doing It Differently," Iwrote for this
month's main cover line. But even as it
does it differently, the MBL 111B's goal
is the same as that of all high-quality
loudspeakers: wide dynamic range;
superb extension at both frequency
extremes; aneutral, musically communicative midrange; clean, grain-free
highs; and stable, accurately defined
imaging. These German speakers can
certainly reach those goals —providing
you drive them with apowerful amplifier and stow their grilles well away from
the listening room!

Measurements
units, the use of ahigh-order crossover
means that the 111B is not timecoherent (not that that really matters).
Fig.7 shows the MBL 111B's

cumulative spectral-decay or waterfall
plot with the grille in place. Note
how ragged and hashy the sound decay appears in the top two audio
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Fig.7 MBL 111B, cumulative spectral-decay plot with grille on at 50" (0.15ms risetime).

octaves. This is due to the reflections
of the sound from the grille. While
I'm sure these occur too soon after
the main arrival of the sound to be
perceived as individual events, I'm
also sure that the time-smearing of
the treble energy results in the somewhat disappointing sound Iheard
from the speaker until Iremoved the
grille. Fig.8 is asimilar graph taken
without the grille. You can see how
much cleaner the entire treble region
appears, though there is still aresidual
mode apparent just below 7kHz.
Finally, fig.9 shows the alteration to
the MBUs on-axis frequency response. Obviously, the grille is the
source of all the peaks and dips seen
in the treble in fig.3. The speaker
looks drop-dead gorgeous with the
grille in place, but you need to
remove it to get the sound quality
you've paid for.
—John Atkinson
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Report

Michael

Fremer

Rockport Technologies Antares loudspeaker

A

mares is agiant red star in the
constellation Scorpio. According
to Rockport Technologies'
Andy Payor, the $41,500/pair Antares
loudspeaker is the "ultimate" reasonably
sized, full-range loudspeaker, and is
built to astandard "unequaled in the
industry." Rockport's $73,750 System
III Sirius turntable came with equally
boastful claims that turned out to be
anything but hyperbole. Has Rockport
done it again with the Antares?
That's what Iasked myself as Payor's
brother-in-law, Mike, and I uncrated
each gleaming black 400-lb monolith in
my driveway, under Payor's supervision.
According to him, it takes 40 skilled
man-hours just to finish the clear-coat
cabinet —a job also accomplished by
bro'-in-law Mike, who didn't need to be
told to remove his ring and wristwatch
before maneuvering the curvaceous,
black, high-gloss speakers onto the dolly.
Sideways on the dolly (the only way
those 400 lbs can be practically maneuvered), the deep cabinet barely made it
through the doorway from the garage
into my listening room. Only when the
Cardas rhodium-plated hex nuts were
removed from the binding posts could
the speakers pass — and then just barely. This is not aspeaker you'd want to
try to move down or up anarrow flight
of stairs.
Yet the Antares is, as advertised, a
"reasonably sized" loudspeaker. Viewed
from the front, it's nothing out of the
ordinary: about 4' tall with a17"-wide
base. The side view is something else: at
28", this tapered speaker's base is deep.
The idea is that the 100-liter volume of
the rear-ported enclosure will help provide deep bass. For your $41,500,
Rockport says you'll get an in-room response down to 25Hz.
It Doesn't Hurt to Be Inert

There's nothing particularly unusual or
innovative about the Antares' design. It's
athree-way vented box featuring a1"
silk-dome, ferrofluid-cooled tweeter, a
6-cone midbass unit, and a 13" cone
woofer, stacked one atop the other.
What you get for your $41,500 is fanatical execution, particularly in the cabiStereophile, August 2002

Rockport Technologies Antares loudspeaker

Description: Three-way, floorstanding, dynamic loudspeaker. Driveunits: 1" ferrofluid cooled Dynaudio
Esotar silk-dome tweeter, 6" Audiotechnology cone midbass driver, 13"
Audiotechnology cone woofer. Crossover frequencies: 130Hz, 2.1kHz.
Frequency response: not specified.
Nominal
impedance: 4 ohms.
Sensitivity: 89dB/W/m. Power handling: 50W minimum.
Dimensions: 47" H by 16.75" W by

WorldRadioHistory

28" D. Weight: 400 lbs each.
Finish: High-gloss black.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
0109, 0110.
Price: $41,500/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: factory direct.
Warranty: 5years, parts & labor.
Manufacturer: Rockport Technologies, 229 Mill Street, Rockport, ME
04856. Tel: (207) 596-7151. Fax:
(207) 596-7151.
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netry but everyplace else as well. In an
ideal speaker, the enclosure would be
inert. In the real world, cabinets have
resonances that ring at particular frequencies, which causes problems in the
frequency and time domains. You can
brace and damp cabinets and perform
all kind of other tricks to reduce resonances, but almost all still resonate.
The Antares' enclosure is said to be
"essentially. .an inertial reference, subsequently, there is virtually no tendency
for it to vibrate." Ibelieve Rockport's
claim. The Antares' physical presence
was unique in my experience: more like
two energy- and light-sucking black
holes of inertness than apair of glowing
red suns. Infesting and surrounding
them were zones of stillness that went
beyond the stone-monument variety.
"Rock-solid" doesn't begin to describe
the vibe of having two Antares in my

room, hugging the floor like abstract
Easter Island heads. Icould have put
spikes under them, but that seemed
pure superstition. Four hundred pounds
couples to your floor. Your listening
room's in the attic of an old frame farmhouse? Forget it.
At 90 hours to build and 40 more to
finish, the Antares' cabinet is unlike
any other, as far as Icould tell. Here's a
simplified version of the building
process: A female mold is sprayed with
an industrial-strength version of Pam
(the actual chemical bears no resemblance to aerosol vegetable oil, but
serves the same purpose), to keep the
cast from sticking, then layers of resin
reinforced with glass fiber are laid up,
much like aCorvette body. Each layer
is allowed to harden before the next is
applied, until there is a 12mm-thick
shell of "high tensile strength." (Payor

loves to lard his descriptions with sexy
tech terms.) When finally pulled from
the mold, the seamless, five-sided shell
weighs around 100 lbs.
The same glass-fiber-reinforced
resin process is applied in reverse to a
smaller, male mold. When that 60-lb
shell has hardened, it is pulled off the
mold and inserted into the larger shell.
Then, 240 lbs of high-density, highhysteresis-loss, mineral-filled epoxy
goo specially developed for Rockport is
poured in between the two, to form a
30mm-thick core that bonds the two
skins together.
The result is afive-sided monocoque
cabinet with internal braces built into
the molds, and separate sealed chambers
for the tweeter, midrange, and bass
units. The latter two chambers include
integral molded rear portholes (the
ports themselves are machined from

Measurements

The

Rockport Antares weighs 400
lbs, and Iwas not looking forward
to measuring it. Fortunately, when
Andy Payor and his brother-in-law
r

oe.. noc•Ow,

•
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9000
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4500

Fig.1

Rockport Antares, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

Mike delivered and unpacked one of
the speakers, we were able to wheel it
into my back yard, where Iperform
my speaker measurements, and set it
down on Teflon pads, which in turn
sat on apiece of carpet Ihad laid
down over the concrete. So while I
was unable to hoist the speaker onto
my turntable for the off-axis measurements, Iwas able to rotate it with relative ease. The only unavoidable
problem in the measurements concerns the inevitable reflection from
the floor, which, because the speaker
had to sit on the ground, occurred
much earlier at the microphone than
is usually the case with my speaker

measurements. I indicate in the text
where this was an issue.
The Antares is of slightly aboveaverage sensitivity, at an estimated
893dB(B)/2.83V/m. Its plot of impedance magnitude and phase (fig.*
however, indicates that it should be
rated as a4ohm system, the magnitude remaining between 3and 6ohms
over almost the entire audioband.
While there are various undulations in the fig.1 traces that will be
mainly due to the crossover filters, the
traces are free from the glitches and
wrinkles that would imply the presence of endosure resonances. And, as
you can see from fig2 (a cumulative
spectral-decay plot calculated from
the output of asimple plastic-tape accelerometer fastened to the back
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Fig.2 Rockport Antares, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to rear
panel above reflex port. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 735V; measurement bandwidth,
2kHz.)
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Fig.3 Rockport Antares, nearfield responses
of midrange unit (green), woofer (red),
and port (blue), plotted below 1kHz,
1kHz, and 700Hz, respectively.
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Rockport
thick aluminum) that are part of the
separately laid-up cabinet rear, which is
eventually mated to the five-sided
monocoque and then sealed. There is
only one seam in the entire structure.
Rockport claims that the core material is three times as dense as typical
MDF, while the outer skins are three
times as stiff and dense as MDF of the
same thickness. The composite "cannot
be matched by single material construction," according to Rockport, because
no single material, whether MDF or
acrylic resins such as Conan or Fountainhead, has sufficiently high mass,
high stiffness, and high damping.
The cabinet's unique shape, nearly
impossible to fabricate with traditional
woodworking methods, is optimized for
correct driver placement, reduction of
internal standing waves, and diffraction
and reflection attenuation. If you look

panel above the port), the heroic construction of the Antares' cabinet reduces panel resonances to below the
resolving power of my measurement.
The "saddle" at 22Hz indicates the
tuning frequency of the large, rearmounted port, suggesting good bass
extension. This is confirmed by fig3,
which shows the individual responses
of the midrange unit, woofet and
port, measured in the nearfield. The
red trace is the woofer's output, and a
sharp notch can be seen at the port
tuning frequency. However, this graph
suggests that that frequency is 28Hz
rather than the 22Hz implied by the
impedance graph. Perhaps as result of
this mismatch, the port's output (blue
trace) covers awider bandpass than is
usually the case. The woofer appears

I
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Technologies

closely at the tapered cabinet, you'll see
that there are no straight dimensions or
parallel side walls. What appear to be
straight lines are actually slightly curved.
Holes have to be drilled out of the
front baffle for the drivers, and other
work has to be done, of course, to fit the
crossover and terminals, but those are the
basics of the cabinet —in an epoxy shell.

dyed black, while the inner cabinet walls
are lined with wedges of Sonex foam.
Wool fill from alocal mill damps the
tweeter and midrange chambers. A
polyester damping material is used in
the bass enclosure.
According to Rockport, the midbass
driver's Symmetric Drive is said to
reduce risetime by afactor of 10, resulting in linear risetime regardless of the
cone's position and the coil's position in
the gap. The claimed result is areduction in intermodulation distortion.
Symmetric Drive is also said to lower
voice-coil inductance, which helps create amore consistent impedance. This
helps to simplify crossover topology and
makes the speaker easier to drive.
Crossover components include custom-made film/foil capacitors, Alpha
Core foil inductors, and Caddock power
resistors, all matched to within 1% toler-

Drivers, Crossovers, etc.
The Rockport Antares' custom-designed
woofer and midbass units are made by
the Danish firm Audiotechnology
(www.flexunits.comimenu.htm), which
was founded by Ejvind Skaaning and his
son, Per. Dad founded both Scan-Speak
and Dynaudio —speaking of which, the
Antares' tweeter is Dynaudio's famed
Esotar (also used by EgglestonWorks,
Merlin, and others). The front baffle is
fitted with Steinway treble-damper felt

to cross over to the midrange unit
(green) around the specified 130Hz,
though the filter slopes are asymmetric. The woofer also appears to have
some output in the midrange, though
this is suppressed by the crossover.
FigA shows the complex sum of
these nearfield responses (taking into
account acoustic phase and the physical separation of the radiators), spliced
at 350Hz to the Antares' farfield response, averaged across a30° lateral
window on the tweeter axis. Overall,
the Antares offers extremely flat response, though the small notch that
can be seen at lIcHz might be adiffraction effect. The slight bump in the

Antares

midbass is possibly due to the nearfield measurement conditions, though
it might also have acontribution from
the extended port output. The
Antares' bass output is down by the
expected 6dB at the port tuning frequency of 28Hz, but in atypical room,
the usual boundary reinforcement will
extend the lows to around 20Hz.
The tweeter appears to start its HF
rolloff alittle earlier than usual, but
this is primarily due to the off-axis
contribution to this spatially averaged
graph. The plot of lateral dispersion
(fig.5, taken out only to ±15° limits
rather than my usual ±90°, due to the
speaker's bulk) shows that the tweeter
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Fig.4 Rockport Antares, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with the complex
sum of the nearfield responses plotted
below 350Hz.
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ance. After an extended burn-in followed by final listening and voicing sessions, the crossover is potted with a
special epoxy to reduce microphony. The
crossover and binding-post assembly are
built on a!" aluminum plate and soldered to Transparent Audio hookup wire
that exits the driver chambers and is then
screwed onto amolded cutout on the
rear of the cabinet. All connections are
soldered—no push connectors are used.
Finally, there are two ports on the rear:
one for the bass enclosure, and asmaller,
foam-damped one for the midrange.
That's about it — except for 40 hours'
worth of sanding, clear-coating, and
polishing. I'm sure ahundred details of
design and construction could be added
to flesh out the description of what is
clearly an intricately designed, meticulously engineered speaker. Icould even
devote apage to the design and construction of the enormous crates the
Antares are shipped in. Iwon't.
Looking, Listening.. Loving?
Whether or not you like the Antares'
high-tech black gloss is amatter of taste.
Ilike it, but can't say Ilove it —not compared to, say, the Sonus Faber Amati
Homages, which got me all tingly every
time I looked at them. While the

Antares looks somewhat ungainly from
the side, from the front, its black skin
and smooth curves make it almost disappear despite its overall bulk. The
longer Ilooked, the more Iappreciated
the subtle design cues that contribute to
its overall visual character.
"Disappear" applies to the sound as
well. The fundamental sonic difference
between the Antares and every other
speaker I've auditioned can probably
be attributed to the Rockport's incredibly inert cabinet. Forget for amoment
such all-important sonic issues as tonal
balance, harmonic structure, and dynamics — once properly positioned,
these speakers' image stability and
physical presentation were absolutely
rock-solid and three-dimensionally
physical. I'd thought the Audio Physic
Avanti Ills were imaging champs, and
they are outstanding—but not like
this. Nothing I've heard at home came
close to matching the Antares' ability
to carve out physical space, though in
my room the Avantis may portray
slightly greater depth.
Of course, properly positioning apair
of 400-lb speakers for optimal imaging is
like setting up apair of soda vending
machines or full-sized refrigerators.
Rings, watches, and zippers off! Brother-

in-law Mike wrestled the Antares into
the approximately correct locations in
my room, but later, in order to get the
bass just right, Ihad to move them
myself, which Idid in my boxer shorts
to avoid scratching the finish with my
pants zipper. Payor suggested getting
some of those Teflon furniture-moving
discs you see infomerciafized on TV, like
Ronco's Showtime Grill. (Highly recommended — everything Ron Popeil
says about it is true!) Ibought some discs,
but the ones rated at +400 lbs sank into
my carpet under the Antares' weight.
[You needed the large, rectangular pads,
Mikey. — Ed]
Once properly positioned, with their
front baffles approximately 42" from
the wall, and toed-in so the inside cabinet surfaces were just visible from my
listening seat, the Antares coupled to
the room perfectly and haven't been
heard from since. What remained was a
sublime musical experience —not razzle-dazzle flashy as in "Look what Ican
dol," but apresentation that was sophisticated and self-deprecating. A self-deprecating loudspeaker? Yes, but hardly
boring or laid-back. Despite its 13"
woofer and the volume of its enclosure,
the Antares lacked what many audiophiles regard as "bass." Ididn't hear

Measurements
does become quite directional above
141cHz or so, due both to the largerthan-usual diaphragm size and the
slight recess around the drive-unit.
'This will make the Antares sound a
little mellow in very large rooms. But
you can see that, at lower frequencies,

the Antares offers very little change in
its balance as the listener moves to the
side, at least over the plotted range. In
the vertical plane (fig.6), asuckout
develops at the upper crossover frequency of 221cHz for standing listeners, but again, the balance does not

dB

change significantly over afairly wide
listening window.
In the time domain, the Rockport's
step response (fig.7) reveals that all
three drive-units are connected with
the same positive acoustic polarity, but
that the speaker is not time-coherent.
The reflections of the speaker's output
from the floor can be seen just before
the 6ms and 7ms marks.
Finally, the Antares' waterfall plot
(fig.8), taken in the farfield on the
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Fig.7 Rockport Antares, step response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Rockport
"bass" from the speaker, yet the full
weight of instruments with "bass" was
effectively portrayed.
An audio novice used to hearing
speakers that "make" bass might have
asked where the bottom end had gone.
Instead, Irecognized kick drums with
solid punch and double bass with proper weight and size, made up of strings
being plucked over aresonating wooden
body. What Ididn't hear was aspeaker
box resonating to create "bass" — no
matter where Iset the volume.
Ihad never heard the pianissimo organ
parts in the Boston Symphony/Munch
Saint-Saëns' Symphony 3delivered with
such subtle clarity and focus, even at
very low volume, as Iheard from the
Antares (LPs, RCA LSC-2231, original
"shaded dog" and Classic Records reissue; JVC JMCXR-0002 XRCD2 CD).
When the pedal was lifted, the quickness with which the speaker reacted and
let go of the low note was impressive,
almost surprising. At the other end of
the dynamic scale, the Antares did not
deliver "room-shaking" bass in my
smallish room (22' by 15' by 8'), but
who needs that? Shake the room and
the recording's illusion disappears.
A different room might get more bass
output from the Antares (I've found that

tweeter axis, and with the floor
reflections windowed out, is superbly clean throughout the treble.
When I auditioned the Rockport
speakers in Michael Fremer's listening room, Iwas impressed with the
clarity and transparency of their presentation, as well as by their lack of

side-mounted woofers couple better to
my room), but Inever felt dut more
was needed, and it certainly couldn't
have been delivered with greater
authority or, most important, believability. The Rockport "made" less bass than
any speaker I've auditioned at home,
and when it delivered the deepest musical notes, there was no sonic price to pay
anywhere else in the audio spectrum.
And it did equally well on rock, jazz,
and classical.
That leads me to the next big difference between the Antares and other
speakers I've auditioned: its complete
freedom from congestion, clearly related in part to the cabinet construction
and its total lack of coloration-inducing
resonances. "The best cabinet is no cabinet" may be acliché, but it's true, and
the Rockport's close approximation of
"no cabinet" yielded many bonuses. No
matter how loud Iplayed them, the
Antares' tonal balance, clarity, and transparency remained the same. Whatever
the speaker's character, it remained constant, whether pushed hard or playing at
very low levels.
So what was the Antares' tonal balance? In my room, compared to my reference Audio Physic Avanti III, the
Antares was somewhat more lush and

coloration. The late Spencer Hughes
once said ilia "big speakers can
make big mistakes." The Rockport
Antares shows that they don't
always.
—John Atkinson
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Antares

rich in the midband, and more crystalline and articulate on top. Not everyone is afan of the Esotar tweeter, but of
the two speakers I've heard it in — the
Rockport and the Merlin VSM — I've
appreciated both for their resolution,
extension, airiness, superb dispersion,
and transient "snap," with no added
grain or "etch." The $8000/pair Merlin
VSM won't play as loud as the
$41,500/pair Antares, or offer the same
dynamic authority or low-erfl weight,
but at less than afifth the pnce and a
fraction of the size and weight, it's an
impressive accomplishment: highly resolving and equally "musical."
Though the Antares was among the
best-balanced speakers I've heard at
home, if it tended in any tonal direction
it was toward aminor elevation in the
lower mids (the "lush" thing), and perhaps a slight rising trend on top —
though the very top was not strident or
edgy unless the recording was. But
overall, the speaker was as free of coloration as the Infinity Prelude MTS.
After two months of listening, Ifelt that
it was more adept at revealing tonal and
spatial differences among recordings
than any speaker I've auditioned. When
Ilistened to my own voice, as recorded
on The Ultimate Test CD (out of print), I
was taken by surprise at how the
Antares put me—not just my voice—
in my own room, nasal twang and all,
without added colorations. It was an
out-of-body experience.
The Big Picture

When Iput on some favorite LPs and
CDs and sat down, what Iheard first
was the scale of the Antares' presentation. It was big. Idon't think you'd want
to put these things in aroom smaller
than mine, though they'd fit. The
Antares should be more than adequate
in afar larger room. In mine, the pair
presented abreathtakingly big picture
that was seamless both horizontally and
vertically. Iknow I've written dut you
can "stare down" the Avantis and not
"see" the music coming from them, but
the Antares did an even better job of
creating a sonic aura that was as far
removed from the front baffle as I've
experienced, even with treble-heavy
material. Lateral image delineation was
also as good as I've heard in my room,
and, when Iplayed mono recordings,
the illusion of acenter-channel speaker
had never been stronger or more solid.
Having the $29,000 Boulder 2008
phono section in my system during the
review period certainly gave the Antares
an unfair advantage, but when ilia left
69

to be measured, Ispent afew weeks
with the Manley Steelhead and afew
other less ambitious phono sections currently under review. While the sound
suffered, I'm confident that Iwas hearing the speaker's quality, not that of the
phono section.
With lights out, Classic's 4Srpm edition of Simon and Garfunkel's Bridge
Over Troubled Water was rendered with
breathtaking spatial, tonal, and dynamic
assurance. Though recorded multitrack,
the coherence of the mix produced an
enormous picture, with heretofore
buried or obscured instruments revealed
with asurprising clarity free of spotlighting. Iloved playing "The Boxer" for
S&G fans, who would literally jump
when the bass harmonica thundered in
like afreight train, each puff of the player's breath creating an airy, eerie threedimensional eruption. "You don't hear
that on the radio," stammered one
friend. "You don't hear that on most
stereos," Iyammered back.
Iplayed "The Only Living Boy in
New York" at least 10 times during the
course of this review, with and without
the Boulder, and the soaring chorus,
located way back in space in Viewlexlike 3-D, never failed to bring chills as it
ebbed and flowed up and down the
dynamic scale.
That was one of the hallmarks of the
Antares' performance: dynamic scaling.
It could play loud without strain or
compression while maintaining its tonal
and harmonic characters, and it could

play softly, maintaining its ability to resolve detail and without collapsing harmonically —but what it did in between,
in conveying and controlling subtle
shifts in volume, was one of the attributes that separated it from other speakers I've auditioned.

After being areviewer
for 16 years, this was not
yet another incremental
step toward believability,
but an enormous leap.

The other night —my final night of
serious auditioning after weeks of staying
up past 2am listening and marveling —I
played an original Parlophone pressing of
Beatles For Sale (PCS 3062). I'd bought it
back in 1965 and have played it hundreds
of times. What more could Ilearn from
listening to this record? Through the
Antares-Boulder combo, or even using
the Steelhead, the answer was "A great
deal!" On "No Reply," John Lennon's
double-tracked voices have never exhibited such three-dimensional clarity or
focus, with avery long and subtle reverb
trail way in the background I'd not heard
before. But also revealed—and more
important —were the tonal character of

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Simon Yorke
turntable; Graham 22 and Immedia
RPM2 tonearms; Lyra Helikon SL,
Helikon mono, Transfiguration
Temper Supreme cartridges.
Digital sources: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 3D CD player, Accuphase
DP-85 SACD player.
Preamplification: Hovland HP100 preamplifier; Boulder 2008 and
Manley Steelhead phono preamplifiers.
Power amplifiers: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 300, RM Labs Music
Reference 200.
Cables: Phono: Hovland Music
Groove, Cardas Golden Reference
RCA/RCA, Cardas Neutral Reference DIN/XLR. Interconnect:
Discovery Essence, Harmonic Technology Pro-Silway II, Audio Zen,
Wireworld Gold Eclipse. Speaker:
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Discovery Essence, Harmonic Technology Magic Woofer, Audio Zen.
AC: JPS Labs Kaptovator, Electra
Glide Fatboy, PS Audio Lab,
Wireworld Electra Series III, Synergistic Research Designers' Reference.
Accessories: PS Audio Power
Plant P300 and P600 AC regeneration, Sounds of Silence Vibraplane
active isolation platform, Symposium Rollerblocks (Tungsten,
Grade 3 Superball), Grand Prix
Audio Monaco amplifier stands,
Symposium Acoustics Ultra shelves, Audiodharma Cable Cooker
2.0, Walker motor drive, Finite
Elemente
Pagode
equipment
stands, A.R.T. Q dampers, Walker
Valid Points, ASC Tube Traps,
Shakti Stones and On-Lines, RPG
BAD and Abffusor panels.
— Michael Fremer
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his voice and subtle event cues that made
the performance come alive in my room
as never before.
Of course, Iand most other reviewers
say similar things whenever apiece of
gear improves the listening experience,
but for me, after being areviewer for 16
years, this was not yet another incremental step toward believability, but an
enormous leap. When Paul and George
join the chorus, each was easy to discern
as athree-dimensional image standing
before the microphone. The dynamic
power of Ringo simultaneously hitting
the splash cymbal and the kick drum to
punctuate Lennon's singing "No reply!"
had never been expressed as Iheard it
that night. And other subtleties were
revealed — like the sense of air moving
on the handclaps during the bridge —
that made this 'primitive" four-track
recording come physically to life as I'd
never heard it before. Was it "in-thestudio" real? As close as I've come.
I continued that late-night session
with original RCA Living Stereo and
Classic reissue LPs of Heifetz's rendering of Bruch's Scottish Fantasy (LSC2603). This will be read as heresy in
some circles, but Ipreferred the reissue,
which sounded more detailed and
three-dimensional, less boxy and honky,
yet suffered from none of the stridency
and flat-footedness that some Classic
Living Stereo editions exhibit. The tone
and texture of Heifetz's violin was plain
old thrilling, and broke free of the grip
of an artificial, recorded experience.
Finally, Iplayed René Leibowitz and
the Royal Philharmonic's recording of
Beethoven's Symphony 3, from anewly
acquired mint edition of the famous
Reader's Digest boxed set, taped at
Walthamstow Town Hall in north
London and engineered, Ibelieve, by
Kenneth Wilkinson. Mastered from
the session tapes, it's afabulous-sounding set, and the performance is quite
fine. The system sounded magnificently full-bodied, with the harmonic structure and colors of strings, brass, and
woodwinds delivered, if not faultlessly,
then at least as believably as I've heard
from astereo system. And behind the
ensemble lurked the Waldiarnstow's
acoustic (I once attended arecording
session there), which, at the end, just
about shouted "Who the hell needs
surround sound?"
Ilistened to the Rockport Antares
later into more evenings than Ihave to
any other audio product I've ever reviewed. Ask my wife. ("When the hell
are you coming to bed?") But despite the
speaker's many strengths, what imStereophile, August 2002

Rockport
pressed me most during those months
was its lack of obvious faults. Icouldn't
find any —and that's just what I'm paid
the big, big bux to do. Inever felt the
Antares was too analytical on on the
other side of the audio fence, covered
up too many recording problems in an
attempt to provide "listenability." It
never sounded strident or harsh unless
the recording did, never added grain or
etch, never sounded soft, veiled, or uninvolving. Iheard no frequency lumps
or bumps, nor did Ifeel the speaker's
response was contoured to provide
"audiophile thrills" or anything like that.
I'm not saying the Antares sounded
like "live" music —no speaker does —
but it came closest to doing that than
any other speaker in my experience.
Whatever flaws it had were so wellconcealed that Inever heard them, no
matter what music Iplayed. Idon't
know what more one can ask from a
pair of speakers.
Conclusion
After two months with the Rockport
Antares, Ihave no troubling news to report, no nits to pick, and can't imagine
that John Atkinson's measurements will
hold any surprises. My own primitive

Technologies

measurements only confirmed the
smooth, well-behaved response Iheard.
Itried to find fault with the Antares'
performance in the parameters of frequency extension and balance, driver
integration, soundstaging, image focus,
dynamic authority, and harmonic integrity, but if there were any faults, I
didn't hear them. What Iheard was a
speaker that was revealing without
sounding medicinal or antiseptic, a
speaker that communicated both information and emotion. If the measurements do show "faults," I'm convinced
that they will have been purposefully
placed there so that the art would complement the science.
When Ivisited Andy Payor afew
years ago to write astory about the
turntables he was building for Sony
Music's archival project, he played me
some speakers he was selling at the
time. They were absolutely and categorically underwhelming — dry and
dead. If the science was right, the art
was not; Iheard some drivers in abox,
but little music. To this day there are
those who, when they think of
Rockport, think "dry," "analytical," and
"dead." Iknow, because when Itold
some people what Iwas reviewing,

Antares

those were the words Iheard. But in
the past few months with the Antares, I
never wished for "wetter," "more fanciful," more "lively" sound than what I
heard from the speakers sitting in my
listening room as Iwrite this.
Yes, the Antares are expensive —and
not half what Rockport charges for the
triple-decker Hyperions, which are
designed for much larger spaces. But
when Iconsider what goes into building
them and when Ilisten to what that
fanatical attention to detail has yielded, I
have to shrug my shoulders and say,
"They're worth it."
Andy Payor has done it again. No
cabinet is better than any cabinet at all,
and sometimes you have to build ahelluva cabinet to get no cabinet at all.
That's what Payor seems to have accomplished. When or if others figure out a
way to build something this inert for
much less money, we'll all be better off,
and you'll hear what I'm talking about.
In the meantime, Ican confidently say
that, with every kind of music imaginable, the Antares produced sound that
was as good as I've ever heard, and probably as good as Iever will hear in my
room...though Ilook forward to eatind
those words.

Commemorating the vision and virtuosity
of the century's most extraordinary violinist.
Anew, specially priced
2CD collection,
iracluding unreleased
recordings.
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At Boltz Steel Furniture, our formula is simple. We combine the strength of
solid steel with the beauty of contemporary design to achieve the ultimate
in lifestyle furniture. Our wide variety of products and modular units allow
you to build the perfect environment to suit your specific needs. Available
in our signature clear coat steel, textured black or our new anthracite
metallic finish to complement virtually any decor. To learn more, visit us at
www.boltz.com or speak to our friendly staff toll free at 877 804 7650.
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Athena Tec inologies AS-F2 loudspeaker

I

have always had an affection for speakers designed
and manufactured by the
Canadian conglomerate Audio
Products International Corp.
(API), which markets speaker
designs under the names
Mirage, Energy, and Athena.
In fact, it was 20 years ago that
API created the first budget
speaker that really caught my
attention, the Mirage 350. At
the time, the 350 was the only
budget speaker I'd heard that
sounded open, musical, and
detailed without seeming bassshy. (A larger successor, the
460, was for many years my
reference home-theater speaker.) Although I've been impressed with many other API
designs I've heard over the
years at friends' houses, press
events, and hi-fi shows, it had
been more than adecade since
I'd formally reviewed one of
API's product.
The AS-F2 floorstanding
speaker is the flagship of
Athena's new, affordable Audition series, which encompasses
five models ranging from $179
to $599/pair. Before the speakers even arrived, Budget Bob's
juices were bubbling at the
thought of reviewing the most
expensive speaker in aproduct line that
tops out at only $599/pair (the old
"design in North America, build in
China" trick). But when the Athenas
arrived, Iscratched my head. At 3V tall
and 51 lbs, the attractive, formidablelooking, silver-faced AS-F2 doesn't look
like a$599/pair speaker —and at $6/1b,
it costs afraction of what Ipay for dry-

Description: Two-way, reflex-loaded,
floorstanding loudspeaker. Driveunits: 1" "Teteron"dome tweeter, two
8" plastic-cone woofers. Crossover
Frequency: 2kHz. Frequency response: 35Hz-20kHz, ±3dB. Sensitivity: 93dB. Power handling: 250VVpc.
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(manmade silk) dome tweeter
with a70mm ferrite magnet
and two 8" woofers with 1"
voice-coils, injection-molded
cones, and rubber surrounds.
The drivers are mounted on a
1"-thick front baffle in a
braced cabinet with 34" panels.
The designers chose arelatively low crossover point of 2kHz
to optimize dispersion. The
shielded, front-ported cabinet
sits atop proprietary composite
spiked feet.

Athena Technologies Audition AS-F2 loudspeaker

aged sirloin ($24/1b from Bryant and
Cooper in Roslyn, New York).
Athena's Audition speakers are the
brainchildren of designers Gord Van
Kessel and Carmine Gitto, the team responsible for the highly popular Energy Take 52 home-theater system and
the Sound Dynamics RTS bookshelf
tine. The AS-F2 features a1" Teteron

Dimensions: 41.5" H by 9.5" W by
15.5" D. Weight: 51 lbs each.
Finish: Black ash.

Serial numbers of units reviewed:
0446825 & 6.
Price: $599/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 150.
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Big speakers, little price...
big sound?
Immediately out of the box,
the Audition AS-F2s presented
an open, detailed, coherent,
and neutral sound that reminded me of much more expensive
floorstanding speakers. On Bill
Frise!! with Dave Holland and
Elvin Jones (Nonesuch 796242), the slightly processed sound
of Frisell's electric hollow-body
archtop guitar was naturally
woody and reverb- erant, as he
sounds live, and Holland's bass
was clean and properly defined,
with just the right amount of
warmth. Jones' cymbals were
natural, with the requisite snap
and metallic presence, but not
"oversizzled."
The better the recording, the more
the Auditions "disappeared." One of the
most transparent solo-guitar recordings
I've heard is Mark Riboes Saints (Division One/Atlantic 83464-2). The detail
and warmth of the lower strings of
Ribot's closely miked, finger-picked
electric guitar were readily apparent,
and the microdynamics were so realisti-

Manufacturer: Athena Technologies, adivision of Audio Products
International Corp., 3641 McNicoll
Ave., Toronto, ON Canada M1X 1G5.
Tel: (416) 321-1800. Fax: (416)
321 1500. Web: www.athenaspeak

ers.com.
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Athena
cally reproduced that Icould visualize
the positions of his hands. From my
notes: "Engaging! Vibrant! Involving!"
The detailed and natural midrange
reproduction of the Athenas made them
ideal for vocal recordings. rve seen jazz
vocalist-pianist-composer Dena DeRose
several times in concert (why has this
multi-talented treasure not yet achieved
the attention she deserves?), and her
vocals on /Can See Clearly Now (Sharp
Nine CD 1018-2) were reproduced with
the immediacy and subtle dynamic articulation of her live shows. On her original composition "With aSmile," the
vibes solo rang with bell-like natural
clarity and the requisite percussive
attack, but with no unnatural sharpness.
On material with considerable highfrequency content, however, the AS-F2's
perspective was abit forward. The speak-

ers were not bright or edgy, but during
solo passages of higher-register instruments on classical recordings, for example, the effect was similar to moving five
rows closer to the stage. This gave an
attractively lively quality to the reproduction of electric-guitar-based rock recordings, but made brightly mixed DVD
soundtracks abit in-your-face. However,
the reproduction of string tones from
well-recorded chamber music was the
most natural of any speaker I've heard for
under $1000/pair. Even with such "difficult" composers as Totniko Kolijiba (Festival, Stereophile STPH007-2) and John
Zorn (The Circle Maker, Tzadik 7122),
violins and cellos had the requisite bite
and attack, but were not fatiguing over
long listening sessions.
The Athena's forceful, dynamic midbass had awarm emphasis but did not

Technologies

A S-F2

interfere with the music's dynamic
articulation or pacing. My acid test for
midbass definition is the heavily mixed
bass synthesizer ostinato used on Sade's
Love Deluxe (Epic EK 53178). Through
the Athena this sounded quick, linear,
and well-defined, despite the midbass
warmth. Below the midbass region, the
speaker just kept going and going.
The Athena AS-F2 was the first
speaker I've heard for less than
$2000/pair — let alone $599/pair —
that could compete with more expensive floorstanders in definition, articulation, and timbre down to the 30-40Hz
region. For the first time in my listening
room, Iheard the organ-pedal passages
in John Rutter's Requiem (Reference
RR-57CD) breathe as naturally as I've
heard them do through my Akin Circes
($12,000/pair).

Measurements

T

he Athena AS-F2 turned out to
be much more sensitive than
usual, at an estimated 93.5dB(B)/
2.83V/m. Not only will it therefore
play loudly with relatively low-pow-

Fig.1

Athena AS-F2, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

ered amplifiers, but its plot of impedance magnitude and phase (fig.1)
reveals it to be an easy load, with a
minimum magnitude of 4.5 ohms in
the lower midrange. The electrical
phase angle gets abit high in the
upper bass, but the magnitude remains at 6ohms or above, which will
ameliorate any potential drive difficulty. The severe glitches in the impedance plots between 100 and 200Hz
and around 450Hz, however, imply
the presence of cabinet resonances.
Fig2 is awaterfall plot calculated
from the output of asimple plastictape accelerometer fastened to one of
the enclosure side panels. A number of
high-level resonant modes can be

seen, the highest in level lying at
535Hz, 290Hz, and 156Hz. These
modes could be found on all the ASF2's panels, and given the large radiating area of these surfaces, they will
have an audible effect. Certainly, in my
very limited auditioning of the Athena,
Iwas aware of some congestion in the
lower mids, which is what Ibelieve
BJR is referring to as "warmth."
The saddle at 34Hz in the impedance magnitude trace indicates the
tuning of the large port. This is confirmed by the sum of the twin
woofers' nearfield responses, shown to
the left of fig.3, which has asharp
notch at the same frequency. The
port's output is the lowest trace in this

0.00
12.00
25.00
37.00
50

00

62.00
MLSSA
Cumulattue

20.0
Spectral

Decay

100.0
log Frequency

4.44 dB, 289 Hz

1000.0
- H.

0.008 msec

Fig.2 Athena AS-F2, cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the output of an
accelerometer fastened to the cabinet's side panel 12" from the top. (MIS driving
voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 Athena AS-F2, anechoic response
on-axis at 50", averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with the nearfield
woofer and port responses and their
complex sum plotted below 300Hz,
300Hz, and 850Hz, respectively.
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The AS-F2s loved percussion recordings. Their flawless reproduction of
low-level dynamic articulation and transients with percussion instruments of all
timbres and frequency ranges made
them seem to disappear with such good
recordings as John Cage's Third Construction (from Pulse, New World/Classic
NW 319, LP).
Before firing up the Athenas, I'd
suspected that their large cabinets
would make it difficult for their
soundstaging to compete with that of
minimonitors. But after comparing
the AS-F2s with three pairs of such
speakers, Iconcluded that my suspicion had been unfounded. With
well-recorded classical or jazz such as
Stravinsky's
The Firebird
with
Dorati/LSO (Mercury Living Presence/Classic LP, SR 90226), and the
Art Ensemble of Chicago's Message to
Our Friends (Get Back/BYG GET

328 1)— recordings that allow components to show off their soundstaging
abilities — the Athenas reproduced a
wide, deep stage with well-defined
images and holographic bodies.

cued up Human League's "Don't You
Want Me" (Virgin 41612) to disco levels. The synth blasts and drum machines twitched and writhed with nary
asense of strain, and this former Linnie couldn't keep his toes from tappin'.
Ithen reached tor the A-bomb: King
Crimson's 71trak (Virgin 40313),
The AS-F2s loved
which Icued to rock-concert levels:
percussion recordings.
well in excess of 100dB. The initial
dynamic blast scared the hell out of
my dog, who began barking continuIn addition to the AS-F2's low-bass
ously (which Icouldn't hear). But with
extension and definition, its high-level
no trace of strain or distortion (or
dynamic articulation also bettered that
damage, thank goodness), the speakers
of any speaker I've heard for under
didn't flinch.
$2000/pair. When Iwas unable to use
Athena faces apotential marketing
my normal reference recordings to dechallenge in the AS-F2. In order to fully
tect the Athena's upper dynamic limit,
appreciate what these remarkable gems
Ibrought in my SWAT team. First, I can accomplish in low-bass reproduction and high-level dynamics, the speaker needs to be mated with electronics of
1Available from The Tweak Shop, (707) 575-8626.
higher quality and price than one would

Measurements
graph; while it covers the expected
passband, there are some severe peaks
evident at the same frequencies of the
resonant modes in fig2. These resonances are high enough in level that
they give rise to glitches in the woofers'
output. The speaker's output appears
to rise in the bass region, but this is an
artifact of the nearfield measurement
technique. The speaker's reflex tuning
is actually well-balanced between bass
definition and extension.
The AS-F2's farfield response on
the tweeter axis is shown to the right
of fig.3. The midrange and low treble
are flat, apart from aslight peak between 500Hz and 700Hz, which correlates with the forward balanced
noted in the auditioning. There is also
aslight rise in the top audio octave.
Whether this contributes to audible
coloration will depend on the speaker's dispersion in the same region.
Fig.4 reveals that the tweeter becomes quite directional above 8kHz,
which will tend to balance the on-axis
excess of energy in average-sized
rooms. The AS-F2's radiation pattern
tends to narrow at the top of the
woofers' passband, but not to the degree that Iwould have expected. In
the vertical plane (fig.5), the speaker's
response changes quite significantly if
the listener moves much above or below the 38"-high tweeter axis.
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Fig.4 Athena AS-F2, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
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Athena
normally associate with a $599/pair
speaker. At aminimum, Irecommend
something along the lines of aCreek
5350SE integrated amp ($1500). In fact,
Ifound the AS-F2's performance improved further when mated with my
combo of Audible Illusions Modulus L1
line stage and Audio Research VT100
Mk.II power amp. But even with this
"hidden cost," the AS-F2 is abargain;
with the right electronics, the Athenas
might compete with speakers costing as
much as $2000/pair.
Speaking of the competition...
Icompared the Athena AS-F2 with
the Polk Audio RT25i ($319/pair), the
JMlab Chorus 706 ($450/pair), and
the Alón Petite ($1000/pair).
The Polk RT25?s midrange was as
involving and natural as the Athena's,
with excellent low-level dynamic articulation, but was ashade more transparent

The Athena's step response (fig.6)
is absolutely normal, with all the
drive-units connected in the same
positive acoustic polarity. The cumulative spectral-decay plot (fig.7) is

and intimate, particularly on vocals and
piano, and the Polk's high-frequency
reproduction was abit more articulate
and extended. The RT25i couldn't
approach the Athena in bass extension
or high-level dynamic reproduction, but
sounded abit more natural in the midand upper-bass regions.

Athena Technologies'
remarkable AS-F2
exceeded what Ithought
possible for its price.
The JMlab Chorus 706 had an
equally intoxicating midrange reproduction, if ahair sweeter, but was abit
more detailed and airy in that region

surprisingly clean for aspeaker at
this price, with very little hash apparent. This is presumably why BJR
was so impressed by the Athena's
upper-frequency clarity.
It looks as if the Athena design
team has maximized the AS-F2's
bass performance. Apart from the
enclosure resonances Ifound, they
don't seem to have compromised
performance in other areas to produce aspeaker that is very competitively priced.
—John Atkinson

Fig.6 Athena AS-F2, on-axis step response
at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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Fig.7 Athena AS-F2, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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than the Athena AS-F2. High frequencies were abit more soft and rolled-off
through the JMlab, and its midbass
reproduction was even warmer than
the Athena's, although, once again, its
high-level dynamics and bass extension
could not compare with the Athena's.
Ultimately, the JMlab struck me as
more intimate and organic than the
Athena, despite its colorations.
The Alón Petite was the most articulate, detailed, and transparent of the
pack, particularly in its neutral midrange and extended and detailed high
frequencies, but was far inferior to the
Athena in bass extension and high-level
dynamic authority.
Hats off to our Canadian brethren
Iwas thrilled to have spent time with
Athena Technologies' remarkable ASF2, which did so little wrong and, in
certain areas, far exceeded what I
thought possible for its price — or even
twice its price. Icongratulate the design
team of Athena/API for being able to
pull this off. My one caveat is that, to
fully appreciate the AS-F2, one must
not hesitate to spend the necessary
dough on associated equipment of sufficient quality to fully realize the speaker's capabilities. In my view, that would
be money well spent.
CI

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: VP! TNT IV,
Rega Planar 3turntables; Immedia, Syrinx PU-3 tonearms; Koetsu
Urushi, Clearaudio Aurum Beta S
cartridges.
Digital sources: California Audio
Labs Icon Mk.II Power Boss,
Creek CD53 Mk.II CD players;
Pioneer DV-333 DVD player.
Preampfification: Vendetta Research SCP-2D phono stage, Audible Illusions Modulus Li line stage.
Amplification: Audio Research
VT100 Mk.II power amplifier;
Creek 5350SE, JoLida JD-101A
integrated amplifiers.
Loudspeakers: Polk Audio RT254
JMlab Chorus 706, Alón Petite.
Cables: Interconnect: MIT MI350 CVTwin Terminator, MI330SG, Terminator 2. Speaker:
Acarian Systems Black Orpheus.
Accessories: Various by Salamander Designs, VPI, Simply Physics,
Bright Star, ASC, Sound Anchor.
—Robert J. Reina
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Let our expert team of audio specialists
enhance your listening experience!
Featured New Items from Elusive Disc, Inc.!

Audiophile Music! Visit webstore or call for more!

VPI Aries Scout .3 JMW 9Tonearm -The new
Aries Scout from API has all the looks of an
Aries, as well as great sound packaged in
asmaller, more affordable solution.
With features like an isolated AC
motor, acrylic plinth, tiptoe
suspension and included Delrin
record clamp, the Aries Scout
packs alot of performance
into its price! Also new is the
JMW Memorial 9toneorm.
This tonearm utilizes several
key features just like its JMW
10/12 siblings like ajunction box for user
defined interconnects, removable arm wand and VTA
adjustability, but costs much less. The JMW 9tonearm mounting hole is the
same as aRego tonearm, just drop it in for afast and easy upgrade! Turntable and tonearm
available separately. Need acartridge too? No problem, let one of our analoaue specialists match
the riaht one for your system. lnstock and ready to ship, call for options and pricing!
GRVSAM1013 Sonv/Groove Note Multichannel SACD Sampler This new sampler is the first SACD sampler to feature stereo and
multichannel tracks by several different labels such as: Groove Note
(5 tracks), First Impressions Music (3 tracks), DMP (2 tracks),
Hyperion It track). The tracks are all pure DSD recordings and the
range of music covers many different genres (classical to choral to
world music and jan vocals). Hybrid Multichannel/Stereo SACI)
$24.99. Limited Quantities Available, Elusive Disc. Inc exclusive'

AUDIOPHILE [P'S
Analogue Productions Lp's -$17.49 8up!
Classic Records 33/45rpm Lp's -$17.99 &up!
Decca 180g La's •SCULL!
DCC 180g Lp's SCALE!
EMI/Alto/Testament Lp's -$29.99!
Groove Note Records 180g Lp's -$29.99!
King Super Analogue Lp's -KAU!
Mobile Fidelity 1/2 speed Lp's -SCALL!
Mosaic Box Sets (# limited editions) -SCAR!
Speaker's Corner 180g Lp's• SCULL!
Simply Vinyl 180g Lp's •$29.99!
*Sundazed 180g Lp's -$10.99 &up! ,.re.

AUDIOPHILE CD'S
Analogue Prod. Alum/Gold Cd's -$15.99/$29.W
Audiophoric Alum/Gold Cd's -$15.99/524.99!
Audioquest Aluminum Cd's •$12.99!
Chesky Aluminum Cd's $13.99!
DCC Gold Cd's -SCALE!
First Impression Gold HDCD's •$19.99!
First Impression xrcd2 Ctrs $24.99!
Groove Note Gold Cd's -$24.99!
JVC xrcd/xrcd2 Cd's -$25.99!
Mobile Fidelity Gold Cd's -SCALL!
Premonition Cd's -$14.99!
Reference Recordings Cd's -S12.99 8 up!

AUDIOPHILE SACD'S -Multichannel &Stereo
*Albany Records SACD's -519.99! 11,
*Analogue Productions SACD's -$24.99! .r.e.
*Bis SACD's -$24.99! C'e
*CCnC SACD's -$19.99!
*Challenge SACD's -$24.99!
*Channel Classics SACD's -$24.99!
*Hyperion SACD's $24.99! 11,
*Linn Records SACD's -$24.99! •ie
*Marc Aural SACD's •$34.99! 're.
*Mobile Fidelity SACD's -$24.99! re.
*Songlines SACD's -$19.99! n,
'Vanguard Classics SACD's -$24.99!
Visit our webstore or coil for acomplete list
of all SACD labels we carry ,

AUDIOPHILE 24/96 Music DVD'S
Analogue Productions DAD's -$29.99!
Chesky DAD's -SCULL!
Classic Records DAD's -$24.99!
AUDIOPHILE DOD-AUDIO DISCS
Surrounded By DOD-A's -$22.99!
Telarc &Chesky DOD-A's -$24.99!
Tacet DOD-A's -$29.99!
Labels also available: Alto, Blue Note, CBS Half
Speed, European Imports, i+18.1( Mosaic, Nautilus,
Three Blind Mice, D2D, half speed, Out of Print Lp's
and more! Don't see it, please contact us! Prices
shown reflect most single title, in-print releases!
Prices may vary!

New Audiophile Releases!
Dvanvector Movino Coil Phono Cartridnes -Since Dynavector's
Moving Coil cartridges debuted more than 20 years ago they have
enjoyed worldwide acclaim due to acombination of superb design
and advanced production techniques. Over the some period the CD
has taken much of the market for music reproduction and has put at
risk recorded music from the lost 100 years. Dynavector has
decided to protect the vast existing stock of recordings in analogue
by producing cartridges whose sound reproduction rivals any digital
source. We carry the entire Dvnavector line starting at rust 5349.99!
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Sarah McLachlan/Touch (Classic Records 180g LP) -$26.99!
Mahler/Symphony No. 2 (Classic Records 180g 2 LP set) -$44.99!
Peter Gabrie1/1 (Classic Records 180g LP) -$26.99!
Led Zeppelin/The Song Remains The Same (Classic Records 180g 2LP set) -$39.99!

L

Witches Brew (Classic Records 180g LP) -$26.99!
Yo-Yo/Plays John Williams 8 Silk Road Journeys (Sony SACD) -$17.99 ea!

Mobile Fidelity Patricia Barber SACD's Cafe Blue, Modern Cool 8 Nightclub -$24.99 ea!

....._
The Musical Goes Symphonic/From NY To Vienna (Chesky SACD) -$19.99!
Analogue Productions SACD's -Sonny Rollins, Art Pepper, Bill Evans 8 more -$24.99 ea.!

Analogue/Digital Accessories!

PHONO CARTRIDGES -Call for trade-in 8package pricing!
Benz Micro Series 2(all models) -starting ai $174.99!
Clearaudio (all models) -starting at $249.99!
*Dynavector (all models) -starling at $349.99!
*Goldring (all models) -starting at $62.99! ,r4".
Grado (all models) -starting at $35.99!
*Lyra Cartridges (all models available) re
Let our Analog specialists design apackage with you!
TURNTABLES 8TONEARMS -Call for Dockage pricino ,
Basis turntables/Rego tonearms -SCULL!
'Basis Audio Vector 1Toneorm -SCULL! le
Clearoudio Turntables •starting at S999.99!
Music Hall 2.1/5/7 Turntables -starting at $269.99!
CPI HW-19 (all models) w/Rega or AQ tonearms -SCALE!
CPI Aries/Aries Scout Turntables •SCULL!
CPI TNT (all models) w/JMW 12 or 12.5 tonearm SCULL!
AMPS CD PLAYERS &TUNERS
Creek CD-43 MKII/CD-53 CD Player -SCULL!
*Music Hall CD-25 CD Player -$539.99! .
,
re
Creek 5350SE Integrated Amplifier •SCULL!
Creek T43 FM Tuner -SCULL!
CABLES AND POWER CORDS
Audioquest Interconnects/Speaker Cable (all models)
Audioprism Foundation Power Cords -%ALL
'Audience Interconnects/Speaker Cable -SCAR!
'Audience Power Cords -SCULL! ,rrx:
PHONO PREAMPS -Call for oackaoe micro
Phonomena/Benz-Lukaschek PP1 T-9 -SCULL!
Clearaudio phono stages •starting at 5399.99!
Creek 00H-8/9 0611-8SE/9SE -starting at $169.99!
'Music Hall Phono Pack (MM/MC) -$99.99!
RECORD CLEANING MACHINES
Ditty Gritty 1.0, 1.5, 1.5f1, Mini Pro 1(vinyl finish) -$CAW
kitty Gritty 2.0, 2.5, 2.5FI, Mini Pro 2(wood finish) -SCULL!
CPI HW-I6.5 Semi Automatic Cleaner •SCULL!
CPI NW-17F Fully Automatic Cleaner -SCALE!

POWER FILTERING & CONDITIONING
Audioprism Foundation I, II & Ill -SCALE!
Audioprism Quiet Line MK2 Filters -$24.99 each!
Audioprism ACFX Amplifier Filters -SCALE!
*Audience Response Master Power Center -SCALE! (9'
Quantum Products Symphony/Symphony Pro -SCULL!
LOUDSPEAKERS &HEADPHONES
Epos M12 Bookshelf Speakers -SCALL!
Epos M15 Floor Standing Speakers -SCULL!
Grado Headphones (all models)/RA-1 Amplifier -SCALE!
ANALOG ACCESSORIES
100 Pack Anti-static Inner Sleeves -$29.99!
100 Pack Japanese Resealable Outer Sleeves -$29.99!
Benz-Asthetix Cartridge Demag -SCULL!
Cordas Mk 2Sweep, Burn-in &Demag Lp -522.99!
Cardas XLR & RCA/Signature Caps -$29.99 & up!
Cartridge Man Digital Stylus Force Gauge -$299.99!
Clearaudio Alignment Gauge -$149.99!
Expressimo Audio Rega/AQ heavyweights -$79.99!
Gruv Glide Record Treatment -$24.99!
Graham 2.2 Bearing Cop Upgrade -SCULL!
*Hunt/EDA Record Brush -S24.99! e:
KAB Speed Strobe -S79.99!
Orbitrac II Record Cleaning System -534.99!
Record Research Labs I.P#9 Stylus Cleaner -524.99!
Record Research Labs Vinyl Wash 32oz -$24.99!
Record Research Labs Deep Cleaner .5oz -$24.99!
•Ringmat Record Mats -579.99! M.
Vibrapod Isolators (for all components) -$5.99 each!
CPI Synchronous Drive System 8Record Clamps -SCULL!
CPI Dropped Counterweight for all JMW arms -579.99!
DIGITAL ACCESSORIES
Audioprism CD Stoplight Pens -$16.99! 3or more $14.99 ea!
Audioprism CD Black Light Mat -$34.99!
Auric Illuminator CD System -$36.99!
Ayre/Cardas System Enhancer Disc •$19.99!
Bedini Dual Beam Ultra CD Clarifier -SCULL!
Purist Audio System Enhancer -$109.99!
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The Elusive Disc, Inc. Difference!
Feel confident in the lad Elusive Disc, Inc. has been providing audiophiles
with quality service, selection and support for over 12 years! We ship instock
orders within 24 hours and pack like no one else! Should you need more
support, we're only aphone call trvoy. We're interested in not only meeting
your expectations, but exceedinç them! Our webstore (www.elusivedisc.com)
is open 24 hours aday, 7days aweek to serve you! Our webstore features
doily new releases, full product descriptions, specifications, pictures and
more! While you're there, sign up fer our weekly, money saving email
specials!
Robert I. !klutz, Elusive Disc, Inc. President/
Analogue Guru. Afellow audiophile for over 15
years, he sseen it all. Contact him today and tel
him apply his years of experience in your needs,
budget rind system! Left: Robert with Phenomena
designe, Michael Yee at CES 2002!
John Snyder, Elusive Disc, Inc. Soles '
,
Wager
and Audiophile. Since joining Elusive Disc, Inc. 3
years ago, he's been building systems for
audiophiles from day one, let him help you
today! Right: John with Basis Audio', AJ. Conte
at CES 2002!

Order Toll Free:
800-782-3472
www.elusivedisc.com
fax: 765-608-5341

info: 765-608-5340

email: elusales@netdirect.net
hours: mon-fri 9-5 cst, sat 11-4 cst
address: 4020 frontage rd
anderson, IN 46013
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Jeff Rowland Design Group
Synergy Ili line-stage preamplifier

W

hy the Jeff Rowland Design
Group does not have ahigher
profile in American high-end
circles is something of apuzzle to me.
For nearly 20 years, Rowland has consistently produced electronics with
superior sound and stunning looks. Perhaps it's simply that it's not in Jeff Rowland's nature to loudly toot his own
horn. Rowland is aquiet, thoughtful
man not given to hype-ridden pronouncements or publicity-grabbing annual updates of his products. His
components typically have long commercial lives: the Coherence II line
stage ran from 1994 to 2001, the
Cadence phono stage has been in production for more than five years, and
the Synergy line-stage preamplifier has
been around since early 1996.
Since 1999, rve had the good fortune
to live with and review anumber of
Rowland components, including the 8T
amplifier, the Cadence, and the Coherence IL' The C-II had held pride of
place as my reference for more than two
years — along time in an audio reviewer's life—when it was phased out of
production. When Rowland's Rich
Maez asked me to send the Coherence
back to Colorado Springs, he offered the
latest Synergy, the Hi, to ease the pain of
the C-II's departure. Maez assured me
that Iwould find little difference beIThe Coherence and Cadence were reviewed for
Stereophile by Shannon Dickson in September 1999
(Vol.22 No.9).
—Ed.

Description: Solid-state, balanced
line preamplifier. Inputs: 5per channel (XLR); 1per channel, home theater bypass mode (XLR); 1 pair
XLR/RCA adapters included. Outputs: 1 main output per channel
(XLR), 1 record output per channel
(XLR), 1 pair XLR/RCA adapters
included. Overall gain: adjustable
for each input, ±20dB relative to
unity gain (OdB) in 0.5dB increments. Input impedance: adjustable
for each input: 36k ohms or 600
ohms. Output impedance: 80 ohms
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Jeff Rowland Design Group Synergy Ili preamplifier

tween the Synergy and the Coherence, a
piece so costly to manufacture that Rowland couldn't make any money on it,
even at $14,500 retail. Though the Synergy was only abit more than athird the
price, Maez touted it as being extremely
close to the C-H in overall performance.
Iaccepted his offer, but as Ipacked up
the C-II and bade it afond, sad farewell,
Iremained skeptical.
So, Q, how does it work?
As in all Rowland components, the Syn-

ergy Hi's control unit and power supply

(40 ohms each signal phase). Maximum input level: 13V RMS at OdB
gain. Maximum output level: 13V
RMS (24dBm). Output noise level:
10pV, 20Hz-20kHz bandwidth, OdB
gain. S/N Ratio: >96dB. Channel
separation: >100dB, 20Hz-20kHz.
Frequency response: 5Hz-160kHz,
—3dB. THD+noise: 0.0012% at 10V
output, 600 ohm load. Channel balance: ±0.05dB over entire volume
control range.
Dimensions: Preamplifier: 17.5" W by
3.15" H by 6" D. Weight: 24 lbs.
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are each machined from asingle ingot
of 6061 airframe-grade aluminum.
Only enough metal is removed to accommodate the bits that live inside,
induding the custom-made transformers used to couple all inputs and outputs. The results are chassis that, despite
their compact size, are seriously nonresonant and heavy.
The Synergy Ili provides plenty of
flexibility in configuration, with two
sets of outputs, abypass for ahome-theater processor, and selectable impedance
termination and total gain for each of

Power supply: 17.5" W by 1.5" H by
4.8" D. Weight: 7lbs.
Finish: Black chassis with polished
aluminum front panel.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
51251.
Price: $5500. Approximate number
of dealers: 31.
Manufacturer: Jeff Rowland Design Group, Inc., 2911 N. Prospect
Street,
Colorado
Springs,
CO
80907. Tel: (719) 473-1181. Fax:
(719) 633-4158. Web: www.jeff
rowland.com.
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the five inputs. As long as the Synergy is
plugged in, it remembers the termination impedance, gain, absolute phase,
balance, and stereo/mono settings for
each input. The remote control handles
input selection, loudness, and balance;
absolute polarity should be there as
well, but isn't. The slim but solid power
supply can sit beneath or atop the control unit, to which it is connected via a
custom Cardas cable. The power supply
also acts as the remote's receiver, and on
its front panel features the readout for
the volume control, which displays in
0.5dB increments.
The Synergy offers only balanced
terminations for all inputs and outputs,
but apair of custom XLR/RCA adapters is also supplied. Iran everything
balanced except for the Manley Steelhead phono stage, which required a
pair of female/male adapters at the
Synergy's input.
The principal differences between the
Coherence and the Synergy Ili are that
the Synergy lacks the exotic, heavy, very
expensive computer-controlled battery
power supply (and its hefty chassis), and
is much shallower, measuring less than 5"

deep. But like the Coherence, it's strikingly beautiful, with Rowland's hallmark
thick front panel, diamond-polished to
make its flat surface appear scalloped.
The Synergy quietly reminded me of its
luxury and elegance every time Ipushed
aswitch, spun the silken, weighted volume knob, or hooked up acable to the
hefty, tightfitting XLR jacks that are mirror-imaged on the rear panel.
The Synergy's power supply is,
according to Rich Maez, a"typical linear
supply with a transformer and filter
caps," and has more than enough muscle
(and sockets) to drive the Synergy and
Rowland's matching Cadence phono
stage. Buried within its solid aluminum
casing, the power supply is well shielded
from the smog of RFI and EMI that permeates our microwave-filled world. The
Synergy's small size is made possible by
extensive use of surface-mount technology, in which individual parts are affixed
directly to the multilayered circuit
boards, not by pushing leads through the
boards and soldering them down. This,
says Maez, not only affords space efficiency, but also eliminates the inductive
effect of the leads, allows for optimal

location of each part, and provides extremely short signal paths.
Set-up
Ihad found with other Rowland gear
that extensive tweaking had little effect
on the sound, and so it was with the
Synergy. After fiddling around with various power cords and isolators (no easy
task, given the units' truncated physical
depth), Isettled on the Nordost El
Dorado AC cord and three PolyCrystal
footers (points up) between the Synergy's power supply and my Ultra Resolution Technologies Bedrock equipment
rack, and Rowland's own rubbery "feet"
between the control unit, the power
supply, and the Cadence. When I
stacked the Synergy Ili's power supply
atop its control unit and the Cadence
atop the power supply, there was alow
but persistent 120Hz hum that Icould
not get rid of except by reversing the
positions of the Synergy's power-supply
and control sections.
After working through my cable collection, Isettled on Wireworld's Gold
Eclipse 3+, which seemed to bring the
best sense of balance to the system's

Measurements

T lie

Rowland Synergy IIi's maximum gain was 19.95dB, but this
can be adjusted in accurate 0.5dB
steps down to —20dB. The volume
control also operated in accurate
0.5dB steps, with "63.5" the maximum indicated setting. The input
impedance at lIcHz was 28k ohms or
641 ohms with the optional input termination selected. The balanced output impedance measured 51 ohms
across the band, and the preamp was
noninverting, with pin 2of the XLRs
connected as "hot" and the frontpanel polarity-inversion LED unlit.
The frequency response (fig.1) was
identical into all loads and at all gain
settings. It's flat within the audioband
and sensibly rolled-off at ultrasonic frequencies, reaching —3dB at 160kHz.
Channel separation (not shown) was
superb, at better than 115dB below
3kHz, with very slight capacitive coupling increasing the crosstalk to astillexcellent 100dB at 50kHz.
Looking at how the measured percentage of distortion and noise varied
with frequency, fig2 appears to show
that this varies with the gain setting.
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However, what is being shown in this
graph is that when the Synergy is set
to give 20dB of gain, the measurement is dominated by noise above
60Hz (upper pair of traces). With the
gain set to OdB (lower traces), the
measured distortion+noise percentage drops dramatically, with the rises
at the frequency extremes indicating
slight but real increases in THD compared to the midband level.
Iwas alittle puzzled by the lowfrequency rise in THD, until Iremembered that the Synergy uses
input- and output-coupling trans-

Rea.
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Fig.2 Rowland Synergy Ili, THD+noise vs
frequency at (from top to bottom
at IkHz): 2V into 600 ohms with
Maximum Gain, OdB Gain (right
channel dashed).
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Rowland Synergy Ili, frequency response
at 1V into 100k ohms (0.5dB/vertical
div., right channel dashed).
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Fig.3 Rowland Synergy Ili, Maximum Gain,
THD+noise vs frequency at (from top to
bottom at lkHz): 2V into 100k ohms, 7V
into 100k ohms (right channel dashed).
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Jeff
sound. Nordost Valhalla added asmidgen more air and space, but shaved off
just abit of palpability. Cardas Golden
Reference also worked very well, but
the Wireworld gave the best overall
combination of extension, palpability,
and resolution. Your mileage may vary.
Shaken, not stirred
Some components of the solid-state
persuasion are like deconstructionist
French literary theorists: they dissect
every part of the music with ataxonomist's precision and fanaticism, leaving
behind only askeleton of sound rather
than abody of music. Each atomized
element may be interesting in the manner of abutterfly tacked to aboard, but
compelling it is not.
The Synergy was the antithesis of
this. It combined afree-flowing and
light-footed musicality with excellent
resolution and afull-bodied harmonic
presentation, and did afine job of keeping everything in order. On "Domination" and "Marakesh," from Peter
'Cruder's Peace Orchestra (CD, G-Stone
G-CD 004), deep and thunderously
powerful synthesized bass shares the

formers. These will have finite
headroom at low frequencies, leading to the rise in distortion. Fig.3
compares the THD at a2V RMS
output level — about the maximum
that the Synergy will be asked to
give in real-life situations—and at
7V RMS, which is just below the
clipping point into 600 ohms. While
the low-frequency distortion does
rise dramatically at the higher output level, the Synergy's bass will be
clean at typical output levels.
Fig.4 shows that the low levels of
distortion present at low frequencies
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stage with the most delicate of scattered
percussion. The Synergy allowed the
sparkle and extension of the latter to
remain utterly unmolested by the bass
orgy going on beneath, with no smear
or loss of focus. The epic live version of
the "Don't Eat the Yellow Snow" suite
from Frank Zappa's You Can't Do That
On Stage Anymore, VoLl (CD, Rykodisc
RCD 10081/82) asks much from aline
stage. Zappa's large band is superbly
recorded, with agreat sense of liveness.
The Synergy provided exactly the right
sense of place and space, with the band
stretched out across alarge, fairly deep
stage. The murderously fast switchbacks
and time changes of "St. Alfonzo's Pancake Breakfast" didn't ruffle it abit, and
Ed Mann's amazing percussion work
stood out in properly high relief.
The Synergy Hi did just as well with
acoustic material. The multimiked,
hyped-up soundstage of Bernard Herrmann's Fantasy Film World (LP, London
Phase 4SP 44207) make it adefinitive
example of wowie-zowie hi-fi. But it
also has some of the most richly saturated tone colors to be heard on record.
With the Steelhead/Synergy combo,

are predominantly the third harmonic, presumably due to the onset of saturation in the transformer core,
though atrace of second harmonic
can be seen at -96dB (0.0015%). Both
will be subjectively innocuous. The
Rowland preamp is also very linear
when it comes to intermodulation
distortion, all the products visible in
fig.5 being due to the DAC Iuse to
produce this test signal.
Finally, fig.6 shows how the Synergy's measured THD+N percentage
changes with output voltage into
100k and 600 ohm loads. The linear
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the enormous brasses and glittering
harps ofJourney to the Center of the Earth
were as voluptuous and luxurious as
anyone could wish for. Boundary definition was excellent: instruments inhabited individualized spaces with none of
the artificial etching that makes acomponent sound more detailed than it
actually is. The Synergy did an excellent
job of bringing an effortless focus to the
whole rather than the individual parts.
Though the Synergy Hi came very
close to the overall performance of the
$14,500 Coherence II, it did yield to its
discontinued big brother in the areas of
ultimate bass power and low-level resolution, where the C-II was audio royalty. The difference was surprisingly
small, but nothing plugged into awall
socket — or even an audiophile power
conditioner — can quite match the dead
silence of batteries, and the Coherence's
battery power allowed for ashockingly
low noise floor.
Not that that was much of asacrifice — the Synergy was, by any other
standard, as quiet acomponent as you'll
find. Music emerged from asilky-silent
background, and retrieval of low-level

rise in the percentage with decreasing
level reveals that, below 4V or so output, the preamp's THD figure is
actually dominated by noise. Regardless of the gain setting, the Synergy
clips at 7.5V into 100k ohms and
7.05V into 600 ohms, which is more
than enough dynamic range for any
real-world system.
As with all the products from Jeff
Rowland that we have examined, the
Synergy
objective performance is
beyond reproach.
—Join' Atkinson
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Fig.4 Rowland Synergy Ili, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 2V into
600 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.5 Rowland Synergy Ili, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at 2V
into 600 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.6 Rowland Synergy Iii, distortion (%) vs
output voltage into 100k ohms (bottom
and right) and 600 ohms (top and left).
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detail was excellent, if not quite the
equal of the Coherence II's. On the
famous Reiner/Chicago Scheherazade
(RCA Victor/Classic LSC-2446), inner
orchestral voices, as well as those at the
edges of the immensely broad stage,
were painstakingly detailed but not unduly highlighted. The Synergy didn't
diminish or truncate the vividly captured stage-wall reflections that describe the size and contour of the stage
itself. When Reiner stands on the gas,
which is often, the Rowland brought
the mighty Chicago brass right into the
room. With great recordings, the Synergy's presentation was as suave and
sophisticated as atuxedoed Cary Grant
pouring Audrey Hepburn aglass of
Moet & Chandon.
The Synergy's tonal character was
refined and atad warm, but never slid
into rose-tinted romanticism. The Rowland leaned more toward the forgiving

Associated Equipment
Analog source: SOTA Cosmos
turntable, Graham 22 tonearm,
Dynavector DRT XV-1 and Grado
Statement Reference cartridges.
Digital sources: Classé Omega
SACD/CD player, Ayre D-ix
24-bit/961cHz CD/DVD-V player; Krell ICPS-28C CD player.
Preamplification: Krell KCT,
Ayre K-lx line stages; Jeff Rowland
Design Group Cadence, Manley
Labs Steelhead phono stages.
Power amplifiers: Manley Labs
250 Neo-Classic, Lamm ML1,
Jeff Rowland Design Group
Model 10, Classé CAM-350.
Loudspeakers: Apogee Duetta
Signature.
Cables: Phono: Hovland Music
Groove 2. Interconnect: Nordost
Valhalla, Cardas Golden Reference, Wireworld Gold Eclipse 3+.
Speaker: Nordost Valhalla and
SPM, Cardas Golden Reference,
Wireworld Gold Eclipse 3+. AC:
CPCC Top Gun, Wireworld Silver Electra III+, Nordost El
Dorado, Ensemble Reference.
Accessories: Grand Prix Audio
Monaco modular and Ultra Resolution Technologies Bedrock
equipment stands, CPCC Top
Gun Super Power Block, Nordost Ti Pulsar Point, PolyCrystal
and Ganymede isolation footers,
Argent Room Lenses.
—Paul Bolin
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than the "ruthlessly revealing" side, and
was somewhat kinder to lesser recordings than are the Ayre K-lx or the Krell
KCI. This is not to say that the Rowland
covered the music in aflattering, overly
romantic glaze. Rather, by focusing on
the music instead of the sound per se, it
didn't draw as much attention to the recordings' sonic flaws. Whether it was the
solo cello, rumbling double basses, and
surging violins of Scheherazade, the diaphanous strings of Herrmann's Sinbad, or
Sir Granville Bantock's Celtic Symphony
(CD, Hyperion CDA66450), the Synergy seduced me with its blend of natural
timbres and perfectly blended details.
But if a component can't make
Emmylou Harris' Roses in the Snow (LP,
Warner Bros. BSK 3422) come alive,
I'm not going to be ahappy camper.
Through the Steelhead/Synergy Harris
was oh, so present and almost touchable, not amere "singing head." The
male voice was also atreat through the
Synergy. The 24-bit/96kHz Classic
Records DADs of Louis Armstrong Meets
Duke Ellington (DAD 1031) and Muddy
Waters' Folk Singer (DAD 1020) showcase two of the most distinctive voices in
American music. Waters' moans, roars,
and old-school soul knocked me for a
loop, and Armstrong's friendly growl
put a huge smile on my face as he
bopped his way through "Duke's Place."
The Synergy IIi's treble was, if anything, abit more extended and open
than the Coherence II was able to manage. Buddy Guy's acoustic guitar on
Folk Singer had immediacy, and the transient attack of pick hitting string was
easily discernible. Brushed snare drums,
percussion of all sorts, and the upper
reaches of pianos were lively and airy.
With its multitudinous guitars and percussion, Tiny Island's eponymous CD
(Opus3 CD19804) is averitable festival
of delicate high-frequency information.
"Effortless" and "natural" is how my
notes describe the Synergy's way with
this lovely music.
The size and shape of the soundstage
was determined by the recording alone.
The Rowland was sufficiently transparent that it neither added to nor subtracted from what was on the source material.
The killer-good SACD of Dylan's immortal Blonde on Blonde (Columbia
CS841) had its familiar boxy sound, but
the enormous amount of information
afforded by SACD came through the
Rowland seemingly unimpeded. At the
other extreme, Reiner's Scheherazade
threw an enormously wide, superbly
detailed soundstage. Everything in between was handled just as well.
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The dynamics of small ensembles like
Tiny Island or the Armstrong/Ellington
group were irreproachably rendered.
The Synergy Iii was near the state of
the art in handling small- to mediumscale dynamic contrasts, resolving every
subtle shading of intensity with loving
care. But for all the sophistication and
dignity of its appearance and overall
presentation, the Rowland showed no
aversion to real rock'n'roll stompage.
Classic's remastering of "Achilles' Last
Stand," from Led Zeppelin's Presence
(Swan Song/Classic SS 841), roared out
of my Apogee Duetta Signatures with
tidal force.
The Hi was atad less surefooted on
large-scale orchestral or organ recordings
with little compression. It was happier
going from pp to fat amicrosecond's
notice than going from mftoff Icouldn't
describe the Synergy as sounding compressed, but it was abit less forceful
toward the top end of the dynamic spectrum. This isn't as big an issue as it might
seem; unless you've heard components
on the level of the Krell KCT or the
Ayre K-1x, to name two standouts, it
won't be apparent.
Isuspect that the Synergy Ili will
appeal more to the music-lover than
the hi-fi fanatic — like every Rowland
component I've ever experienced, it
satisfied the whole man. When the
recording allowed the music to be presented in a holistic and continuous
way, the Synergy could stand and
deliver at every turn. But Ihad to listen
actively to the Synergy to realize how
good it was. Like the Coherence H, it
was so self-effacing that it seemed it
could be overshadowed in ashoot-out
with a component "voiced" to emphasize one or two attention-grabbing
areas of performance at the expense of
overall balance and sonic quality.
Just amoment, Mr. Bond..
Ican hear the catcalls: "Last time you

raved about the Ayre K-lx, and now
you're telling us the Rowland Synergy
Iii is the line stage to have. Wuzzup with
that, anyway?"
Guilty as charged, but they're both
great line stages, and the Rowland and
Ayre share aremarkable degree of commonality. Each is solid-state, innovatively
designed, far more aesthetically appealing than much audio equipment, and
built in Colorado to an impeccable standard of workmanship. Furthermore, they
share their designers' fanatical dedication
to the creation of pure and isolated internal environments devoid of RFI and
EMI, though this end is achieved by very
Stereophile, August 2002

different means. They're even priced
head to head: the phono-equipped Ayre
costs $8600, the Synergy-Cadence
combo $8800. The Rowland provides
more features — individualized input
memories, separate processor loop, input
impedance selection, absolute polarity
switch, more functions controllable via
remote — while the more purist Ayre
offers only listen/record selection and
remote-controlled volume and mute.
But both offer tremendous resolution,
cavernous soundstaging (when called
for), and timbral characters as close to
neutral as can be found, with nary a
stereotypical solid-state nasty to be heard.
What the Rowland and the Ayre are
not is sonically interchangeable. While
their sounds are more alike than different, the differences may be more or less
important to any one potential owner.
The Rowland was more spatially laidback, placing me afew rows farther
from the stage, and its macrodynamic
performance was less explosive than the
Ayre's. However, what the Synergy Hi
conceded to the K-lx with one hand it
took back with the other, with its extra
measure of deep-bass power, ever-soslightly-greater image density, and acertain self-effacing seductiveness that I
found irresistible.
The choice is not one of good/better
or even better/best. These are two
superb line stages with slightly different
emphases. Both Porsche and Jaguar
make magnificent automobiles that
offer everything one might reasonably
want or expect, but they have slightly
different personalities — a911 is not an
XK8. With such thoroughly workedout products as the Rowland Synergy Hi
and the Ayre K-1 x, the choice comes
down to personal taste and preference.
Which did I ultimately prefer?
Whichever one Iwas listening to.
Coda
The Jeff Rowland Design Group Synergy Hi is afirst-class line stage, and a
must-hear for anyone who can afford its
$5500 price. Its combination of stunning build quality, great looks, flexibility,
and excellent sound makes for amost
appealing package. By itself or paired
with its wonderful sibling, Rowland's
Cadence phono stage, it is an inspiring
and utterly musical component. Like all
Rowland Group products, it can be
expected to have an extremely long and
trouble-free life that offers full value for
every dollar of its price. By any measure,
the Rowland Synergy Ili is awinner. I
recommend that you make its acquaintance as soon as you can.
Stereophile, August 2002
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Amps
Adcom GFA 545 II
$249
GSA-700
$349
Aragon 8002
$899
Arcam A-75 Demo
$799
Audio Valve Challenger $4199
C-J Motif MS 100
$999
MF-2300A
$1499
Carver Silver Seven T's $1399
Cary 805C w/W.E.300B$5399
SLA-70 Sig.
$899
Classe DR-8
$1099
DR-9
$1399
Densen DM-30
$1199
Harmon Kardon Sig 1.5 $699
PA-5800
$699
Kenwood 700M
$199
Lamm ML 1.1's
$8999
McIntosh MA-6100 w/cab$699
Monarchy SE-100's
$899
Nakamichi PA-5
$499
Spectral DMA-50
$1099
Symphonic LineRG-4SE$3999
Times One S-400
$399

R

la
orR1 TP-400
$159
Angstrom 200 w/205
$1999
Anthem
Pre 2L NIB!
$9991
BAT VK-3i Demo
SCall
Bryston BP-5
$499
CAT SL-1 Sig line stage$1399
Cary CAD-5500
$499
C-J A.R.T. II
$9899
Carver C-5
$149
Coda 02
$699
Encore DL-2010.2 w/ph$1299
Forte F44
$449
Harmon Kardon Sig 2.0 $699
Jadis JP-80 MkIll
$10999
Marantz 7C
$2999
7T
$499
$399
McIntosh C-26
C-32
$799
C-33
$1099
Sonic Frontiers Line 3 $3499

A/A DTI 2.0 w/PS-1
$129
DDE v.3.0 w/remote $299
Aragon D2A
$199
Bit Wise System 0
$399
dcs Elgar & Purcell
$12999
Forte F50A
$299
Genesis Dgt1 Lens
$699
Marantz CD-63 SE
$229
Meridian 508/24
$Call
566/20
$749
518
$949
MSB *Sale!!!*
$Call
Gold DAC trade-in
$499
Muse 2 Bal I/O, Bessel $999
Model 2 Bal I/O
$799
Musical Fidlity X-Act
$149
Panasonic DVD-H1000 $1499
Parasound DAC-2000
$799
DAC-1600 HD
$499
S-F Ultra Jitter Bug
$199
Sony CDP-C900
$149
X55ES
$449
Theta DS Pro II
$499
Thorens TDA2000 demo $999
MEMI
AHT P Demo
$2399
ARC PH-3 SE
$1599
$Call
BAT VK-P10 Demo
Benz Micro H20
$699
$599!
Lukascheck PP-1
Creek OBH-9
$129
OBH-8
$119
Harmon Kardon TU -915 $199
Linn LP-12 Lingo, Ekos $2899
LP-12. LV-II
$Call

New & Pm-owned 1-ii-End
203 Mamaroneck Avenue
White Plains, NY 10601
Buy, Sell, Trade, Consign
914-421-0069: Phone
914-328-3852: Fax
WWW. tfta.com
Anal
McIntosh MR-77
$749
Nakamichi DR-3
$249
Perreaux TV-3
$299
Rega RB-300 w/Berdan $329
Roksan XERXES
$899
Versa 2.0 w/stand
$7399
VPI Aries w/JMW-10
$2499
HW-19 w/PT-6&Grado $Call
Walker Procenium Demo$Call
Speakers
Apogee Centaur Minors $499
Duetta Signature's $1399
Atlantis Tech 353C
$299
B&W 803 II
$1499
Celestion 3
$119
Clements RT-7 Ref
$1699
Coincident Part Eclipse $1899
Dalquist DO-20
$699
Eggleston Andra demo$10399
Energy 22.3
$899
Entec SW-5 w/x-over
$999
Infinity Renaissance 9051699
RS-III A
$399
IRS Sigma II
$3199
JM Labs Utopia
$17999
Joseph Audio RM 7si $1149
Kevek ES 1.0
$149
Maggie MG 1.5
$749
Martin-Logan Anus I $1299
Sequel II new panels $1599
McIntosh ML1C&M10102 $899
Meridian M-1500
$749
M-2500
$1399
Merlin TSM-Millenium $1749
PSB Alpha Subsonic
$89
Rogers Studio 5
$799
Velodyne ULD-12 w/amp $699
Cahle,n-thing,
A/C) Dragon SE 4' Bi
$899
Clear 8' spades
$699
Falcon .5m AES/EBU $169
Diamond .5m XLR
$199
Audio Control Richter III $199
Audio Pwr Pwr Wdg Il $299
Aural Sym Conductor 1m$149
Illuminati DV-30 2.5m
$59
Orchid 1.5m
$479
Marantz RC2000 remote $89
McIntosh SCR-2
$99
MIT 330 + Mk112m RCA $149
MH 750 HE II 8' spkr $499
MH 750 8' spkr
$399
Z Center silver
$699
Z Stabilizer silver
$399
MonsterCable HTS-3500$249
Music Meter Sig 6' bi
$249
NBS Pro 6' pwr crd
$699
Master II 6' pwr crd
$499
Master II 8' speaker $1499
Monitor 0 .5m AES/ $999
Monitor 0 1.5mAES $2999
Monitor 0 pwr cord $1499
Monitor 0 15' spkr $5999
Monitor 0 6' RCA
$5999
Monitor 04' RCA
$3999
PAD ColossusB 1.5m sp $899
Siltech S080B 5m RCA $4299
SPO-18M 3m pwr crd $499
Straightwire *LOTS!!!*
$Call
Tice Pwr Block &Titan $799
Townshend 17x14 EHD1 $299
Transparent PwrInk Ultra $399
M Lnk Ref XL 10'se $2499
VanEvers Dbl Pandora $239
Wireworld Equinox 4.5m $379
XL0 Type 4AES/EBU
$99
Ultra DglIAES/EBU
$49
Ref. Type 3 DIN-RCA $199
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Come hear the best!
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Audio Research
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Avalon
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silver contact volume control.A clean minimalist design
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Transfiguration
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Equipment
Brian

Report
Damkroger

Audience Au24 audio cables
powerChord AC cord

W

e've all got our pet peeves,
and one of mine is stiff; unwieldy audio cables that simply refuse to bend to my will — or to
bend at all. Instructions like "carefully
bend to final configuration, ensuring
that no bend is sharper than a 36"
radius" make my blood boil. At the opposite end of the spectrum, Audience's
willowy Au24 cable and wonderfully
flexible powerChord positively warmed
my heart when Iencountered them at
the 2002 Consumer Electronics Show
in Las Vegas.
The Au24 interconnects and loudspeaker cables, Audience's top models,
both use the same basic wire. It consists
of an unshielded coaxial configuration
with conductors made of Audience's
"OHNO Continuous Cast, Single Crystal Coppet" Polypropylene insulation is
used, and the bundle is encased in a
4mm-diameter shield of cross-linked
XLPE polyethylene. According to Audience, amajor Au24 design goal was to
reduce the cables' propensity to charge
and discharge asurrounding electromagnetic field and thus reduce the eddy currents created in the cable, in turn
lowering their distortion. To achieve this,
Audience concentrated on minimizing
AC impedance and getting the "proper
induction/capacitance" ratio, rather than
focusing on low DC resistance.
The powerChords were designed to
minimize both impedance and resistance, and the secret of their flexibility is
their use of multistrand rather than solid
conductors. The powerChords are unshielded because Audience feels that
shielding does little to insulate the cord
from surrounding magnetic fields, and
can actually be detrimental to the cord's
properties — specifically, by raising its

Description: Interconnect and loudspeaker cables, removable IEC AC
cord. Interconnects available in single-ended (RCA) and balanced (XLR)
configurations. Loudspeaker cables
available in single- and biwired configurations.
Prices: Interconnects, unbalanced:
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Top: Audience Au24 loudspeaker cable; bottom: Audience powerChord AC cord.

$417/1m pair, $300/additional meter.
Interconnects, balanced: $776/1m
pair, $600/additional meter. Loudspeaker cables, single-wire: $1115/3m
pair, $300/additional meter. Loudspeaker cables, biwire: $2430/3m pair,
$700/additional meter. powerChord:
$379/6' length. Approximate number
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of dealers: 25. Warranty: lifetime, unconditional against defects.
Manufacturer: Audience, 1525 Brian
Place, Escondido, CA 92025. Tel:
(800) 565-4390. Fax: (760) 7432192. Web: www.audience-ay.com.
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impedance. The powerChord relies on
low-dielectric-constant insulating materials and the cable's inherently low impedance to minimize the noise
absorbed — and radiated. The assembly
is wrapped in asoft vinyl mesh and terminated with aMarinco plug on one
end and aWattgate IEC socket on the
other. The powerChords look like alot
of other audiophile AC cords, but are
far more flexible, which makes them
much easier to use in tight quarters.

bell-like ring led and centered its image,
followed by an expanding, shimmering
halo, every nuance of his stick and
brushwork clearly inscribed in space.
The Au24 acquitted itself well in comparisons to my two reference interconnects, the Nordost Valhalla and the
Nirvana S-X Ltd., but didn't quite match
their performance in the areas where
those wires truly excel. The Au24 was
vivid, for example, but lacked the density
of tonal colors and the nth degree of inner
detail that the Valhalla produces. Nor did
Au24 interconnect
it quite match the Valhalla's incredible
The Au24 interconnect may be unobspeed and precision —though the Au24
trusive and easy to use, but so is zip
was no slouch itself in those terms.
cord; the proof of this pudding is in the
On the other hand, the Au24s were
listening. Fortunately, the Audiences
slightly faster and more dynamic than
were solid performers, as unobtrusive
the Nirvana S-X Ltds., with aslightly
sonically as they were physically. The
more forward soundstage and sharper
Au24s had aneutral, relaxed sound,
definition of image edges. The Au24s
with good extension at the frequency
didn't, however, match the Nirvanas'
extremes and awide, deep soundstage. I continuity, or their incredibly natural
ended up listening to alot ofjazz during
soundstage reproduction and ambience
the Au24s' tenure, and they proved a retrieval. Compared to the Au24s, the
good match for vivid, live discs like the
S-X Ltda. sounded alittle laid-back, but
JVC XRCD of the Bill Evans Trio's At with ahuge, open soundstage and a
Shelly's Manne-Hole (JVCXR-0036-2).
"just right" way of portraying space and
Evans' piano was vibrant and threeimages — in particular, how the images
dimensional, and Chuck Israel's bass
blended into the surrounding ambience
was clean and articulate, with just the
to create aseamless, natural whole.
right amount of bounce and awarm,
On "Dance of the Rose Maidens,"
woody resonance. Larry Bunker's
from the Antal Dorati/LSO perfordrums were sharp and crisp, and his
mance of Khachaturian's Gayne ballet
cymbal was beautifully reproduced. The
(Mercury Living Presence 434 323-2), a
muted trumpet—way down in level
and deep in the soundstage —provides a
counterpoint
to the melody throughout
Associated Equipment
much of the piece. This trumpet line
Analog source: VPI TNT Mk.Vwas more obvious — brighter and more
HR turntable and tonearm, Grado
sharply etched — with the Au24s. With
Signature Reference cartridge.
the Nirvanas, however, it blended more
Digital source: Simaudio Moon
naturally into the surrounding space.
Eclipse CD player.
And that space, its ambience, and the
Preamplifier: VAC Renaissance
surrounding walls —all low-level details
Signature Mk.II.
and subtleties — were better portrayed
Power amplifiers: VTL Ichiban
with the Nirvanas. The Au24s were no
monoblocks.
slouch in this regard, just abit off the
Loudspeakers:
Magnep an
standard set by the very best I've heard.
MG3.6/R.
Cables: Interconnect: Nirvana
Au24 speaker cable
S-X Ltd., Nordost Valhalla.
The slender Au24 seems even less likely
Speaker: Nirvana SL, Nordost.
as aspeaker cable. After all, speaker
AC: Synergistic Research A/C
cables have to be massive to pass all that
Reference Master Couplers.
current, right? Apparently not —it was
Accessories: Merrill equipment
as aspeaker cable that the Au24 really
stand; Bright Star Big Rock, Little
shone. Ispent quite abit of time going
Rock, and Air Mass isolation
back and forth between the Au24 and
devices; Nordost ECO3 and
my reference Valhalla, and ended up
Disksolution CD cleaning/treatpreferring the Au24.
ment fluids; MIT ZCenter powerThe Au24 had a slightly warmer
conditioning and delivery system.
tonal balance — double basses and cel—Brian Damkroger
los were reproduced with more authority, and a more realistic weight and
resonance. Images were a bit more
86
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dimensional with the Au24s, and slightly more solid and dense. Part of it was a
slightly better resolution of inner detail.
The xylophone at the opening of
"Dance of the Rose Maidens" was more
distinctive with the Au24s, with aslightly woodier bite and abetter sense of the
instrument's shape and configuration.
Another component was the way the
Au24s seemed to fill in the images and
give them solidity and mass. In comparison, the Valhallas seemed to slightly
overemphasize image edges, like a
video image with the contrast set a
smidgen too high. And last, the Au24s
produced aslightly larger and more
open soundstage, and did abetter job of
resolving the spaces between images,
particularly from front to back.
powerChord AC cord
moved cross-country, into my
fiancée Trish's suburban California
home, and let me tell you, the power
here sucks. I'm reluctant to pay for an
electrician to install adedicated circuit or
multiple grounds because we're househunting, so I've been doing alot of experimenting with aftermarket power
conditioners and AC cords. The setup
that has evolved includes AudioPrism
QuietLine filters scattered around and
an MIT ZCenter conditioner for the
pi-camp and front-end gear. Iused the
Audience powerChords to run from the
ZCenter to aVAC Renaissance Signature Mk.II preamp and a Simaudio
Moon Eclipse CD player, and to feed my
VTL Ichiban amplifiers directly from
the wall.
Each component of this treatment
setup yielded significant and similar improvements, lowering the noise floor
and removing layers of grunge. Dynamics were cleaned up and the resolution of inner detail was noticeably
improved, making images seem more
realistic and much more dimensional.
Spaces between instruments or orchestral sections were opened up, where
before it seemed as if instruments were
being run together.
A big benefit was an improvement in
how the system reproduced the ambience of the recording venue —the space
around the muted trumpet in "Dance of
the Rose Maidens" was agreat example.
Rather than being mired in anebulous
sea of grunge, the trumpet (after AC
cleanup) was now suspended in aholographic image of the stage rear, complete with back wall, side walls, and
overhead space.
Triangulating in on the powerChords, Ifound that their biggest conIrecently
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tributions were opening up the soundstage, expanding it and clearing out
inter-image congestion, and dramatically improving the resolution of lowlevel and inner detail. Images were
more tangible with the powerChords
in the system, more lifelike and alive —
even in the farthest corners of the
soundstage. With the stock power
cords installed, Icould follow the lowlevel trombone lines woven deep into
"Dance of the Rose Maidens." With
the powerChords, Igot asense of the
space around the trombones, and of
multiple instruments playing together.
When I compared the powerChords to afew other brands Ihad on
hand, Ifound that they were very similar in performance to my longtime
fave AC cords, Synergistic Research's
AC Master Couplers. The two brands'
contributions to cleaning up the sound
were similar, and both significantly
improved detail and dimensionality.
Overall, however, Ipreferred the Synergistics —they offered better senses of
space and of the recording venue's
ambience. That trombone section was
definitely agroup of individual instruments with the Synergistics; Icould
begin to follow the individual instruments. On the other hand, the powerChords were very nearly as good, and
awhole lot easier to integrate into a
system, than the unwieldy A/C Master Couplers.
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Summary
The Audience Au24 and powerChord
cables are well worth checking out.
They were excellent performers, reasonably priced, and, best of all, incredibly easy to use in any system
configuration. As an interconnect, their
performance was well above the best
bargain cables from companies like
Alpha-Core, ICimber, and Nordost, and
not too far removed from that of the
best, most outrageously priced cables
I've heard. And as aspeaker cable, the
Au24 held its own against the very best
I've heard — cables that cost several
times as much.
The wonderfully flexible powerChord, too, was awinner, significantly
cleaning up the sound by lowering the
noise floor, opening up the space between instruments, and significantly
improving the system's resolution of
low-level and inner detail.
The Audience cables are definitely
recommended — unless, of course,
you really do need your cables to do
double duty as chin-up bars or towropes!
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„,Tr angle Acoustics

TFpdurheus,
W-asatch
Z:ngali
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ptreet,
New York, New York 10003
(212) 979-1273
www inlivingstereo corn
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MESS

Triangle Callus 202

Stereophile Cross A

Creek 5350SE

Stereophile (loss A

ANAUDIOWAVES
the

affordable\Naudio

800.510.4753

Mon-Fri 8-5:30 (PST), Sat •
By Appt.
P.O. BOX 461 TRINIDAD CALIFORNIA 95570
PHONE/FAX 707.677.3299 audiowaves000l.com

www.audioshopper.com/AudioWaves
err
FREE SHIPPING
NO LOCAL DEALER? -CALLUS
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Hi-Fi Farm to begin ecomiugling
extremely ,,inemorable...more than one

in This Issue.

OVO-Audio Demo at HE 2002 aWinner!
Stephen Date

2.0 to 51: Narrow Minded Na Longer
David Chism

AIX Records: OVO-A Perspective
Mark Waldrep, Ph.D.

HE 2002 Equipment Listing
New Directions for aNew Formal
Mark Waldrep, Ph.D.

AIX Records Catalog- REAL 96 KM/24 bits

individual gme up to me ape said the
audio play
in the Murray 1-4# Suite B
was the "best of the entire siww" and I
have to aeree. Word quickly spread
throughout' he hotel that Sane sound
was holditag a "must hear', event.

e

Audiophile, were also treated 0 a clear
and open
scussion of the 1:W13-Audio
format pro ded by the founder and chief
engineer of AIX Records, Ma* Weldrep,
Ph.D. Finally, someone

to what i
f the ultimate audio reproduction
teclutolyy.
My reisSons for joining the DVD-Audio
camp are based on my personal experience
having heard true high-resolution audio
delivered through playback equipment that
Iknow, endorse and sell. The expansion of
the soundstage, the interaction of musicians was dramatically enhanced, as was
the richness of timbre differentiation, hall

demo suite (which just happened to be
adjacent to the SACD demo room) got to
hear the true potential of the incredible

ambiance, localization of players and
overall musicality.
without a vested inter...the listening experience in
The playback sysest in one technology or
your suite at the HE 2002 was tem used to achieve
another stood up and
this was truly aworld
without adoubt the best of
explained his rçasons
class combination of
the show...a superb system
for choosing high-resospeakers, amplifiers,
and absolutely fantastic
lution PC
over PSD
digital
processing,
and why h
,
scompany is
transport, cables and
recordings
email from J.boron
releasing
scs that are
line
regulation
DVD-Au
on one
devices. The speakers
side and
VD-Video on he other side
are ribbon-based playing from 450 Hz to
...but I'll eyou read his comments later in
nearly SO kHz with aminimum of phase
this newsyire.
and amplitude error. The lowest frequenAs arecent convert to die world of
cies were handled by Piega's powered subDVD-Audio and 5.1 channel siirround
woofer, which contains a500-watt ampli-

DVD-Audio format for the first time. The
system consisted of five Piega P-5 Ltd.
loudspeakers, aP1 subwoofer, three Aloia
1501 amplifiers, aMeridian 800 Reference

skeptical fegarding the ne' formats and
especially the concept of adding three
more spesers to my stereo rie. After all, it

Farm Product listing
DVD-Audio
Winner!

Demo

at

HE

2002

a

Visitors to the 2002 Home Entertainment
Expo at the New York Hilton Towers last
May/June finally had achance to hear an
absolutely state-of-the-art DVD-Audio
playback system delivering software that
was recorded specifically for the format at
96 kHz/24 bits. Anyone who was fortunate
enough to gain entry to the Sanibel Sound

l

sound, Ipave tg say that Iwas initially

CD/DVD player digitally connected to a

took me years to find acompact disc play-

Meridian 861 Surround Controller, Cardas
Golden Reference interconnects and
speaker cables and Fisch line treatment
and power cords. The DVD-Audio software played back during each half hour
session were all products of AIX Records,
one of the only labels on the planet making
new recordings at 96 kHz./24 bits and HiRes Music, acompany specializing in two
channel DVD-Audio releases.

back system that Icould recommend with
confidence to my customers. litit when I
heard well-recorded 5.1 music being
played bakk through really terrific equipment, I!mew that Ihad found the next
audio derery format. No eirrisnicks, no

The combination of truly magnificent

artificial y, no compromises of any
kind...thiS .was my high-resolurion, multichannel epiphany. Not to ey that I've
abandonen my two channel catalog or
playback 'system, but I've come 0 appre-

software playing in what is arguably the
finest DVD-Audio playback deck and surround processor into inductive type power
amplifiers and a matched set of ribbon
based 5.1 speakers made the opportunity

ciate the real potential of tip l:WD format.
To say it was the show's keg is an understatement. I listened to 0 SA.CD and
many tw9-channel demonstrari,ons and can
lie to rest forever any nagging question as

,,
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fier. Amplifiers by Aloia handled the headroom necessary to truly mesmerize everyone wbp experienced this fantastic demonstration. As always Cardas Audio's wonderful Golden Reference speaker and
interconnect allowed every nuance of the
music to pow effortlessly. It all came
together with acommanding performance
by the Meridian 800 Reference CD/DVD
player and 861 Surround Controller. New
products stateside were the Fisch line filters arid power cords, the best in German
Stephen Davis has ben en audiophile since ho was 16
years old.

As the director el Sanibel Sound and Hi-fi

farm, Steve has been avaluable resource for customers
located across the United States. You can visit Sanibel
Sound or Nil farm online or give us acall at

wwwionibelsound.com

800-531-6886

wiNetilarm.com

800-752-4018
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engineering and quality.
Important News from HiFi Farm
Beginning June 1, 2002 we will display
and recommend this new technology as a
true reference upgrade for high fidelity
systems. In the very near future more
multi-channel demonstrations will be
scheduled, featuring the incredible software of AIX Records. At the CES 2003
show in Las Vegas we will again offer the
chance for anyone not familiar with this
technology to experience it first hand.
For the first time we were able to understand in detail the real differences in the
formats. With the assistance of Dr.
Waldrep, chief engineer of AIX and professor of Digital Media Arts at CSUDH,
even a non-audiophile understood why
DVD-Audio is asuperior method of storing and delivering audio. At last, there's a
label making new recordings that can actually benefit from the higher resolutions.
Let's face it, how many copies of Kind of
Blue do we really need?
Most of the discs being promoted on

Hin Farm

ular 5.1 Dolby Digital and DTS concert

by Aloia 1501 amplifiers, also gave the lisrecordings of some of my favorite artists.
tener insight into just how good this forThe Rolling Stones, The Eagles, and Bruce
mat can be. The amount of detail and
Springstein have all appeared with surresolve the Piega ribbon drivers recreate
round soundtracks, but something was
allow listeners to get really involved with
missing. These recordrecordings. With the
'..I've been on the fence
ings didn't make me
Meridian
800
between SAO and MID-Audio, Reference CD/DVD
feel like Iwas any closbut after hearing both at the
er to the real event than
Player
and
861
my properly setup twoSurround Controller,
show, there's really only one
channel system, a sysit was very evident
way to go...DU-Audio!"
tem Ihave enjoyed for
that
a high quality
Item K01111311, audiophile
many years. If anyplayback system, in
thing, some of these recordings gave me a
rather unrealistic impression of the actual
event, it seemed to me that the recording/mixing engineer had added too much
information to the rear channels. There has
been absolutely nothing Ihave heard on
these multi-channel formats that would
sway my opinion that these formats were
any more realistic than agood two-channel music system.
ENTER

MARK WALDREP,

PH.D.

use only afraction of the available fidelity.
Thankfully, AIX Records and afew others
are willing to deliver exciting new tracks.
As an audiophile and formerly ahardnosed two-channel guy, it only took one
great demonstration with truly great gear
to say so long to my old ways. Imay
always have a great two-channel system
but from this day forward it will also
include multi-channel capabilities.

2002 Home Entertainment Expo hosted by

2.0 to 5.1: Narrow Minded No Longer
As a long time music lover and audiophile, some might have classified me as
narrow-minded when it came to multichannel music. Sure, 5.1 surround sound is
great for watching movies and recreating a
theater experience in your living room,
especially with abig bowl of buttered popcorn, but for music, NO WAY!
As adevoted two-channel fanatic, Ihave
continually shunned the increasingly pop-

In summation, it is fair to say that Iam
NO LONGER NARROW MINDED when
it comes to multi-channel music although
will not abandon my beloved two-channel
system, Iwill enjoy the best of both worlds
from this day forward.
David Chism
IliFi Farm
HE 2002 Demo Equipment List:

After spending a week with Mark at the

Stephen Davis

conjunction with AIX's recordings, can
recreate an actual recording event without
any compromises.

AND FOUNDER OF AIX RECORDS...

both the SACD and DVD-Audio formats

Very Truly Converted,

Newswire

Stereophile magazine, my eyes (and ears)
have been opened to the full potential of
the DVD-Audio format. Finally, someone
who could explain in simple terms why
DVD-AudioNideo has the ability to excite
audiophiles. Not only did Dr. Waldrep
explain the format in depth, he was able to
demonstrate the full potential of this format. His recording philiosophy is focused
on capturing new music making at highresolution without any dynamics compression and with stereo miking techniques (he
has a doctoral degree in the subject!).
Most other labels are simply reselling 5.1
mixes of old masters that locked their limited dynamic range when they were first
captured. It may be unconventional but I
can attest to the incredible results...highresolution DVD-Audio playback in 5.1
surround brought the magic back into my
listening experience. The AIX Records
recordings were truly amazing to listen to!
The Piega P5 Ltd. Loudspeakers that the
music was being played back on, powered

WorldRadioHistory

5Piega P5 Ltd. Speakers (uses the
same Ribbon tweeter and midrange
and the acclaimed P10)
1Piega PSub 1(500 watt amplifier)
3Aloia 1501 Amplifiers (60 w/channel
w/inductive power supplies)
4Fisch 16-4-2 Power Bars (German
made —New to the US market)
6Fisch Performace 3Power Cords
(utilizes 3ferrite-core filters)
3Goldmund Lineal Digital Cables
(between DVD-A player and
surround controller)
Meridian 800 Reference DVD Player
Meridian 861 Surround Controller

DVD-Audio Recordings
AIX Records (www.abcrecords.com)
Hi-Res Music (www.hiresmusic.com)
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AIX Records: DVD-Audio Perspective

Record New Projects at High-Resolution

In case you haven't noticed there is a
rather aggressive debate going on between
those companies, engineers, producers and
artists that believe in DVD-Audio and
high-resolution PCM encoding and another group that is championing SACD and
DSD 1-bit conversion. Let me state right at
the outset of this article that Iam an advocate of high-resolution PCM and believe
that integrated DVD-AudioNideo software holds the greatest potential for delivering great recordings AND multimedia
extras to audiophiles and music consumers. Let me try to explain...

In order to take advantage of the
increased fidelity afforded by any new
audio format, record companies have to
make new recordings with that equipment.
Unfortunately, it is expensive and very
time consuming to create new products for
amarket that doesn't yet exist. The most
expedient way to quickly create acatalog
of new "high-resolution" releases is to
reach back into your archive and retransfer
older tracks in the new format. There
might be a5.1 mix involved but essentially consumers are only going to be able to
hear the fidelity that was locked in at the
time of the original recording. You get
everything that was there on the two-track
analog or digital master and it's definitely
an improvement over CDs, but stills falls
short of the full potential of either DSD or
PCM. AIX has recorded over 25 new projects at 96 kHz/24 bits, usingthe finest
high-resolution digital equipment.
By the way, Idefine high-resolution as
any recording done at 96 kHz with 24 bits.
The signal to noise ratio at 24 bits far
exceeds that possible with even the best
analog recording equipment...especially
for tapes that are from the 70's and 80's.

•

r •
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Making great records is a complex
process involving alot more than just first
rate equipment. An inexperienced engineer
with professional microphones, preamplifiers, recorders, mixers and mastering
equipment is not guaranteed a terrific
result. Every project, every genre of music
targeted for recording can be produced in a
wide variety of ways. The inclinations of
the producer/engineer come into play, of
course, but there are very real market conditions that affect the quality of arecorded
piece of music. The use of dynamics compressors, artificial reverberation and equalization are all tools that creative engineers
and musicians can use to create commercially viable recordings. However, they
can and do alter the fundamental "fidelity"
of a great musical performance. At AIX
Records, the goal is not necessarily to
"recreate" alive event but to use the best
available technology to enhance a listener's response to particular piece of music.
For the first time ever, the technology
exists to record and deliver music that
maintains all of its fidelity, clarity and definition...qualities that have previously been
impossible to capture because of inadequate recording equipment, software formats and consumer hardware.

Stereo Pairs and Alternate Mixes
Ihave been arecording engineer for well
over 20 years and have refined amethod of
capturing live instruments that employs
numerous stereo pairs of mikes. A portion
of my doctoral dissertation focused on
"binaural" recording and Icame to appreciate the reasons why humans have two
ears instead of one. Depth of field is
tremendously improved by recording in
this fashion. My projects use up to 24
tracks, 12 stereo pairs, to capture an entire
orchestra or small jazz ensemble.
The large number of tracks is required
because each AIX Records release has
multiple 5.1 mixes as well as astereo mix.
Many, maybe even most, audiophiles prefer their high-end stereo setups and would
like to listen to 96 kHz/24 bit source masters...on our all of our releases they can
play ahigh-resolution PCM stereo mix on
either aDVD-Audio or DVD-Video play-

Newswire

AIX Records Catalog Listing:
80005 Brahms Piano Quintet, Op. 34
Delores Stevens & Ives Quartet
80006 Beethoven 6& Respighi Pines
NJSO/Zdenek Maca!
80009 Piano, Bass & Drums, Jazz
Rushen, Oleskiewicz & Chancier
80011 The Latin Jazz Trio
Conte, Garfield & Carpenter
80010 The Paul Smith Trio, Jazz
Smith, DeJulio & Tull
80008 Nitty Gritty Surround
McEuen, Ibbotson & J Warnes
80013 Peppino D'Agostino, guitar
with Juan van Emmerloot, perc
80012 Zephyr: Voices Unbound
12 acappella voices
Coming DVD-Audio Recordings
81001 Stravinsky/Ravel -Firebini/Bolero
81002 Mozart -Symphonies 26 & 41
81003 Bach -Brandeburgs 3& 5
81004 Haydn -Piano Trios
81005 Marcella, Handel & Vivaldi
81006 Scarlatti/Beethoven -WW5
available online at
www.aixrecords.com
et. The 5.1 mixes are split between "audience" and "stage" perspectives. As amusician myself, I like being close to the
sound. For others the best seat in the house
is optimal. As far as Iknow, AIX Records
is the only label to provide different mixing perspectives-. It takes more work and
maybe someday aconsensus will emerge,
but for now MX customers have the
choice of alternate mixes.
And Complete Video Too!
Because AIX is dedicated to making only
new recordings, we can easily bring video
cameras in to the concert hall during the
recording process. Our titles let you
choose between multiple camera angles,
view interviews and photo galleries, and
hundreds of other screens playable on all
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DVD-Video players. Prior to purchasing a make a quantum leap forward in quality
DVD-Audio players, customers can hear
and overall enjoyment. Audiophiles will
96 kHz/24 bits in stereo, an "audience" 5.1
have more choices in the coming months
in Dolby Digital, and
and years than ever
"I prefer the sound of DVD"stage"
5.1
using
before. We'll get to

Audio...for me, it is more emo- choose between forDTS. The DVD-Video
tionally involving. Only DVDside is on one side of
mats, encoding meththe disc and the DVDAudio has ever brought atear ods, speaker number
Audio materials are on
and placement, mixing
to my eye..."
the other side. We're
perspective
and
a
Ruben Rooky, audiophile
trying to provide the
whole host of things
best possible audio experience and make
that haven't yet been imagined. For examour products immediately compatible with
ple, Tomlinson Holman of TMH Labs is
home theaters.
promoting 10.2 as the next speaker configOnly DVD-Audio Will Do...
Our production and delivery requirements can only be met by the DVD specification. From the need for multi-channel
recording decks in order to handle lots of
stereo pairs of microphones to acomplete
high-resolution digital signal path, PCM
and DVD-Audio are the only choices for
me. There are over 60 million DVD players in the world and every one of them can
play the high-resolution audio tracks found
on our discs.
Ihave read the papers regarding socalled 1-bit conversion and understand the
properties of both recording systems. For
me it's simple. The tracks that Ihave captured at 96 Khz/24 bits and mixed in stereo
and 5.1 channel surround sound present
music full of dynamics and without coloration. Others may prefer the sound of
analog tape; it's really amatter of personal
taste. But to my ears, PCM done right
makes the music that Irecord come to
life...and after all is said about this algorithm or that method, the music is what
counts. Take alisten and see if you agree.

uration...I've heard it and it sounds prett
amazing!
But what should we purchase and when
do we purchase it? Moving from ahighend stereo system to an equivalent 5.1
channel surround system can be a major
investment. The cost of amplification and
processing go up as well. And to top it off
most high end components come in pair
not in quintuples. There is an unmistakable
drift towards multi-channel recordings and
playback. It's happening in the equipment
that Iuse in my studio and it's happening
at home too. Get ready. Make room for a
pair of left and right rear speakers. Visitors
to the HE 2002 show were treated to some
of the best playback equipment in the
world. We were extremely grateful to have
the Meridian 800 and 861 DVD equipment
made available to us for the playback of
our AIX Records. The total package of
equipment from line filters and conditioners, cables, amplifiers and speakers need
to be carefully spec'd and setup. The
expertise of home theaters installers aren't

Mark Waldrep, Ph.D.
mwaldrep@aixrecords.com

always the best fit when it comes to audio.
I've been in home theaters that have the
rear speakers in the wrong place!
In the final analysis, the introduction of
real high-resolution software and 5.1 channel surround sound offer musicians, pro-

New Directions for aNew Format

ducers, engineers and audiophiles more
options when it comes to creating and lis-

The emergence of anew audio delivery
format requires audiophiles to do their
homework and learn everything they can
about these new formats. As an educator,
writer, presenter and evangelist for DVDAudio, Ibelieve that audio is about to

tening to music. I'm betting that once
you've heard what can be done with this
new technology that you'll be convinced.
Drop me aline and let me know.
Mark Waldrep, Ph.D.
mwaldrep@aixrecords.com
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HiFi Farm has long been dedicated
to providing the world's finest high
end audio for its customers. Today
we continue in that pursuit by offering you these fine products:
Aloia
Atacama
Atlantis
Audio Magic
Audiomeca
Audiocarpet
AVM
B&K
Bedini
Billy Bags
Bright Star
Cardas
Creek
DH Labs
Dodson
Dunlavy
Enacom
Fisch
Golden Sound
Goldmund
Grado
Gutwire
Joule Electra
Lamm
Magnum Dynalab
MIT
Music Hall
Nordost
Oracle
Piega
Roksan
Sennheiser
Seleco
Sound Anchor
Sovtek
Spendor
TAG
Vampire Wire
Vansevers
VP'
Wolcott
HiFi Farms: Serving Audiophiles for
over 20 years! Now recommending
DVD-Audio!
800-752-4018
540-721-1313 fax
www.hififarm.com
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10% of your audio purchases
in August can be donated
to humanitarian
relief efforts.
In 2002, more than ever, natural
and man-made disasters continue
to afflict developing countries, and
are seriously taxing the resources
of disaster relief organizations.
For one month each year
the Cable Company,
with the cooperation of
our participating vendors,
makes it possible for you to
combine your passion for
music with apassion for life.

All during August, make your best deal, then The Cable Company will contribute
5% of all of your purchases to CARE and to the International Rescue Committee.
We are grateful to the underwriters below who will snatch this 5% contribution for your
purchases of their products from The Cable Company (and UsedCable.com).
Underwriters:
The Cable Company
UsedCable.com
Acoustic Zen Technologies
Analysis Plus
Arcici
Audience
Audio Desk Systeme
Audio Magic
Audioprism

Audioquest
Aural Symphonics/Univocal
Camelot Technology
Cardas Audio
Echo Busters
Furutech
Golden Sound
GRADO Laboratories
Harmonic Technology
HAVE Sound 8. Video
Hovland Company

Immedia
JPS Labs
Kimber Kable
The Lost Factory
Magnan Cable
May Audio
Nirvana Audio
Nitty Gritty
Nordost Corporation
Polycrystal
Purist Audio Design

Shokti Innovations
Signal Guard
Siltech America
Shunyata Research
Sound Anchors
Straight Wire
Symposium Acoustics
Synergistic Research
Van Den Hul
Walker Audio
Wireworld

WorldRadioHistory

CARE

IRC

The Cable Company
125 Union Square, New Hope 18938 USA
Toll-Free: 800-FATWYRE (328-9973)
Telephone: 215-862-4870 •Fax: 215-862-4871
Visit our website at www.fatwyre.com
Email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com
Hours of operation: Mon.-Fri. 10am -6pm
Sat. Ilam -5pm •Eastern Time
Thanks to Stereophile and The Absolute Sound
for their advertising support.
Ad design courtesy of Michael Stumpf &Associates.
Pre-press services courtesy of Digital House.

Follow-Up
Robert
Avantgarde Uno Series 3.0
loudspeaker
Tune sure flies when you're having fun.
Seems like yesterday, but it was about
two years ago that I received the
Avantgarde Uno Series 2.0 loudspeakers for review.' Readers familiar with
that review (September 2000, or
www.stereophile.com.showarchives.
cgi?287) may recall that I liked the
speakers so much that Idecided to buy
them, my stated intention being to keep
my long-term reference Dunlavy SCIV/As in my dedicated listening-room
system, and to set up the Avantgardes in
aseparate system in the living room.
However, as Ithought more about it,
Irealized that this was not agood plan.
The Avantgardes look anything but unobtrusive, and having asystem in the
living room plus another in the main listening room upstairs, not to mention
the home-theater system in the basement, would have made our house
seem like one of those home-based
audio dealerships. Forced to choose, I
reluctantly said goodbye to the SCIV/As — speakers that I still hold in
high regard — and the Unos stayed in
the listening room. Although the Unos'
high sensitivity and the fact that they
incorporate a powered subwoofer
makes them less than ideal for reviewing purposes — they're not much good
for evaluating 200Wpc amplifiers — I
wasn't willing to give up the sense of
dynamic "aliveness" that these speakers
are able to communicate. I've heard
some exceedingly fine-sounding speakers in the past two years, but nothing
that would make me think seriously
about getting rid of the Unos.2
And now Avantgarde's Series 3.0
Uno has made its appearance. According to Jim Smith, president of

1 Avantgarde Acoustic Lautsprechemsteme GmbH,
Nibelungenstrasse 349,64686 LauterW•, Germany. Tel:
(49) 6254-306-100. Fax: (49) 6254-306-109. Web:
www.avantgarde-acoustic.de. US distributor: Avantgarde-USA, 6445 Calamar Drive, Cumming, GA
30040. Tel: (800) 944-9537, (770) 777-2095. Fax: (770)
777-2108. Web: wwwavantgarde-usa.com.
2 Ihave been tempted by Avantgarde's Duo (which,
with the Trio, has also been upgraded to Series 3.0 status), but I'm afraid that its larger midrange horn might
not be as good amatch with my 14 by 16' by 7.5' listening room.

Stereophile, August 2002

Deutsch

Avantgarde Uno Series 3.0 loudspeaker

Avantgarde-USA, the changes are evolutionary, refining the design rather
than changing it in any fundamental
way. The tweeter and midrange horn
drivers are the same as before, but the
SUB 225 subwoofer has been reworked, and the internal wiring (and
the external jumpers providing connections from the midrange to the tweeter
and the subwoofer) and the connectors
have been changed. The SUB 225's 10"
drivers now have butyl rubber rather
than urethane foam surrounds, and the
subwoofer amplifier has a new input
board that features better resistance to
RFI/EMI, higher sensitivity, and now
has line-level (balanced and unbalanced) as well as speaker-level inputs.
All binding posts have been changed
from WBTs to what Avantgarde daims
are better-sounding Cardas rhodiumplated connectors, and the internal
wiring and jumpers are from Cardas.
(Casey McKee, Avantgarde-USA's
national sales manager, told me that he
spent three weeks auditioning cables
before selecting this one.)
WorldRadioHistory

The Series 3.0 Uno is available only in
the markets served by Avantgarde-USA:
North and Central America. The Unos
sold elsewhere are all Series 2.0s, albeit
with the improvements to the subwoofer incorporated. The price of the
Uno has risen from $10,970-$12,970
(depending on the finish of the horns
and subwoofer) to $11,970-$13,970. Kits
to upgrade from Series 2.0 to Series 3.0
will be available in late summer.
With McICee's help (these speakers
are heavy!), Iset up anew pair of Uno
3.0s in my listening room as dose as possible to the positions of the speakers they
replaced. After compensating for the
new subwoofer amp's higher sensitivity, I
set the crossover point and subwoofer
level to be the same as the Series 2.0s'.
The amplifiers were Air Tight ATM-211
monoblodcs (review to come); speaker
cables were the same Nordost Valhallas
rd used with the 2.0s.
When I'd received the original Uno
2.0s, I'd initially set them up in acasual
way in the living room, with associated
equipment that Ihappened to have on
93

Whut's Up Wit Dot?
By now you may hove heard about the incredible, amazing HeadRoom BlockHead Headphone Amp- the world's first (and only)
fully balanced, mono-block headphone amp. The sound of the BlockHead is truly Adam's apple-wobblingly phenomenal. Problem
is, to own this amp you've got to have abalanced source, customized Sennheiser HD600 or Grado RS-1 headphones, and apretty
good-sized wallet. Which begs the question: "Whut's up wit dot?" (In other words, what if you can't/won't go whole hog on the
BlockHead?)

The Max
We're glad you asked. First there's the Max, which is basically the
single-ended version of the BlockHead. It's built using the same
ports—just half as many. It's clean, clear, and articulate; available
with an optional stepped ottenuator ($288); and works with any of
your favorite headphones (although we feel the Sennheiser HD600
with acable upgrade sound the best). In the real (non-BlockHead)
world, this is the benchmark headphone amp for most audiophiles.
$1599

The MaxecJ Out Home

(Kt HecetRooto Moon! Out Home lieoclphone %peeler

Then there's the Maxed Out Home, which is our attempt at lowering the price of
the Max without adetectable difference in sound quality. Truth be told, there is a
difference, but you'll need a $6000 CD player to hear it. So going with the Maxed
Out Home saves you a whole lot of dough—both on the amp and the $6000 CD
player! The main differences in terms of parts are that the Maxed Out Home uses our
Premium Electronics Module instead of the Reference Module found in the Max (which means the less important resistors are a
bit cheaper and the ports aren't matched as meticulously), and the two mains transformers aren't quite as high in quality. Plus you
save a lot of money by not having the massively-cool machined front and back panels of the Max. (Don't worry—if you ever get
jealous of the Max, you can upgrade your Maxed Out Home to our Reference Module, $429). Maxed Out Home, $999 Reference
Maxed Out Home, $1149

The Cosmic
Finally, if you're like us and love getting an audiophile quality headphone experience on the road,
there's the Cosmic amp and Traveler Bag. The Cosmic uses the some
electronics as the Maxed Out Home in aportable enclosure, so it sounds
great on the road while also being perfectly comfortable snuggled up
next to the big rig at home. For a real treat, you can also upgrade your
Cosmic with the Base Station One power supply and Reference Electronics. (Speaking of upgrading, if you've got an old HeadRoom amp, you can
The HeadRoom Traveler bag
is indispensable for your
stereo on the rood.

have us upgrade the Electronics Module for state-of-the-art performance,
$429.) Cosmic- $699 Base Station One- $299 Reference Cosmic- 849$

If you want to hear these amps, and lots

0+0
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HeadRoom

more, come visit us on our "World of
Headphones Tour", coming this month

Z..
•

and next, to acity near you. Check it
HeadRoom Corporation 521 East Peach Street Bozeman 'MT 59715
toll free in US & Canada 800.828.8184 outside US 406.587.9466WorldRadioHistory
Fax 406.587.9484

out at http://www.headphone.com/
worldofheodphones

.... .

Follow-Up
hand. Iplayed this system for a few
weeks before moving the speakers to the
upstairs listening room, but didn't pay
much attention to apossible break-in
effect while the speakers were in the living room, and by the time I'd moved
them upstairs, any break-in period had
probably passed —I noticed very little
change in the speakers' sound with continued use.
This time, the situation was more optimal for identifying apossible break-in
phenomenon, and, indeed, the sound of
the speakers improved considerably over
those first three weeks. (I played the Uno
3.0s every day for several hours, and left
them playing at high level when no one
was at home.) They became smoother,
more delicate in the upper midrange and
treble. Comparing the performance of
the broken-in 3.0s with the 2.0s, Inoted
three areas of improvement.
First, the bass was deane4 better integrated with the rest of the range, and
seemed slightly more extended. The organ
Dubois' Sept Paroles du Christ
Fidelio FACD008, amusically and technically superb recording that Ipicked up
at the Montreal Festival Son & Image, and
available from www.fidelioaudio.com)
shook the room more convincingly and

was more clearly delineated than with
the Series 2.0s. Some of these improvements could have been due to amore
optimal physical setup: Casey McKee
and Itried to place the 3.0s in the same
positions as the 2.0s, but sometimes a
small difference in speaker placement
can have asignificant sonic effect, and it's
possible that the adjustment of the spikes
for the new speakers may have been
more optimal, producing better coupling
to the floor. My guess is that, putting
aside the possible role of minor setup differences, the improvements in the bass
were at least partly a function of the
changes in the subwoofer amplifier, driver surround, and connectors and cables.
The second improvement was in subwoofer noise level. With the 2.0s, when
Iwalked into the listening room with
the main amplifiers turned off but the
subwoofer amplifiers on, Icould hear a
bit of buzz or hum coming from the
subwoofers. There was still some noise
apparent with the 3.0s under the same
conditions, but it was much subdued; if
Iconcentrated, Icould just hear it from
the listening seat. With aspeaker as sensitive as the Uno, noise from associated
electronics and ground loops remains
potentially problematic, but at least the

AUDIO NEXUS

Series 3.0's revised amplifier module reduces the subwoofer's contribution to
this sort of problem.
The third area of improvement was
more subtle but, for me, even more
important: enhanced transparency
throughout the midrange and treble.
The Uno 2.0's level of transparency
was already excellent, so Ididn't anticipate any improvement in this area, but
as Ikept listening to the 3.0s Ihad a
persistent feeling that Iwas hearing
more of what was on the recording and
less "speaker sound." There was no
obvious change in tonal balance — no
added brightness or "presence rise" in
the frequency response —just agreater
sense that the sound was that of real
musical instruments and voices, not an
electromechanical contrivance. Since
the Uno's midrange driver and tweeter
have not been changed, this improvement must be afunction of the
new connectors and wiring.
The Avantgarde Uno Series 2.0 was
rated Class A in the last "Recommended
Components" (April 2002), and was
named Joint Loudspeaker of the Year for
2000. Now, with the Series 3.0 improvements, this excellent speaker has been
made even better.

STEREO COMPONENTS
THAT HONOR MUSIC

P
from world-famous audio/video manufacturers over the Internet. More

lease visit our Online Seminar Series and listen to lectures and interviews

information is available at httn://wmv.audionexus.com/online.shtml

BRYSTON Want great, yet affordable electronics? They offer afull line of
power amps, preamps, and integrated amps, including the 9BST 5-channel
amp and the SP-1.7 theater processor. Many are critically-acclaimed, and all
have an unmatched, 20-year warranty.
CONRAD JOHNSON Beautifully-built and gorgeous sounding, the
electronics from this company have always emphasized the highest
performance for your audio dollar. Give us acall to audition any of their fine
products, and you'll soon understand what the term "musical" really means.

AUDIO PHYSIC Beautiful European craftsmanship and exquisitely clear
and detailed sound make these the most affordable "Class A" speakers you
will ever hear. The new Tempo Illi, Virgo Ill and Yara are now available.
AUDIO RESEARCH Let's just say that Audio Research has been around
practically forever and has been one of the major creative forces in the
never ending search for sonic perfection. They have acomplete line of
vacuum tube products as well as aselection of solid state units. Their latest
products are the very affordable VS-55 tube amp at $2495 and the SP-I6
preamp at $1995. Now you, too, can afford Audio Research!

KIMBER !CABLE Always known for great sounding cables at affordable
prices, now they have the best cables in the world at any price. Come hear
the Kimber Select series, and prepare to be stunned!

BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY In record time, their tube and
solid state designs have established BAT as aleader in high-end electronic
design. Now all their marvelous tube products are available as Signature
Editions which use the fabulous 6H30 supertube and bring unprecedented
excitement and clarity to your music. Their latest offerings are three incredible
solid state and hybrid integrated amps, the VK300X series, with 150
watt/channel outputs.

REVEL It's so hard to find speakers which are both musical and accurate,
but Revel excels in both areas. They have bookshelf, floor-standing, center
channel, subwoofer, and surround models for building either an audio or
home theater system. Their sound is spacious, dynamic, and powerful, and
the reviews have been great. Come discover them for yourself.
VANDERSTEEN Legendary speakers with arich tonal balance that
presents music with stunning beauty. Their flagship Model 5will engulf you
in abreathtaking, musical experience. Doing home theater! The VCC- I
center channel and VSM-I surrounds bring true quality to surround sound.

ARCAM •Audioquest •Audio Research •Audio Physic •Balanced Audio Technology •Basis •Benz •Black Diamond •Bryston •Chang
Lightspeed •Conrad Johnson •Enlightened Audio Designs •Eminent Technology •Fanfare •Goldring •Graham •Grado •Jamo •JM Lab
Kimber Kable •Lehmann •Lyra •Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Meadowlark •NAD •Ndes Audio •Nitty Gritty •Pro-Ject
PSB •Richard Gray's Power Co. •Revel •Rogue •Rotel •Runco •Salamander •Simaudio •SME •Source Components
Stewart Screens •Sumiko •System Audio •Tannoy •Vandersteen •VPI

0 Trade-ins Accepted
Consultations 0
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!
33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901—We Ship Anywhere 908-277-0333

Stereophiie, August 2002
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The world's LARGEST supplier of audiophile recordings

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS'"

MANLEY
[LABOR U ORIFS,

Acoustic Sounds has been your premier
supplier of audiophile recordings for almost 20 years.
What you may not realize is that we also offer the world's
finest audio components and accessories. We have selected
products from established companies based on exceptional
performance, reliability and value; components that we believe
in and would actually want to use in our own systems. By
calling Acoustic Sounds you benefit from our two decades of
experience in the specialty audio industry. We know what
components work together and what combinations may not
provide the ideal sonic match. Our knowledge is your assurance that you will make the
most-informed decision when it comes to
your audio purchase.

You've got to
check out these new
PURE TUBE pieces
from MANLEY LABS. 1
1
e • E7,D

To start a system from scratch or
to maximize the performance of
equipment that you currently own, call Richard, our
audio equipment specialist, at 1-800-716-3553.

The brand new Shrimp and Snapper are
what high-performance audio is all about.
In the grand tradition of the dassic tube

Acous Teeh

ILE

e,

TRONICS

One of the best buys in high-end audio

companies of yore, Manley Labs winds their

just got better

plates and chassis and hand-calibrates each

own transformers, machines their own face-

The AcousTech PH-1 Phono

piece before it leaves the factory. Hear why

Stage continues to receive

many satisfied owners have commented that

accolades from both

Manley Labs provides the musicality and

audio reviewers and our

midrange of revered tube designs with the

customers. Its high-quality
parts selection and refined
circuit design by legendary
audio engineer Ron

transparency and frequency extension of solidstate. Give us acall to find out which Manley
Labs component is right for your system.

Sutherland give it an edge over competing designs; even those costing much
more. We have commissioned Sutherland to do apremium version that
builds upon the sonic virtues of the original model. The new PH1-Premium
has hand-soldered, hand-matched parts and gold-plated circuit boards that
produce even better sound. The new PH-1P will be available in limited
quantities and is introductory priced at $1,350 (thru September 2002).
WorldRadioHistory

Want to sell your collection?
We buy audiophile LPs &CDs, especially those
from labels like Mobile Fidelity Sound Labs,
DCC, Nautilus and Japanese Pressings.

Call 1-800-716-3553

now offers the BEST in AUDIO EQUIPMENT &ACCESSORIES

Philips SACD-1000 Reference Level Multichannel
SACD Player

PHILIPS

NOW ONLY
$999.99
HALF-OFF THE ORIGINAL RETAIL
The Philips flagship SACO player is the best that we have auditioned. It is truly a"one-box" solution for your
digital playback needs. In addition to its sumptuous Multichannel SACD playback, it will also read CD-R and CD-RW
discs. It also functions as ahigh-performance DVD player for those so inclined. Everything about this player is first
rate from the aluminum chassis, advanced power supply and high-quality analog output stage. It also includes an
IEC-type power input that is compatible with specialty power cables for even better performance. This special player
from Philips redefines high-resolution digital playback and is asupreme musical performer.

Brand new
Aries Scout
in stock!

Pei

VPI is an American Institution. Owners
Harry and Shelia Weisfeld have been

quietly refining their world-class turntables and analog
accessories for over 20 years. The culmination of this
two-decades plus experience can be found in the new
Scout. It includes the just released JMW-9 tonearm, isolated motor drive and integral record clamp: and all
for $1,500. All of the VPI hallmarks can be found
in the Scout — smoothness, lack of grain and
voluminous soundstage This level of build
quality and sonic refinement was simply not possible at this price until now. For a limited time receive
free UPS shipping with the mention of this ad.

.44
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To order, or for aFREE catalorbàj
call

v.

t7e
». -1

1-800-716-3553

or order online at

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS'e-

www. a
co ust cso unds .
co m

PO Box
1905 • Sal•ina
67402
1905 USA
PH 785-825-8609
FAXKS
785
825 0156
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Drive mechanism as used in $3500 CD
players — compatible with CDR/CDR-W

Output voltage adjustable from 0.7v to
5v for perfect system matching

+Digital Transformer for true 75 ohm
co-axial out, allowing use as atransport

Relay based muting circuit as found in
$5000 CD players

Output stage built in Holland to ISO 9001
standards allows easy plug in of
upsampler and other future upgrades

Heavy duty dual voltage secondary power
transformer

Supercrystal "clock" for super low jitter
Two 6922 Philips Mil Spec tubes in quality
sockets allows tube changes
Dual mono low noise Burr Brown Op-Amps
for low output impedance
t

Premium Wirno caps as used in CD players
costing $4000
30,000 UF of filter capacitance — more
than most any player at any price!

Dual voltage oversize Toroidal transformer
for lowest hum
AC Noise Killer eliminates hash/noise
Includes remote with digital volume control
for convenience

;J:();/..J;r.,LlubuudIu.m.u.s

"The Njoe Tjoeb represents afantastic bargain — oclear 100
on our value for the money scale."
— Dick Olsher, Enjoythemusic.com U.S.A.
"This is truly aDutch delight with an amazing
price/performance ratio." — Neville Roberts, HiFi World England

iLfd
,

"From low level details, to transients, to decays of notes, the
'Aloe Tjoeb matched or bettered the Arcam in every way."
— Scott Faller, TNT Audio Italy
Rated 4.87 out of 5stars, with more than 67 reviews at
www.audioreview.com

J

Upsampler for Njoe Tjoeb
Swiss digital engineering
Plugs in at any time

J

UUPSCALE

www.upscaleaudio.corn

AUDIO
rare tubes • highest fidelity

2504 Spring Terrace •Upland, CA 91 784
WorldRadioHistory
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Building

a Library
Robert

Baird

Bluegrass

W

ho could have predicted,
when actor George Clooney opened his mouth
and began lip-syncing "I Am aMan
of Constant Sorrow" in the film 0
Brother, Where Art Thou?, that it would
spark anew bluegrass boom? It says
much about the genuineness of
bluegrass music that, every once in a
while — usually when other musical
genres have slumped or gone plastic,
as they have today — fiddles, banjos,
and high vocal harmonies suddenly
roar back into style. Today, on the
heels of the Coen Brothers' frenetic
and fanciful retelling of Homer's
Odyssey, bluegrass is again experiencing
acomeback.
Bluegrass, an odd amalgam of Celtic
fiddle tunes and primitive modal
singing, is riddled with contradictions.
Despite popular myth, not all of its performers have hailed from the hills of
Appalachia. Bill Monroe, the father of
bluegrass, came from Rosine in western
Kentucky. Clarence White, one of its
most brilliant performers was born in
Maine. Defiantly acoustic, bluegrass's
signature harmony singing is entirely dependent on congregating around asingle
microphone. Further, it's aconcert music
whose best-known tunes are made for
dancing. Bluegrass festivals prohibit
boomboxes and drugs, yet in the 1960s,
and now in 2002, they've become adestination for groovy, jam-band stoners. In
the end, amusic commonly thought of
as parochial is actually very inclusive and
hard to define.
"Virtuoso performance on acoustic instruments, high-pitched, fast-paced harmony singing, and predictable lyrics are
combined in amusic that is notable for
its attention to execution and form,"
notes Neil V. Rosenberg in his Bluegrass:
A History (University of Illinois, 1985,
Urbana). "Those who come to bluegrass
from outside its original cultural context
frequently compare it to baroque classical
music or jazz. Most bluegrass songs are
so conventionalized, with music following consistent patterns of rhythm and
chord structure, that it is easy for casual
acquaintances to play it together extemporaneously in jazz-like jam sessions."
Stereophite, August 2002

It's the term `jam" that explains another part of why bluegrass is again popular. In apredictable adoption, Grateful
Dead fans (a band that always prided
itself on turning its fans on to bluegrass,
whether or not it was true: it wasn't)
have, since leader Jerry Garcia's death,
morphed into fans of Phish and other
jam bands. Although they usually commit the cardinal sin of bluegrass — use
of drums — some of these bands, most
notably String Cheese Incident and
Leftover Salmon, have adopted many of
the sounds and styles of bluegrass as the
basis for their jammy music.
But it took amember of Alison Krauss's
backup band and George Clooney's
pomade-crowned puss to set the bluegrass
cause newly afire. The soundtrack record
itself (Mercury 088 170-069-2), produced
by T Bone Burnett, is acanny mix that
combines remastered 78s (Harry McClintodes "Big Rock Candy Mountain,"
James Carter & the Prisoners' "Po Lazarus") with stunning new recordings of
1930s mountain and rural music classics
like Gov. Jimmie Davis' Tou Are My
Sunshine" (here reprised by Norman
Blake), the eerie traditional holler "0
Death" (by septuagenarian Ralph Stanley),
and, of course, "I Am aMan of Constant
Sorrow," sung by Dan Kaminski of Union
Station, ICrauss's band.
Even better than the original soundtrack, and also produced by Burnett, is
Down from the Mountain (Lost Highway
088 170 221-2), which documents the
concert tour spawned by the documentary film of the same title. Recorded
live in Nashville's Ryman Auditorium
WorldRadioHistory

in May 2000, the album features
Alison Krauss and Union Station,
Gillian Welch and David Rawlings,
the Fairfield Four, Emmylou Harris,
and others. The songs are different
from what appears on the film
soundtrack and include some
knockout performances, such as the
upbeat "Will There Be Any Stars in
My Crown" (The Whites) and the
funky "John Law Burned Down the
Liquor Sto' "(Chris Thomas King
and Colin Linden).
In the wake of the incredible success of 0 Brother, (5 million sold) and
spurred on by the music industry's
increasingly desperate need for something, anything, to sell —not to mention
the cherished Hollywood-bred business
principle of "If it works, pile on" —it's
only natural that the market would suddenly be flooded by bluegrass records of
all kinds. This edition of "Building a
Library" is meant to serve as aprimer
with which the listener can navigate the
torrent of bluegrass releases that have
deluged the market since just before the
release cif 0 Brother.
No album in the entire history of bluegrass better showcases instrumental virtuosity than the recently reissued landmark
1971 West Coast hippies-meet-Nashville
bluegrass masters session, Will the Cirde Be
Unbroken (Capitol 5-35148-2). In six days
and with a budget of $22,000 from
United Artists Records, members of The
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band (John McEuen,
Jim Ibbotson, Jeff Hanna, Les Thompson,
and Jinunie Fadden) were joined by
guests Earl Scruggs, Doc Watson, Junior
Huskey, Merle Travis, Jimmy Martin,
Vassar Clements, Mother Maybelle
Carte4 and even Roy Acuff himself. Together, they made history, and one of the
finest bluegrass sessions ever recorded live
at 30ips to two-track tape. It was released
in 1972 as an unheard-of for non-rock
three-LP set.
One of the keys to Circles success was
the fact that producer Bill McEuen
(John's brother) just let the tape roll, in
the process catching studio chatter before
and after the takes. It gave the resultant
album a"you-were-there" feel that complements the down-home nature of the
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WEARE SERIOUS ABOUT MUSIC
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TO PROVE OUR POINT
WE CARRY MORE WORLD CLASS

%A>

AUDIO EQUIPMENT THAN
ANY OTHER DEALER IN THE COUNTRY
WE OFFER ONLY MUSIC SYSTEMS

JUST PURE BEAUTIFULLY REPRODUCED MUSIC
THE TRUEST WAY POSSIBLE
TWO CHANNEL AUDIO
FOR THE BEST ADVICE ON ASSEMBLING
A SYSTEM TO REPRODUCE MUSIC
DON'T DEPEND ON A HOME THEATER SPECIALIST
YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF TO VISIT
THE ULTIMATE AUDIO DEALERSHIP
DAVID LEWIS AUDIO
THE FINEST IN HIGH END AUDIO

FOR 2002 WE HAVE ADDED OVER 15 NEW LINES
MUSIC SYSTEMS FROM $3500. TO OVER $200,000.
•ACCUPHASE
•ACOUSTIC ENERGY
•AIR TIGHT
•ALON
•AMAZON
•ARCAM
•ART AUDIO
•ATLANTIS
•AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
•AUDIO PHYSIC
•AUDIO VALVE
•AYRE
•BASIS
•BAT
•BELLES

•BENZ MICRO
•BILLY BAGS
•BURMESTER
•CREEK
•DCS
•DYNAVECTOR
•EAR
•EGGLESTON
•FANFARE FM
•GAMUT
•GRADO
•GRAHAM
•HALCRO
•HERRON
•HOVLAND

•REF
•KIMBER KABLE
•KLYNE
•KOETSU
•LAMM
•LEGEND
•LYRA
•MAGNUM DYNALAB
•MARSH
•MBL
•MONITOR AUDIO
•MONTANA
•MORCH
•MUSIC HALL
•NAGRA

•NITTY GRITTY
•NORDOST
•ORACLE
•PASS LABS
•PIEGA
•PLATEAU
•PLINIUS
• PROAC
•QUAD
•QUICKSILVER
•REGA
•REL
•RUARK
•SALAMANDER
•SHUNYATA

•SIL EON
•SME
•SOULOQUY
•SPENDOR
•SYNERGISITIC
•TENOR
•THULE
•TRANSROTOR
•VAC
•VAN DEN HUL
•VERITY
•VPI
•WASATCH
•YBA
•ZOETHECUS

David Lewis Audio LTD
8010 Bustleton Avenue •Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802

(215) 725-4080 •Fax: (215) 725-4495
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sessions and the music
itself. It also gave ahint of the chemistry
that developed in the studio between the
longhaired Dirt Band, who mostly stay in
the background, and stars like Doc
Watson, whose chatter preceding "Tennessee Stud," one of the album's finest
cuts, is priceless. Ditto Maybelle Carter
thinking out loud before singing her
brother-in-law A.P. Carter's standard
"Keep on the Sunny Side."
This set ranks as one of the most comprehensive and affecting compendiums
of American music ever recorded. The
CD reissue, much improved by 24-bit
remastering, features the original 37
tracks as well as two previously unreleased songs, Foggy Mountain Breakdown" and "Remember Me," and two
tracks of extended studio chatter.
Long before the Coen Brothers' film
brought bluegrass to the attention of the
general public, the bluegrass promontory was ruled by one consummate talent:
the angelic, feathery voice and fleet fiddle of Alison Krauss. ICrauss's talent has
transcended her original genre to the
point that she is no longer just abluegrass performer but is — like Patsy
Cline, who began in country music —
an undeniably great talent by any criterion. Krauss's latest album, which now
carries the banner "FEATURING DAN
ICAMINSKI," is New Favorite (Rounder
Stereophile,

August 2002

11661-0495-2). While on it she
continues to move away from
bluegrass toward more mainstream (read: crossover) contemporary folk, her voice
remains an incredible instrument, and her commitment to
bluegrass forms and methods is
unshakable — as evidenced by
her playing fiddle on and
singing the hardest vocal part in
any bluegrass tune, the high
baritone harmony (to Kaminski's tenor lead) on "The
Boy Who Wouldn't Hoe
Corn." Three Krauss titles have
recently been reissued on
Rounder SACDs: Now That I've
Found You: A Collection (SACD 116610325-6), Forget About It (SACD 116610465-6), and New Favorite (SACD
11661-0495-6).
The biggest "naine" artist to record
bluegrass in the last several years is Dolly
Parton, who — in a surprising yet remarkably organic turn that makes perfect
sense once you hear the records —has
recorded atrio of bluegrass albums. One
of 12 children raised in poverty in Locust
Ridge, Tennessee, Parton was performing on The Cas Walker Farm and Home
Hour radio show in Knoxville by the age
of 10. A songwriter who's penned such
classics as "Coat of Many Colors," "To
Daddy," and "I Will Always Love You"
(later a smash for Whitney Houston),
Parton went on to superstardom as a
singer and actress.
In 1998, Parton signed with independent label Sugar Hill and subsequently
released her first bluegrass album, The
Grass is Blue (SUG-CD-3900), atour de
force by any standard. Parton managed
to have it both ways: with songs by
Hazel Dickens, Lester Flatt, and Ira and
Charlie Louvin (a scorching rendition of
"Cash on the Barrelhead"), The Grass is
Blue was accomplished and authentic
enough to please discriminating bluegrass fans. At the same time, opening as
it did with abreezy cover of Billy Joel's

AUDIONIDEO
CABLES
& MORE
DC N'T PAY
EXORBITANT PRICES
!FOR TOP QUALITY!
We carry L A T International cables
who are continually gaining recognition
for the highest performance to price
ratio of any wire and cable company.
Customers tell us LA T Intl cables are
sonically equal to (or better than) any of
the competition and at afraction of their
prices. We offer a 45 day money back
guarantee. Also, ask for literature that
demystifies wire & cable technology.
& MORE

COMPONENTS
CD Players, DVD Players
Amps, Pre-amps, integrated amps
Line conditioners
Phono Cartridges &Turntables
Speakers & Component stands
& MORE

HOME THEATER
Video & Audio wire and cable
DVD players
Speakers & Component stands
Line Conditioners
& MORE

ACCESSORIES
Send for afree complete catalog of all
our AudioNideo products that also
includes wire and cable demystifying
literature, or Phone 800 321 2108 24
hours per day. Fax 856 428 1832 or email latinternational@erols.com or for
details on L A T International wire and
cable, visit www.latinternational.com

AUDIO/VIDEO CABLES AND MORE
317 PROVINCETOWN ROAD CHERRY HILL NJ 08034
AudioNideo Cable and More is the mail order outlet and
subsidiary of L A T International Enterprises Inc.
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How to turn a$10,000 investment
into a$40,000 system!

People are unique. As much as we may seem alike superficially, our
tastes, moods and styles vary as do the sands in the desert.
That's why the cookie-cutter, one-size-fits-all sales approach
just does not work. Bringing together people with the audio/video
system of their dreams calls for aspecial sensitivity to our individual
traits. That's why at Sound by Singer we custom tailor our business to fit your needs, not the other way around.
Here are three ways that we make owning the world's most enjoyable
audio video easy.
How to Buy a $40,000 System for a $10,000 Investment

-Nobody can get the gear you want into your home easier than
Sound by Singer. Our Leveraged Buy-In Program lets you get what
you want now with alimited initial investment. You can buy your
dream state-of-the-art component surrounded with blue-chip demo
components (fully warranted, of course) which you can trade in item
by item towards your next desired component for up to two years
from the date of purchase. Our payment plans fit your needs and
your planned expenditure.
Real Values fur Used Equipment TradeIns
-Tired of trading in equipment at 25% of retail value? Sound by
Singer has away to help realize cost savings of up to 45% and help
save the world at the same time. Call for details and aquote.
The Best Customer Demonstrator Plans in the Business

•Delivery •Super System Set-up
'Custom Installation *Home Theater
Design Audio/ Video Cabinetry
'Home/Office Trials
'Customer Service Programs
AUTIIORIZED DEALERSHIPS: ACCUPHASE, ACOUSTIC
ENERGY, AI}, MIX, Arcam, AUDIO PHYSIC, AudioQuest,
AVALON ACOUSTICS, AVID, BLACK DIAMOND RACING,
B & K. BASIS. BENZ MICRO, BILLY BAGS, Blockhead,
BOULDER AMPLIFIERS, Cardas Audio, CARY AUDIO.
Chang Lightspeed, CLEAR AUDIO, CONRAD-JOHNSON,
CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, Creek, Crestron,
DCS ELGAR. Denon. Elite by Pioneer, FAROUDJA, FIM
CABLES. Gallo Acoustics, Grado, GRAHAM TONEARMS,
HOVLAND. 1NNERSOUND, JNI LABS UTOPIAS, JPS
(ABLES, KLI NI, U1)10 ARTS. KRELL AUDIO/VIDEO, KRELL
INDUSTRIES. 1.111 IlMISTER REFERENCE, LAMM AUDIO, Linn
Products, Lotee, 1,1RA CARTRIDGES (CLAUS). MAGNUM
DYNALAB, MEADOWLARK. Nlonster Cable, MUSICAL
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Building
(with Ricky Skaggs on
vocals and mandolin)
followed by the heartbreaking "Someone I
Used to Know" "Pretty
Little Miss," her songwriting collaboration
with her husband, anew
bluegrass/mountain
music tune, and Darrell
Scott's "You'll Never
Leave Harlan Alive" are
the album's strongest
numbers. Loveless and
Gordy's original song,
"Soul of Constant
Sorrow," is an adaptation and/or lift of the
Dolly's blonde and blue.
melody and lyrics of
"I Am a Man of
"Travelin' Prayer," it
Constant Sorrow."
was light and tuneful
Overall, Mountain Soul
enough
to
retain
is an astonishing alParton's more mainbum whose shining
stream fans.
heart and creative
The same was true
spark cross all lines of
of 2001's Little Sparrow
taste and prejudice. A
(SUG-CD-3927),
bluegrass album for
which mixes abluegrass-style cover of those who dislike or don't know the form,
Cole Porter's "I Get aKick Out of You"
Mountain Soul made many 2001 Top Ten
with a raft of Parton originals and a lists, in both country and popular music.
cover of Steve Young's epic "Seven
While Krauss, Parton, and Loveless all
Bridges Road." On her latest effort possess sweet, smooth voices that could
however, the just released Halos &Horns sing almost any kind of music if so challenged, the earthy, unmistakably Ap(SUG-CD-3946), Parton has gone to
the well once too often and is beginning palachian voice of Hazel Dickens was
to repeat herself. A cover of Led Zepmeant to sing only one thing: mountain
music. Seen in the John Sayles film
pelin's "Stairway to Heaven" doesn't
Matewan, this native of Mercer County,
help. Still, anyone who thinks Parton is
all bust and bluster will be shocked by West Virginia is the soul of the hollers
and simple fiddle tunes that are the
the intense focus and artistry she displays on these bluegrass-lite recordings.
primeval stew that eventually became
Another country star who decided to
bluegrass. Dickens is deeply committed
take aside trip down the quieter; gentler to unionism and feminism, and her combluegrass lane was Patty Loveless on her positions often fall into the category of
2001 album, Mountain Soul (Epic EK protest songs. She and Mike Seeger
85651). Born Patricia Ramey in Pikeville,
(Pete's brother) formed a band in the
Kentucky (also Dwight Yoakam's home1960s, and she later became afixture on
town), Loveless is a distant cousin of the Washington, DC folk scene with
bands like the Greenbriar Boys.
Loretta Lynn and is married to the former
bassist of Emmylou Harris's Hot Band,
Emory Gordy, Jr., who produced
Mountain Soul. While filled mostly with
the handiwork of mainstream Nashville
songwriters like Kostas, the album has
the playing, instrumentation (no drums),
and feel of abluegrass record. Another
recent instance of the artfulness that can
result when aset of genuine, big-gun
Nashville pipes (from aKentucky background) is applied to bluegrass, Loveless'
voice is front and center throughout,
knocking out one convincing, heartfelt
performance after another: a sprightly
take of Ralph Stanley's "Daniel Prayed"
Stereophile, August 2002
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Dickens recorded first for Folkways in
the 1980s, with Mike Seeger's wife, Alice
Gerrard. She then made three albums for
Rounder: Hard Hitting Songs for Hard Hit
People (CD 0126, 1981/1998), By the
Sweat ofMy Brow (CD 0200, 1983/1999),
and les Hard to Tell the Singerfrom the Song
(CD 0226, 1987/2000). Her simpatico
duets with Gerrard are now available on
Rounder as well: Hazel Dickens and Alice
Gerrard (CD 0054, 1975/1998) and Hazel
&Alice (CD 0027 1973/1998).

HAZEL
DICKENS

Hard Hitting Songs for Hard Hit People
Hazel Didcerts •

Singer From the Song

A historian of folk music as well as a
singer-songwriter, Dickens is an American treasure and cultural icon — something in short supply today. While her
live performances are almost something
out of the '30s her recordings are only
slightly less atmospheric, featuring
mostly originals and likeminded covers. By the Sweat ofMy Brow, for example, contains 10 originals — such as the
prayer for personal peace of mind,
"Beyond the River Bend" — as well as
covers of James Talley's "Are They
Gonna Make Us Outlaws Again?" and
the immortal Peter LaFarge/E.B.
Marks indictment, "The Ballad of Ira
Hayes." Hard to Tell... features acover
of Bob Dylan's "Only aHobo" and
Dallas Frazie?s "California Cottonfields." Dickens' latest studio album is
Heart ofaSinger (Rounder CD 0443), a
103

- with Clinch Mountain
g Sweethearts (Rebel 1770),
another twofer, which
'8 features duets with a
host of female singers
Fi from rock and country,
including Iris DeMent,
Joan Baez, and Lucinda
Williams. Following the
success of 0 Brother,
Stanley signed with Sony
Records — an unheardof move for abluegrass
player, let alone one in
his seventies.

Ralph Stanley and Jim Lauderdale.

trio session with fellow West Virginian
Ginny Hawker and Kentuckian Carol
Elizabeth Jones that includes acover of
Woody Guthrie's "Forsaken Lover" and
agorgeous two-part rendition of Steve
Young's "Old Memories Mean Nothing
to Me."
On the male side of bluegrass vocals,
0 Brother completed the resurgence of
the career of Ralph Stanley. The diminutive tenor and his brother Carter,
natives of southwestern Virginia, began
performing professionally with their
band, The Clinch Mountain Boys, in
1946. Along with Bill Monroe and his
Blue Grass Boys, the Stanley Brothers
were and are among the best-known
groups in bluegrass history. Recording
for Rich-R-Tone, Columbia, Mercury,
King, Starday, and ahost of other labels,
the partnership ended in 1966 with
Carter's death at age 41.
Since then, Ralph has enjoyed asuccessful solo career that began its current
ascendance in 1998 with the release of
Clinch Mountain Country (Rebel 5001), a
two-CD set featuring such guests as Bob
Dylan, Dwight Yoakam, and George
Jones. That was followed in 2001

Ralph Stanley
&Friends
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The first fruit of that partnership is
Ralph Stanley (DMZ/Columbia CK
86625), a solo vocal album made up
almost entirely of lesser-known traditional tunes arranged by Stanley, Bob
Neuwirth, Larry Ehrlich, and the album's
producer, that newly christened wunderlcind of American mots music and
strange hairstyles, T Bone Burnett. On
"Girl from the Greenbriar Shore," "Henry
Lee," and "Look On and Cry," Stanley is
backed by traditional bluegrass ensemble
playing by the likes of guitarist Norman
Blake, banjoist Stuart Duncan, mandolinist Mike Compton, and upright bassist
Dennis Crouch. Evelyn and Suzanne Cox
provide harmony vocals on two tracks,
one of which is Hank Williams' gospel
original "Calling You," which shows again
the transcendence and central place his
songwriting holds in the American songbook. Stanley performs the gospel numbers 'Twelve Gates to the City" and "I'll
Remember Your Love in My Prayers" in
the same haunting acappella style he used
for "0 Death," his breakthrough song
from the 0 Brother soundtrack.
Released earlier in 2002 was Lost in
the Lonesome Pines (Dualtone 803020112 5-2), a collaboration between
singer-songwriter Jim Lauderdale,
Stanley, and the current edition of the
Clinch Mountain Boys. Except for a
WorldRadioHistory

rousing version of Bill Monroe's "Boat
of Love," this is an album of bluegrassflavored Lauderdale originals on which
Stanley sings harmony to Lauderdale's
lead and the Clinch Mountain Boys
provide backing. Some tracks, like the
multipart harmonized "Zacchaeus,"
have agospel flair; others, such as the
tide tune, deal with the usual heartbreak
and trouble.
Since 0 Brother has taken off there's
been abluegrass boom in compilations
of older material that the labels already
own, tailor-made for cashite in quick:
easy to slap together, cheap to produce.
Designed for novices and people who
don't own asingle bluegrass record, they
have limited appeal for anyone with even
astarter library of the music.
Rounder Records is almost synonymous with bluegrass —its extensive catalog of recordings includes more than 100
bluegrass titles —so it's not surprising that
the label has poured out the compilations
the past few years. The latest batch is
headed by two multi-artist collections,
Bluegrass Mountain Style (1166-11616-2)
and True Bluegrass (1166-11615-2). These
single-disc compilations have 22 tracks
each, and for the most part don't share
common artists. Mountain Style contains a
number of hard-to-find cuts, including
"Sweet Little Miss Blue Eyes," by ashortlived project called Here Today, whose

BLUEGIMer
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members induded heavyweight talents
David Grisman (mandolin), Herb
Pederson (bar j
o), Emory Gordyjr. (bass),
and Vince Gill (guitar, vocals). Multiinstrumentalist Sam Bush and banjo player Béla Fleck also appear on several cuts.
Fleck surfaces on True Bluegrass as well
("Leavin' "), in another pickup project
known as Tasty Licks, but Ricky Skaggs
appears to be the biggest name to keep
appearing on this collection. The rarest
track is a remixed 1991 version of
"Crying Holy" by J.D. Crowe and the
New South, featuring Emmylou Harris
on high baritone harmonies. It's amysStereophile, August 2002
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tery why Harris, perhaps the most versatile and evocative voice of her generation,
has never made abluegrass album under
her own name.
Rounder has also ventured into
themed bluegrass compilations. 0 Sister:
The Women's Bluegrass Compilation (116610499-2) is self-explanatory. The same
goes for Mama's Hand: Bluegrass and Mountain Songs about Mother (11661-05076-2).
Finally, there's Bluegrass Goes to Town: Pop
Songs Bluegrass Style (11661-0511-2), acollection of tunes like the Grateful Dead's
"Friend of the Devil" done by Rice, Rice,
Hillman, and Pedersen, and one of the
album's highlights. The lowlight is the
Whitstein Brothers taking a crack at
Simon and Garfunlde's "Bridge Over
Troubled Water."
Among the best multi-artist collections so far is Treasury ofBlutgrass (M18701
314541804-2), yet another installment
from the seemingly endless octopus that
is Time-Life Music. Despite their reputation for TV pitches that hook the simpleminded into buying expensive,
never-ending series they don't need and
probably never listen to, Time-Life is experienced at the licensing game. Here
they've struck a deal with Universal
Music, owners of recorded bluegrass via
their MCA and Mercury labels. Several
tracks each were also licensed from Sony
Music, Rounder, and Rebel.
Although Treasury of Bluegrass stretches
the definition of bluegrass more than do
most of the records reviewed here, riches
do abound, starting with Bill Monroe's
"Kentucky Waltz" and "Blue Moon of
Kentucky," and Flatt & Scruggs' "Foggy
Mountain Breakdown," the most famous
of the many recordings of that epic banjoand-fiddle breakdown. As a bookend
there's also afast, jumpy version by the
Johnson Mountain Boys of that other
bluegrassy instrumental showpiece,
"Orange Blossom Special." Fortunately,
it's nu Kets like Grandpa Jones' "Mountain Dew" that make this two-disc, 24track collection even worth alook.
Closest to what was heard in 0 Brother
is IAm aMan of Constant Sorrow (Country
Stars CM 55472), whose subtitle says it
all: "Vintage versions of songs made popular in the movies and other American
roots music." A product of an obscure
Dutch label, with acover photo that looks
as though it were taken in Napa Valley,
not ICentucky, Constant Sorrow is widely
available in the US. Ralph and Carter
Stanley's original version of the title track
leads off the collection, followed by the
Carter Family's original "Keep on the
Sunny Side" and asonically inferior take
of the same Harry McClintock version of
Stereophik, August 2002
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score they get, until the album ends with
"Pretty Polly" by the Country Pardners.
And on some of the 1920s-vintage tracks,
the sound can be rough.
One of the first on the scene after the
film's release, more because of luck than
any plan, was The Rough Guide to Bluegrass (RGNET 1059 CD), most of
whose music — by Rhonda Vincent,
Alison Kraus, Hazel Dickens, and IIIrd
Tyme Out, among others —was licensed from Rounder.
Perhaps the best multi-artist compila"Big Rock Candy Mountain." Admirably
tion of all features bluegrass played the
played in the film's soundtrack by the late
way it's meant to be: live. The three CDs
John Hartford, the original here of the
of Newport Folk Festival (Vanguard
instrumental "Indian War Whoop" by—
187/89-2) compile bluegrass perforare you ready? —Hoyt Ming & his Pepmances from 1956-66 at the venerable
Steppers, is fun. Once.
Rhode Island festival. Vanguard is also
As is so often the rase with budget
the label that has in its catalog adisc by
compilations, licensing information and
one of the most storied younger bluesession details are entirely nonexistent in
grass bands, the California-based Kenthe scanty liner notes. Judging from the
tucky Colonels, which featured the late
decent sound, however, many of these restring genius Clarence White. On disc 1,
cordings seem to be taken from extant the Stanley Brothers' leisurely paced
transfers rather than original 78s. And I "Man of Constant Sorrow," from 1959,
Am aMan ofConstant Sorrow raises afew in- provides ataste of what the song soundteresting points. While Jimmie Rodgers'
ed like in the hands of its finest practi"In the Jailhouse Now" may be the origitioners. Disc 2— recorded in 1965, the
nal version, it is Webb Pierce's later rendi- year Bob Dylan scandalized Newport by
tion that is considered the standard by playing electric and provided the Festival
which all others are measured. And the
with its biggest claim to fame —features
other "American roots" tunes induded are
six tracks from Bill Monroe and his Blue
afairly distinguished lot, headed by Bessie
Grass Boys, including "Cotton-Eyed
Smith's immortal reading of WC. Joe" and "Shady Grove."
Handy's "St. Louis Blues" ("I hate to see
The final disc, from 1966, features Jim
that evening sun go down..."); one of and Jesse, and Hazel Dickens and Alice
Rodgers most famous tunes, "Blue Yodel
Gerrard, and is capped off by aset by
No.8 (Mule Skinner Blues)"; and that
Lester Flatt, Earl Scruggs, and the Foggy
great white bluesman, the unsung Dock
Mountain Boys that ends with their
Boggs, singing his "Country Blues." This
biggest hit and arse: "The Ballad ofJed
curio and catalog builder might fill some
Clampett." The balances are fairly even,
holes in your collection, but Iwouldn't and the entire affair is decently recorded.
pay more than 10 bucks for it
In the conclusion of Bluegrass: AHistory,
A near-clone of the above disc, but
Neil Rosenberg predicts that "While
more recently released, is Bona Fide bluegrass may never have the total
Bluegrass and Mountain Music (BMG
national success and big hits that most of
its ardent supporters have hoped for, it
Heritage 75517 43600 2), from the new
division of BMG formed expressly to
seems assured of afuture for the very reamine that label's extensive catalog of son that the hits will be difficult to
recorded music of every style and era.
achieve: it has become openly articulated
Not abudget-priced disc, this collection
and defined as a traditional art form
features McClintock again — old Harry which cannot tolerate too much deviamust be spirmin' in his grave —as well as
tion. While some innovation is now acRodgers' "In the Jailhouse Now" and the
cepted as part of bluegrass, anything
Carters' "Keep on the Sunny Side." From
likely to gain mass success would probathere it branches out into the RCA
bly be considered not really bluegrass."
vaults, uncovering such hits of their time
With the success of 0 Brother, Where
as the fast-picked classics "Shady Grove,"
Art Thou?, this uniquely American art
by the Prairie Ramblers, and the Monroe
form, in another of the dichotomies that
Brothers' "Roll in My Sweet Baby's
seem inherent in this music, has conArms," each of which is reason enough
founded that prognosis and shot to
to own this disc if you don't already have
undreamed-of heights while retaining
them. The deeper you listen into Bona
its genuine qualities. Hopefully, that will
Fide Bluegrass's 18 tracks, the more obnever change.
WorldRadioHistory
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Here is a true jazz classic. In 1958 when this session was recorded Stan
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A rare kind of musical alchemy occurred on November 28 & 29, 1974 when
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Recording of the Month
SCHOENBERG: Gurrelieder
Karita Mattila, soprano; Anne Sofie von Otter,
mezzo-soprano; Thomas Moser, Philip
Langridge, tenors; Thomas Quasthoff, bassbaritone, speaker; Gentlemen of the Ernst
Senff Choir, Berlin Radio Chorus, Leipzig
Mitteldeutscher Rundfunk Chorus; Berlin
Philharmonic Orchestra, Simon Rattle
EMI 5 57303 2 (2 CDs). 2002. Stephen Johns,
prod.; Graham Kirkby, Andy Beer, Mike Cox,
engs. DDD. TT: 110:14
Performance ****
Sonics ****
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What we're dealing with in terms
of "plot" is the following: King
Waldemar (tenor) places his beloved,
Tove (soprano), in his castle at Gurre.
Waldemar's jealous queen has Tove
killed. (We learn about the murder in
the last song of Part One from aWood
Dove, sung by a mezzo-soprano.)
Waldemar curses God (Part Two), and
after his death (Part Three), he and his
followers must rise from their graves
rnold Schoenberg began
work on Gurrelieder in 1900
and ride at night, commented on by a
but kept finding himself interrupted, mostly by his Peasant (bass-baritone) and aFool (tenor). Near the end (the
need to earn money, which he did by orchestrating oper- final 15 minutes), in Sprechstimme, we hear of the heteroettas. He worked on the cycle on and off through 1903, then geneity of nature, and eventually a"Hymn to the Sun" erupts
put it aside entirely until 1910; it was finally completed in and all ends triumphantly, with all forces at full throttle.
1911. By the time it was premiered in Vienna in February
From the very first notes of this reading, adreamlike inti1913, he had already composed Pierrot Lunaire and Envartung, macy is clear, and the story unfolds. Throughout Part One,
music that had gone in adirection so new that it literally had the gentleness and sadness of the doomed love of
caused arevolution in the way people listen.
Waldemar and Tove are expressive and moving: Tenor
The first performance of Gurrelieder was agreat success, Thomas Moser, with the correct dark hue to his tone, sings
but, as Schoenberg wrote much later, in 1937, he was not Waldemar's songs handsomely, rarely having to strain, since
happy at its triumph: "I foresaw that this success would Rattle keeps to his theory of Gurrelieder-as-chamber-music.
have no influence on the fate of my later works. Ihad, dur- The despondency of the seventh song, in which Waldemar
ing those 13 years, developed my style in such amanner meditates on death, is palpable. Karita Manila's Tove is
that to the ordinary concertgoer, it seemed to bear no rela- womanly and understated, with aclimactic B-natural the
tion to any preceding music. Ihad to fight for every new only note out of place in her final, death-inviting song.
work; Ihad been offended in the most outrageous manner Anne Sofie von Otter's Tove is remarkable in its purity and
by criticism... and Istood alone against aworld of ene- dramatic thrust — an odd combination. Thomas
mies." In other words, the sheer late Romanticism of Quasthoff's Peasant is suitably horrified by the goings-on of
Gurrelieder, which was met with such great approval, was the dead, and Philip Langridge's Fool keeps an ironic disseen almost as an apology for his lunges into atonality — a tance. Quasthoff, heard again as the Speaker, is as good as
fact that he found appalling.
any on CD, and he ends rapturously ("Awaken, awaken, all
But, like it or not, the work does owe agreat deal to ye flowers, to joy!"), sounding less foolish than most, and
Wagner—the use of leitmotifs, the orchestral prelude that includes Hans Hotter—some fine competition
which can't help but remind one of the start of Das Rhein- indeed. The Berlin Philharmonic and various choruses are
gold, if at the other end of the tonal spectrum —as well as amazing in this live performance — accurate and energetic.
Mahler, with some of Richard Strauss's palette thrown in as
The engineers have made an interesting choice: Unlike
well. And, through it all, Gurrelieder remains unique.
in, say, Chailly's and Sinopoli's recordings, the score's
If you've ever wondered what effect— outside of brightness is played down. Giving it all an exquisite matte
Mahler's Eighth Symphony (and more successfully, to my finish is, again, in keeping with Rattle's sense of intimacy,
ears) — ahuge complement of strings, eight flutes, four pic- but it doesn't mean that the big moments are flat. The
colos, ten horns, seven clarinets, four harps, and apercus- sound is huge when it has to be, though it won't blow you
sion section that includes "large iron chains" can have, away viscerally (which it can on other recordings); rather,
particularly when three four-part men's choirs, an eight- the effect is of atype of elegant grandeur. So able is
part mixed chorus, and soloists are thrown in, Gurrelieder Schoenberg's orchestration and EMI's team that every
will answer your question. But as conductor Simon Rattle instrument can be heard in the huge patchwork of the
says in an interview in the accompanying booklet, work's extraverted moments.
Gurrelieder is "the world's largest string quartet" — indeed, it
Not everyone will approve of how Rattle and EMI have
is ahuge piece of chamber music. In away, he's right: there chosen to treat this very special work, but their arguments
are far more sections of slim scoring and quiet playing than will relate to taste rather than quality. Chailly's (on Decca)
there are of wild bombast. And this performance empha- remains my favorite, but there's room for more than one
—Robert Levine
sizes the intirnacy, both in its leadership and its engineering. point of view, and this one is valid.
Simon Rank •
Uérlinef rhilharmoniker
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One welcome improvement
that "historically informed" performances have brought to the
musical scene is the understandHarpsichord Concertos
ing that ornamentation and imTrole Concerto Bwv 1044
provisation are integral parts of
early music. This is what Mozart
Richard Egarr harpsocho
The Academy
and others regarded as "taste":
of Ancient Music
the ability to vary familiar mateAndrew Manze erector
rial in apersonal way that enhances its return. This is
particularly necessary in slow
movements, and Egarr's ornamentation is wonderful in the
Adagio of the popular D-minor
concerto, as well as the beloved
Arioso from the concerto in F
minor. In addition, he plays with
what could be considered abeautifully
authentic rubato: while the accompanying instruments play in steady time, he
J.S. BACH
dances delicately around the beats and
plays with great feeling. Ihave never
Harpsichord Concertos
heard these movements played more
Concertos for Harpsichord and Strings, BVVV
lovingly, but amore expansive use of
1052-1058; Concerto in a for Flute, Violin, &
rubato might have been even more effecHarpsichord, BWV 1044
Richard Egarr, harpsichord; Andrew Manze, Academy
tive. Within acentury of Bach's death,
of Ancient Music
musicians viewed rubato quite differentHarmonia Mundi HMU 907283.84 (2 CDs). 2002.
Robina G. Young prod.; Brad Michel, eng. DDD. Tr:
ly, and would use large-scale changes in
135:57
tempo to create an overall dramatic efPerformance ****
Sonics
fect. While this "romantic" approach
may or may not accord with the historart of the adventure of listening
to Bach's music is the surprise of ical definition of rubato, it can certainly
occasionally finding anew verenhance the music of Bach.
sion of a favorite piece, sometimes
This comes more sharply into relief
played by completely different instruin the fast movements, most of which
ments. The cantatas are full of passages
are quite intense in Egarr's hands, but
that turn up in Bach's instrumental
seem to lack an overall dramatic narramusic, and violin concertos and even
tive. While the carefully crafted sonorithe fourth Brandenburg Concerto were
ties (including splendid use of the
transformed into harpsichord concertos.
double bass) and virtuosity are always
In addition to the variety in Bach's origengaging, the D-minor concerto does
inal instrumentation, the modern listennot have the depth or profundity that it
er can choose among awide array of has in the hands of Sviatoslav Richter.
performance styles: modem or original
And Andras Schiff, a true master of
instruments, full orchestra or chamber
baroque ornamentation on the modern
ensemble, etc.
piano, goes much further with textual
Harpsichordist Richard Egarr and the
freedom, virtually rewriting large
Academy of Ancient Music have chosen
swatches of the concertos. Still, the
the intimate feeling of chamber music freshness and sense of discovery in these
for the harpsichord concertos, and while performances are irresistible —somethis may challenge the romantic associawhat like capturing ajam session in a
tions we have with the concerto form —
Leipzig coffee house in the 18th centuthe adversarial soloist striving for indery —and great musical intelligence and
pendence or dominance —it does create
insight are evident throughout. Harfresh sonorities and an entirely different monia Mundi's engineer has provided
kind of drama. Reduced performance
warm, inviting sound, and close rniking
forces —in this case, one player per
of the instruments adds to the vivid intistring part, more like aquintet than a macy.
—Hyperion Knight
concerto —also create the opportunity
for amuch freer performance style. In
BEETHOVEN
this regard, this recording is highly laudPiano Sonatas 13, 14, 30
able for moments of great excitement or
Piano
Sonata
No.13 in E-flat, Op.27 No.1; No.14 in ctenderness, but is also somewhat consharp, Op.27 No.2 ("Moonlight"); No.30 in E,
stricted in the larger dramatic picture.
Op.109
,
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Maria Joào Pires, piano
Deutsche Grammophom 453 457-2 (CD).
2001. Martin Engstroem, prod.; Helmut Burk, eng.
AAD? TT: 51:00
Performance ***
Sonics ***T6

T

he hoopla surrounding Maria
Joao Pires' first solo Beethoven outing for DG emphasizes the disc's "homegrown"
aesthetic, particularly in its having
been recorded at the Belgais Arts
Center, on the pianist's farm in the
wilds of Portugal, away from the
high-tech hustle and bustle of
urban studios. That's all well and
good, but the closely miked, dry,
rather unresonant results hold little
allure in the face of DG's best
piano engineering, past or present,
and that includes other Pires releases on the label.
Pires' playing hits and misses,
often in the same work. In the Eflat Sonata, she fares best in the first
and third movements, where her

Blurry Beethoven: Mariz loào Pires
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sensitive
inflections
of
Performance ****
Sonics ***
phrase suit the music's lyrical attitude and harmonic
HOWLIN'
WO LF: The
Real
Folk
Blues/More Real Folk Blues
tension. The pianist doesn't
MCA Chess 088 112 820-2 (CD). 2002.
rustle up enough energy and
Leonard Chess, Phil Chess, Sam
Phillips, and/or Willie Dixon, prods.
technical reserve to make
MD? 17: 66:45
the second movement's boisPerformance ****
Sonics ***
terous points, nor aligns the
finale's knotty polyphony
SONNY BOY WILLIAMSON: The Real Folk
with the assurance and comBlues/More Real Folk Blues
MCA
Chess 088 112 823-2 (CD). 2002.
mand of Peter Serkin,
Leonard Chess, Phil Chess, and/or
Richard Goode, or Claudio
Willie Dixon, prods. MD? TT: 65:28
DONAL I) RUNIOCLES
Performance ***
Arrau. She similarly underSonics ***
VI LANTASYMPHONY ORCHESTkA & (fi
plays
the
"Moonlight"
el
lillirlei:Kvune, Hong soprano --141L -);.7
sonata's hurling finale, strugJOHN LEE HOOKER: The Real Folk
er,t.
L
.
St'Sianford plsen, tenor •Ea-le P.n riars o, baritone .
;7&
Blues/More Real Folk Blues
gling with the trills she
MCA Chess 099 112 821-2 (CD). 2002.
tossed off with no effort in
Ralph Bass, prod. MD? 17: 79:44
Performance **
her older, Erato traversal.
Sonics ***
The famous Adagio, though, is
steady in tempo, and shaded in subtle
Chorus achieves new heights of text
nthe early 1960s, an idea for how to
hues. An air of caution permeates
comprehension, word coloring, and
cash in on the folk boom was cookOp.109's lovely first movement, yet Pires
intonation. Notice the slightly different
ing in Leonard Chess's fevered
is one of the few pianists on record who
inflections and emphases on repeated
brain. He wanted all those white kids
makes an issue of the Prestissimo's indicaverses, always arising from the mood
buying Bob Dylan albums to buy his
tions of legato vs non-legato (so do Annie within the texts rather than variety for artists' music, too. The co-founder (with
Fischer and Charles Rosen). I'm attractthe sake of variety.
brother Phil) and head of Chess
ed to the rounded intimacy Pires brings
The three soloists are superb. Tenor
Records launched his crossover scheme
to the third movement's first and fourth
Stanford Olsen suffisses the roastedin 1965 and '66 with four albums sharvariations, but wish that the long chains
swan song with more genuine, internaling the same Real Folk Blues title: one
of trills embodied more energy and
ized fear than his overtly comical, even each by Howlin' Wolf, John Lee
cumulative force on the pianist's part.
caricatured rendition in the DutoitHooker, Sonny Boy *Williamson, and
All told, adisc that has its moments Montreal recording on Decca. Earle
Muddy Waters. The series continued in
but that could have been better.
Patriarco's smallish baritone stands out
1967 with More Real Folk Blues —
—Jed Discler
for its easy agility and deep feeling in
albums by the same artists, except for
those criminally high-lying passages
Hooker, whose follow-up was shelved
ORFF
throughout "Estuans interius" and
until 1991.
"Dies, nox et onmia." And Hei-Kyung
Waters' Real Folk Blues was acollecCarmina Burana
Hong brings suppleness, control, and
tion of Chess sides recorded between
Hei-Kyung Hong, soprano; Stanford Olsen, tenor;
ravishingly clear tone to "Stetit puella,"
1949 and 1964; More Real Folk Blues
Earle Patriarco, baritone; Atlanta Symphony
"In trutina," and, of course, "Dulcompiled recordings from 1948 to 1952.
Orchestra & Chorus, Donald Runnicles
Telarc CD-80575 (CD). 2002. Robert Woods, prod.;
cissime" 's longing arabesques.
Chess spared every expense possible, so
Jack Renner, Robert Friedrich, engs. DDD. TT:
All the singers are helped by conducWaters' vocals bloom and his guitar
59:42
Performance ***'/2
tor Donald Runnicles' sympathetic,
sounds tinny on some of the earlier recSonics ***
carefully dovetailed accompaniments,
ordings, but MCA's remastering of the
and one feels certain that his long operentire series was obviously done with
ne of the first digital "sonic
showcases," on both LP and
atic experience informs his impeccable
care. Scratches on the original CD reCD, was Telarc's Atlanta
senses of tempo and transition, and of leases are cleaned up, and the music is
Symphony recording of Carl Orff's
creating an ideal synergy between
delivered with awarmth and clarity true
Carmina Burana, under Robert Shaw's orchestra and chorus. I suspect this
to the artistic endeavors and primitive
eagle-eyed leadership. Sonically and
recording will be the reference version
recording equipment.
musically, however, the present Telarcof Carmina Burana for years to come.
Ironically, back when Leonard Chess
Atlanta-Orff triumvirate sets much
—Jed Disfier
was promoting Waters as afolksy blueshigher standards for this warhorse. The
man, Muddy was fronting the greatest
engineering clarifies every aspect of
electric Chicago blues band ever assemOrff's punchy scoring, yet ensures that
bled. Of course, the quintessentially tinstriking local details (the driven, pumpeared, cigar-chompin' label exec wasn't
ing bassoons in the opening "O
bothered by details. ("He never knew
Fortuna," the full-throated brass fanfares
nothing about no music," Willie Dixon
THE REAL FOLK BLUES
capping "Were diu werlt aile min")
once said.) Chess had records to peddle.
Muddy Waters, John Lee Hooker
emerge in just proportion with their
In the case of Waters' Real Folk Blues
orchestral and choral environment. The
Nowlin' Wolf, Sonny Boy Williamson
albums, Chess was hawking indispensbass drum and tam-tam interjections
able recordings; many tracks contain
MUDDY WATERS: The Real Folk Blues/More Real
Folk Blues
really resonate and soar, as they often do
only Waters' voice and bottleneckMCA Chess 088 112 822-2 (CD). 2002. Leonard
not do in less-well-balanced recordings.
slide guitar, and the syncopated, almost
Chess, Phil Chess, Willie Dixon, prods. MD? TT:
Similarly, the Atlanta Symphony
69:33
sexual bumping between those two

7
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MUDDY
WATERS

Wreck My Life)," and the
yowled threat of "I'll Be
THE
Around." If you've got aCD of
REAL
FOLK
classic
Wolf songs
like
BLUES
"Smokestack Lightnin'," "The
Red Rooster," and "Wang Dang
Doodle," this one will nicely
augment those primal wails.
The howlin' from Sonny Boy
Williamson II is pretty much
confined to his harmonica,
played in staccato squalls and
soulful lamentations emulated
by generations of players. Sonny
Boy II (he took the name after
Sonny Iwas murdered back in
the 1940s) kicks off his disc
with a rollicking blues that'll
make you do a double-take:
HOWLIN'
"One Way Out." There's no
WOLF
Duane or Gregg Allman on this
THE
REAL
version,
but you can hear why
FOLK
BLUES
this chugging Delta-born,
MORE
Chicago-honed blues inspired
REAL
FOLK
them to hammer it into southSLUES
ern-rock boogie. Other rockers
bowed low before Sonny:
Jimmy Page met him in the UK
in the early '60s, and years later,
Page and company reworked
Williamson's cover of Dixon's
"Bring It On Home" to bring
Led Zeppelin // to athunderous
metal-blues end. Williamson's
version is sly and sinewy, with
veteran Milton Rector's loping
monumental instruments and Ernest electric-bass line under Williamson's
"Big" Crawford's bass. Highlights of worn-to-smoothness vocals.
their duets include the country stomp
Though Williamson sang that he was
"Rollin' & Tumblin', Part One," and
"Too Young to Die" and "Too Old to
the butterfly-delicate guitar licks
Think" in this collection, recorded from
adorning "Little Geneva." While the
1960 to 1964, it turned out that he was
focus of the 24 tracks is on Waters'
neither. His amusingly self-deprecating
simple, early recordings, you get ajolt
lyrics were as renowned as his Delta
of his illustrious band in full force on
harmonica-playing, disproving the title
"Mannish Boy," in the gutbucket romp
of the latter song. His death six months
of "She's Alright" —propelled by Elgin
before Real Folk Blues was released disEdmunds' drumming — and in the
proved the former.
darkly carnal prowl of "The Same
Sadly, even John Lee Hooker sucThing." For Chicago blues fans, this
cumbed to the inevitable last sumCD is essential stuff.
mer — but before he did, he laid
The same goes for Howlin' Wolf's
down five decades of hypnotic blues
Real Folk Blues disc, amagnificent colboogie. Often pummeling his audilection of ferocious material focused on
ences into ecstasy with nothing more
his middle years, 1953-65. It's all electhan primitive one-chord repetitions,
tric, despite the titles of the two albums,
Hooker emerged as asort of rastafaricombined here on one CD. There isn't an bluesman, using recurring rhythms
atame, throwaway track among the 24,
until nirvana was attained.
all written by Wolf or Dixon. Especially
Hooker's is the only Real Folk Blues
flammable moments include the 6' 6"
album recorded specifically for the
Wolf growling out athunderous chaseries. Though it contains little that's
cha come-on, "Three Hundred Pounds
essential — exceptions include "One
ofJoy" (which just happened to be what Bourbon, One Scotch, One Beer" and
he weighed), the fiercely hypnotic
"Let's Go Out Tonight" — this CD
lament "No Place to Go (You Gonna
could top off anearly complete collec110
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tion of Hooker. Those looking to become familiar with this blues giant are
better off getting Rhino's The Vey Best of
John Lee Hooker, which includes "Boom
Boom," "Crawlin' King Snake," and
"Boogie Chillen," among others.
The Real Folk Blues/More Real Folk
Blues series belongs in the collections of
all serious blues fans. Less devout listeners will probably skip the Hooker and
maybe Sonny Boy II discs —but don't
miss out on Muddy Waters or Howlin'
Wolf. Their albums serve equally well
as primers or as advanced lessons in the
blues.
-Michael Metzger
JON SPENCER BLUES
EXPLOSION
Plastic Fang
Matador OLE542-2V (CD). 2002. Steve Jordan, prod.;
Don Smith, eng. AAD? TT: 48:25
Performance *****
Sonics ***lr,

E

arly in the game, Jon Spencer was
unfairly slapped with the "dilettante" label by purists who saw
only cheek and no homage in his band's
name and his punk-fueled, distortorock take on the blues. Purists being
purists, of course, with their short memories leveled similar complaints at the
Rolling Stones' early recasting of R&B
standards. Hold that thought...
The Jon Spencer Blues Explosion's
early-'90s albums were crude but
thrilling efforts, marrying the blues'
low-down'n'dirty sense of groove to
rock's fetishism of classic, economical
riffs. And indeed, the trio did suggest
at times asuper-stripped-down Stones,
not to mention Spencer's onstage
strutting, macking, and sweating. On
1998's Acme the band dabbled with
hip-hop and electronic elements, but
on Plastic Fang the JSBX is once again
howling at the moon. It's their best
record in years. Spencer's even sprouted the kind of wolfman sideburns that
would make Neil Young turn green
with envy.
With producer Steve Jordan in their
corner—in addition to his tenure as
Paul Schaffer's drummer during David
Letterman's NBC daysjordan is afrequent Stones sideman —and using the
same recording console that served
Beggars Banquet and Let It Bleed, the
Blues Explosion has, unsurprisingly,
delivered an uproariously Stonessounding record. Picture "Rip This
Joint" revved up and stripped of the
Exile murk and you've got the opening
track, "Sweet N Sour." Or imagine
"Casino Boogie" dosed with some
George Thorogood bad-boy swagger
Stereophile, August 2002
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COURTESY OF MATADOR RECORDS

song's tide. Such unlikely connections
and injected with enough shuddering choice include newspapers, novels, nonfiction books, and poems; collaborators constitute one of the great pleasures of
tremolo to rattle Keith Richards' three
such as Carl Hiassen (Strip Tease), Mitch
listening to Zevon.
remaining teeth, and you're pretty
close to "Down in the Beast" territory. Albom (Tuesdays with Morey), Paul
"You're a Whole Different Person
Muldoon (The Annals of Chile), and
When You're Scared," which Hunter S.
One number's even titled "The Midnight Creep," in case you'd forgotten
Hunter S. Thompson (Fear and Loathing Thompson contributed to, sounds like
in Las Vegas).
"Midnight Rambler," and Spencer
an interesting concept. Though it has
throws in a sneaky "Street
the flavor of the good docFighting Man" riff near the
tor's crazed journalism, with
end just to keep folks on
phrases like "dangerous
their toes. And if you pick
creeps" and "the Kingdom of
up on how the steamy, edgy
Fear," the song never really
R&B of "Killer Wolf" (comtakes off, or seems as twisted
plete with a Mick Taylor
as it should.
slide lick or two) references
"Hit Somebody
(The
the
Flamin'
Groovie s
Hockey Song)," written with
"Teenage Head," and then
Mitch Albom, may be the
recall how that classic was a
only rock song in history
brilliant Stonesian rip, well,
about the sport. It's not an
scoot to the head of the
anomaly for Zevon, howeve4
class. Purists can sit in the
who has previously written
back.
odes to boxer Boom Boom
Mancini and baseball iconoBut these dozen songs
are neither rewrites nor triclast Bill Lee. "Hit Somebody"
butes — Spencer's done that
is about a Canadian player
already, 16 years ago, with
reduced to the role of defenhis former band Pussy
sive goon, though his sole
Galore, in a punk-skronk
dream is to someday score a
rerecording of the entirety of
goal. The song has the added
Exile on Main Street. Rather,
attraction of a background
the sensibility of Plastic Fang
vocal — more like a shout,
is that timeless tight-butThe Glimmer Trio: Jon Spencer (center) and his Blues Explosion.
really — from TV's David
loose, riff-it-on-the-run vibe
Letterman, who yells the title
that the Glimmer Twins glommed on
But recall that Warren Zevon has aleach time the chorus rolls around.
ways been among the most literate and
Zevon co-wrote a couple of the
to back in the day, fairly burning up
literary of songwriters. Songs like
tracks with bassist and producer Larry
with tube-amp glows and analog
"Roland the Headless Thompson
Klein, including "Genius," asong about
warmth. With guests including Dr.
Gunner" and "The French Inhaler" unbetrayal that somehow manages to
John and P-Funk/Tallcing Heads alumnus Bernie Worrell appearing on sevfold like good short stories, while othname-check the disparate trio of Mata
eral cuts, the authenticity quotient only
ers come across more like hard-hitting
Hari, Albert Einstein, and Charlie
rises.
journalism. Zevon has collaborated
Sheen. And he covers two tunes, the
"I got love if you want it, aim-yea- with novelists in the past, including
most unusual of which is aNew Wavey
uhh!" grunts Spencer in alow, feral bariHiassen and Thomas McGuane, and in
take on Serge Gainsbourg's "Laisseztone at the end of "Mean Heart." It can't recent years has kept company with
Moi Tranquille."
be coincidental that this catchy glamthe Rock Bottom Remainders, agroup
While lyrically strong, My Ridés Here
swamp thumper—think Tony Joe
of writers including Dave Barry,
could have used a stronger musical
White doing T Rex — closes on aclasStephen King, and Amy Tan who, on
attack. Zevon has help throughout from
sic blues tagline the Stones themselves
(thankfully) rare occasions, fancy bassist Sheldon Gomberg and drummer
appropriated many moons ago. All you
themselves rockers.
Anton Fig, but he does pretty much
well-schooled students of rock'n'roll:
On My Ride's Here, his 13th album
everything else himself. That's fine, but
Never mind the purists, because Plastic (not counting two best-of collections),
ever since Zevon has taken on more of
Fang is — c'mon, you know you want to
Zevon's writerly collaborations are hitthe instrumental parts, his albums have
say it —a gas-gas-gas.
-Fred Mills
and-miss. "Basket Case," which he
lacked the fire of his work back in the
wrote with Hiassen (the title, not incidays when he could count on heavyWARREN ZEVON
dentally, of Hiassen's latest novel, a weights like David Lindley, Waddy
murder mystery about a rock band), Wachtel, David Gilmour, Lindsey
My Ride's Here
plays off of Zevon's manic reputation Buckingham, Peter Buck, and Mike
Artemis 751124-2 (CD). 2002. Warren Zevon, prod.;
and goes for easy jokes ("My baby is a Campbell to help out. Such are the ecoNoah Scot Snyder, eng. AAD TT: 41:15
basket case /A bipolar mama in leather
nomics of the business today—or
Performance *** 1
2
/
Sonics *** 1
2
/
and lace"). "Macgillicudy's Reeks,"
maybe it's just Zevon's preference. But
as he should have learned from letting
talmost sounds like agimmick, if written with Irish poet Muldoon, is
one with alimited number of intermore like it —a song about Zevon's
his author friends sit in, more is someested parties on the receiving end: to
attraction to awoman that somehow
times better. My Ride's Here is merely
involves an EKG, the NASDAQ index,
write an album with several collaboragood; it could have been great.
—Daniel Durdiholz
tors whose usual creative outlets of and the Irish mountain range of the
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Manufacturers'
Graham 2.2
Editor:
When Ifirst designed the new bearing cap
for the 2.0 tonearm [see theJuly issue's 'Analog
Corner"—Edl, the improvements were so
positive in our testing that Iknew it warranted anew model number. Ichose the
designation "22," and at the time thought
that would be it. But as we got into the next
production run, Itook another look at the
bearing cap and decided Icould expand on
the results by building on the principles
that the upgrade kit had already demonstrated; le, the pivoting assembly area. And
so, Imade slight changes to the design and
materials of the coupling block that joins
the main pivot housing to the removable
armwand, and strengthened the main support post; ie, the "other half" of the bearing
assembly. Sure enough, these two changes
made the arm sound even better, so they
were included in the new production units
bearing the designation "22."
The mounting base plate, although
more visible, was less important than these
other two details. Michael is exactly correct when he states that the strength of the
support system is important, and we had
already addressed this when we went from
the earlier SME-compatible mountingbase style to our own Custom Mount pattern. This concept was expanded on with
the two changes already mentioned, and it
is these additions that are primarily responsible for what Michael heard as further
improvements over the 2.0/22 upgrade
kits, rather than the mounting base. The
gripping-surface dimensions are identical
in the earlier two-piece mounting plate
(introduced with the 2.0 arms) and the
newer, one-piece version. The primary
reason for going to the one-piece design
was for machining simplicity.
As we have used up our existing stock
of the two-piece mounting plates, we
have begun to phase in the one-piece version; however, either mounting base will
provide the same degree of rigidity to the
turntable plinth. Unfortunately, due to
our overlapping schedules, Michael and I
didn't have achance to communicate in
detail about the specifics of the production unit prior to his writing his comments, and the mounting plate, being the
most visible change to his previous sample, was understandably singled out as the
reason for the improvements. So this explanation is just to put the technical matters into proper perspective.
There was also atime when Itoyed
Stereophiie, August 2002
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around with the idea of calling these additional changes by anew model number,
perhaps "2.3." However, Iquickly decided
that that was the way to total confusion all
around, and instead merely kept the 22
designation for the production units, even
though they had been slightly improved
over the 2.0/22 upgrades. While it may
amount to a"new" arm in that the production 22 units are further improved beyond the upgrade versions, rest assured:
there is no Model 2.3 at this time.
We also agree with Michael that the
bearing upgrade kits are where the majority of the improvements are to be found,
and so don't suggest that customers of
2.0/22 arms do anything further. For
those who must be current, it is possible to
upgrade the internal parts; however, this
requires complete disassembly of the
tonearm and must be done at the factory.
In that case, and even though we don't
think it's necessary for most, any further
factory upgrades will require making an

appointment through your dealer.
We are, of course, extremely pleased
that Michael appreciates the improvements in our designs, and that he uses the
22 arm as parr of his reference system.
Bob Graham
Graham Engineering
Jeff Rowland Design Group
Synergy Ili
Editor:
We would sincerely like to thank Paul
Bolin and the staff of Stereophile for the
opportunity to submit the Synergy Ili for
review. The third generation of the
Synergy preamp has been in production
since January 2001, though the original
version of the Synergy was released in
January 1996. Along the way the unit has
slowly and steadily been improved as technology allowed us to apply substantial and
meaningful advances to the original
design. (Existing older units can be upgraded to current status as well.)
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eet
Fine Music &
Home Theater Systems

Components
that define
the present

Electronics &Surround Processors
Krell. Audio Research •Pass •Pass-x •Theta
Wadia •Aragon •Acurus •Rega •Adcom •Jolida
Sony ES •Pioneer Elite •Arcam •Fanfare
Magnum Dynalab •Creek •ZSystems

Systems that
anticipate
the future

Sneakers
Thiel •Wilson Audio •Magnepan •Martin Logan
Definitive Technology •Audio Physics •Epos
Tannoy •Stereostone •Niles

COMPETITIVE •COURTEOUS •EXPERT

(800) 947—hifi

4 4 3 4

Authorised dealer for the finest audio 8. video brands:
ADA
Adcorn
Athena
ATI
Atlantic Technology
Audio Control
Audio Power
Audioquest
Bag End
Balanced Audio
Bello
Bright Star
Bryston
Cary Audio
Celestion
Cinepro
Clearaudio
Creek
Dreamvision

DVDO
Epos
Energy Ventas
Fanfare
Faroudja
Focus Enhancements
Fujitsu
Goertt
Grado
Hailer
Harman Kardon
Harmonic Tech.
Jamo
Jolida
REF
Kimber Kahle
Magnum Dynalab
M&K
Meridian

M.I.T.
Monitor Audio
MSS
Nordost Flatline
Parasound
Perpetual Tech.
Pioneer Plasma
ProAc
PS Audio
Rega
Rem
Salamander
Sharp
Sony
Straightwire
Therein
Tice
Toshiba
XLV... and more

Turntables & Cartridges
Basis •Rega •Immedia •Benz
Grado •Shure •Lyra •Music Hall
Subwooters
Velodyne •Wilson Audio •Thiel
Definitive Technology •Audio Physics
YAW
Pioneer Elite •Sony •Proton •Phillips
Dwin •Faroudja •Sony OSS
Accessories
Harmonic Technology •Synergistic Research
Tributaries •Ocos •Audioquest •Niles •Sound Anchors
Audio Points •Cinepro •Tice •Audio Access
Richard Gray Power Co. •Monster Cable
American Speaker Stands
Furniture
Salamander Designs •Arcici •Zoethecus •Billy Bags
Sanes •Lovan •Plateau
à
We Offer Financing, Custom Design & Installation

Digital Ear
17602 East 17th Street, Ste. 106, Tustin, CA 92780

local 310.517.1700
fax
310.517.1732

Our 24 year'
wvm.reference-ay.com
rav@reference-ay.com
2861 W. 234th St., Dept. SP. Torrance, CA 90505
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(714) 544-7903
e-mail hifi@digitalear.com
www.digitalear.com
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REGA PLANET
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- Top loading CD player
• Stereophile class B
• Factory sealed-full warranty
• Shippable anywhere

FREE NORDOST BLUE HEAVEN
$200 1m. rca interconnect with

Planet 2000 purchase at $950!!!30

$999.00

,

save
$650!

%

•B&W* •Rotel* (*local sales only)

audiovideologic.com

Exclusively at: .
Audio-Video Love
.

10" woofer with 1250 watt amplifier
Servo gives tight bass to 20hz-no boom!
Black lacquer cabinet. only 11" x 11" x 11.51
Factory sealed. Full warranty.
Shippable anywhere

BI IAN BAGS'
•Audio Research •Billy Bags •Dunlavy
PRO -STANDS
•Grado •Krell •Lexicon •Monitor Audio
iMonster Cable •Musical Fidelity
m..rÀ' Special Pricing
•NHT •Nordost •Pass Labs
halla
anywhere
•Pioneer Elite •ProAc •Rega •Runco
!IWO v Customizable
' Velodyne •
VPI •Wadia •Zoethecus

Pictures, Prices, Info
Trade-ins & Specials

Aleph Closeout

t
, Steel Frames

!inVI
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6
, Drop

,
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Aleph
•30 wpc. 8ohms •45 wpc. 4ohms
•Class Aoperation (for bwest distortion)

•Single ended circuitry (simplest signal path)
•XLR /RCA inputs
•Full 3year warranty
•Shippable
0%

Interest No payments for
Six Months Storewide

Shipable

PRO 15

Audio-Video
L•0•G•11•C

3025 100th St.
Des Moines, lA 50322

515-727-2279

High End at GSA!

Watt/Puppy 6

1

VLLSON . The reference
AUDIO
Wall/Puppy
6System -now on display.

:ome see ile emit

new B&W 800 Series

Also hear the new affordable referet lee: the Sophia.
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t
lisplay.

Nautilus
802

111. 3E
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conrad-johnson Come hear what all the

The new Krell FPB series.

reviewers are raving
CID

about! l'he Premier

dcs

ARCAM
M=à
purr !Or

ANALOG BY: Nottingham, SME. Stuniko. Well Tentpered,

Setting the standard in solid state
amplification for over 20 years.

Line ofpreamphfiers.

Premier 17LS

ALSO FEATURING:

FPB 350S

'tisane

»
ebb

CABLES BY: Sihech. Transparent .tudio. Sin:entire. Cambia. etc...

193 BELLE VUE AVE., UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043
MUSIC &THEATER SYSTEMS
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As amanufacturer, we view any submission of areview sample as an exercise
in art appreciation. Each product is designed not only to perform beyond reproach on the test bench and in the
listening room, but also to appeal to the
visual and tactile senses on the same elevated plane. If form is going to meet
function at the highest levels, then neither should be ashamed of the other. It
was very important to us that our philosophy — that any product of ours be complete in its appeal to all sensory stimuli —
was understood.
We feel that the review of the Synergy
IIi stereo preamplifier noted and appreciated these qualities, while at the same time
realizing that the end objective of the unit
is to convey the power and emotional impact of the music passing through it rather
than simply giving the listener an editorialized "hi-fi experience." Thank you again
for capturing what we try to do and what
we feel makes one of our product designs
worthy and complete.
Rich Maez
Technical Services Direaor,JeRowland
Design Group
Audience Au24 & powerChord
Editor:
Iwould like to thank Brian Damkroger
and Stereophile magazine for reviewing the
Audience Au24 audio cables and powerChord. It is apparent that Mr. Damkroger
took the time to make acareful and thorough evaluation of our cables.
We have recently made significant upgrades to the powerChord. This has resulted in audibly improved performance
from top to bottom. We are offering upgrades of older powerChords to our customers at $50 to $100, depending on
vintage.
Richard A. Smith
Director of Product Development, Audience
LLC
Avantgarde Uno 3.0
Editor:
Thanks for the opportunity to reply to
the Uno 3.0 "Follow-Up." Quite simply,
Bob Deutsch captured the essence of the
Uno 3.0s.
Caution! You're about to enter the Spin
Zone. Here's where manufacturers and
distributors get to congratulate the reviewer for hearing what we wanted him
to hear. More important, this is where we
proudly thank him for recognizing our
brilliance. It's where we tell him that his
insightful review has made all of our
efforts worthwhile. So here goes...
Nope, that's not gonna happen. Ialways
hated those syrupy, self-serving "Manufacturers' Comments." How about you?
So here are our observations:
In any product's life cyde, there are always refinements being introduced. This
was the case with the Uno; there must have
been six or seven slight improvements to
the SUB 225 system since it was introStereophile, August 2002

duced, but no one change really justified
giving it anew model number. When the
new input stage was introduced by the factory in Germany, with its selectable line- or
speaker-level input, the difference was
finally sufficiently large that, when coupled
with the connector-jumper-internal-wiring
change, we felt the model designation
should finally change.
If you own 2.0s, we'd like you to know
several things:
1) We don't participate in "night-andday difference" marketing programs. If
every change was a"night-and-day difference," we'd all have sound that's better
than live by now. The 3.0 is arefinement
of aproduct that had already received
considerable acclaim.
2) Just because there's now a3.0, your
2.0s' performance hasn't changed one
whit. We're not encouraging anyone to
think they have to get on the upgrade
merry-go-round.
3) Even if, like us, you're prone to compulsive behavior, you don't have to sell
your 2.0s to keep abreast of the latest and
greatest. We'll offer an upgrade kit by
summer's end that'll be priced such that
you won't be penalized for being an
"early adopter."
4) Furthermore, we'll offer it with or
without the SUB 225 S/L amp module.
For what it's worth, dealers and clients
come here to Atlanta quite often. Our
demo needs to be "killer." At our website
(www.avantgarde-usa.com), you can see
what visitors have said about the experience. Ihaven't even replaced the oneyear-old SUB 225 amps in my demos.
You know, "If it ain't broke..."
5) The primary advantage to the newline level input is primarily with multichannel systems where aprocessor has a
line-level ".1" output. For two-channel
music systems, we still strongly prefer the
overall performance to be gained from
allowing the main power amplifier to
drive the SUB 225's speaker-level inputs.
Regarding the wiring and connector
changes, we listened to avariety of products, but we kept coming back to the
musically communicative quality of the
Cardas connectors and cables.
Let's give credit where it's due. We
agree with those who figured this out before we did. Anyway, with high-efficiency
horns, it's not like we have to worry about
being accused of copying anyone...
Finally, we continue to respect the
amount of sheer effort and determination
it takes for areviewer to do his or her job.
Ican assure you that, in Bob Deutsch's
case, it's a Herculean effort to get our
large and heavy speakers up and down
that labyrinth of anarrow stairway at his
place. Iknow, because Iwas there for the
initial review. And now Casey McKee
understands why Isent him this time. :-)
Jim Smith
Avantgarde-USA
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Drr (Worea.Cable
Comparti)
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ong ago, before 1989,
the audio community
produced hundreds of
specialty cables, but had no idea
how to match cables to ahifi system.

T

hen along came ...
The Cable Company,
who, with feedback from
thousands of home cable trials,
discovered what-works-withWhat. ...Eureka!

Now try-at-home:
CABLES
AC PRODUCTS
RESONANCE
CONTROL
-I- RACKS - TUBES ANALOG - ACOUSTICS

THE
CABLE
COITIPAMP
Good people, Good advice, Great systems,
One customer at atime.
125 Union Sq., New Hope, PA 18938
800-FATWYRE or 215-862-4870, fax -4871

www.fatwyre.com
email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com
Most Orders Ship Free!

The on•line used cable
clearing house @
www.usedcable.com
-21zja7

We buy cables. We sell cables. Good Advice.
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Audio Physic
speakers

Lyra
phono cartridges

Herron
electronics

1717A Fourth St., Berkeley, CA 94710

e

•Consultations
•Installations

•Shipping Worldwide
•Turntable Specialists

Audip/i/11/1
Cdnnection

•Cables
•Stands
•Tubes
•Preowned Equip

www.audioconnect.com

iudee ,QQLtsions audio research clue
ProAc ES
ae,61/etWah lexicon B&W ruga Elbuucui
Ay re

WI%

EIKIM3ER KABLE ,

*Aesthetix
*Alpha Core
*Arcam
*All
*Audible Illusions
*Audio Note
*Audio Physics
*AudioQuest
*Audio Refinement

* Audio Research
* Ayre
* BM**
* Basis
* Bel Canto
* Belles
* Benz-Micro
* Bryston
* Cardas

* Cary
* Creek
* Dynavector
* ESP
* Fanfare
* Goertz
* Grado
* Graham

*Jeff Rowland
Design
* Harmonic
Technology
* Kimber Kable
* Koetsu
* Lexicon
* Lightspeed

cludioquest

VANDERSTEEN
JEFF ROVVLANL
ESIGN

GROb

III MAGNEPAN

Ro -rEL. [audio phel BASIS
* Luxor
* Musical Fidelity
* Magnepan
* Magnum Dynalab
* Morch
* MSB
* Music Reference
* Nordost

* Plinius
* Primare
* ProAc
* PS Audio
* PSB
* PSE
* Quicksilver
* Rego

•• Rotel &B&W -No Mail Order!

* Rogue
* Roter
* RGrey Power Cs
* Salamander
* Spendor
* Vandersteen
* VPI
*Wadia
*Zoethecus

615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona, N.J. 07044

(973) 239-1799
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Audio
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA —Franchised dealer for Nains Audio, Spendot
Quad, JA Michell, Roksan, Rega, Mistral, Meadowlark,
Ruark, Koetsu, Creek, Epos, Sound Organisation,
Goldring, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311,
www.generubinaudio.com.
ATTENTION SPENDOR AND QUAD OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales, service, and upgrades
available. The authorized service agent for New
Chapter Audio, www.chapteraudio.com. QS&D
Audio Furniture information and sales. Contact Mike or
Randy, QS&D, (540) 372-3711 fax (540) 372-3713, e-mail
qsandd@aolcom. Gíkb: www.qsandlcom.
WE ALWAYS PAY BEA 1ER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West LA. Call Super« Produas, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, fax (310) 826-8577 Sennie
AUDIO ART, EST. 1976 —Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Cardas, MartinLogan, Vandersteen, Jeff Rowland,
Classé, Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA.
Voice/fax (804) 358-5300, e-mail AudioArtUSA@aol.corn.
AUDIO UNLIMITED offers Accuphase, Acoustic
Energy, Aesthetix, Air Tight, Anthem, ASC, Audio
Note, Audio Refinement, Avalon Acoustics, Basis,
Benz-Micro, Boulder, Cambridge Audio, Chang,
Clearaudio, EAD, EAR, Electrocompaniet, Fanfare,
Grado, Graham, Koetsu, Kuzma, Loewe HDTV,
Magnum Dynalab, McIntosh, Muse, Nagra, PS
Audio, Rega, Sherwood Newcastle, Spendor, Tammy,
TARA Labs, Totem, Transfiguration, Transrotor,
XL0, YBA, Zoediecus, and more. Call John Barnes at
(303) 691-3407, fax (303) 922-0522, 2341 W Yale Ave,
Englewood, CO 80110.
GREATEST FM ANTENNA —Fanfare's FM-2G is
the only Stereophile-recommended (April 2002) vertical
dipole antenna. Built to outperform and outlast all others. Shipped free within continental US. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Call toll-free (800) 268-863Z other locales
inquire (716) 683-5451, fax (716) 683-5421. Now available for purchase direct off the Web at wwwlànfarecom.
The Fanfare FM tuner is state-of-the-art.., soon to
include AM.
CORNER AUDIO: Quicksilver, BEL, Audio Physic,
EAD, Inunedia, Audio Refinement, Vibrapods, Lyra,
Wireworld, PSE, Klyne, RPM, ART, Power Snakes,
Acoustic Energy, Richard Gray Power Company,
Harmonic Technology, YBA, Sanus, LAST, VPI,
Herron Audio, Nitty Grin Analysis Plus, MYA,
Arcam, Edge Electronics, Aurios, Hovland, and more.
Used and demos available. Trade-ins welcome. More
info at www.corneraudio.com or (503) 643-7512.
MUSICAL CONCEPTS —respected for quality
modifications. "Making the best better since 1979."
Products modified this year include ARC, Boulder,
Levinson, Krell, vintage McIntosh and Marantz,
Spectral, Rowland, Counterpoint, Rotel, VAC,
Magnum Dynalab, and many more. We have specialized mods for Haller, Dyna, Adcom, B&K, Pioneer CD,
and others. New, great-sounding DVD players! Musical
Concepts, 49Jason Court, Si. Charles, MO 63304, (636)4470040, latest newsletter at www.musicalconcepts.com.
MARANTZ SA-14 SACD/CD PLAYER Mint condition, black, performance similar to Class A-rated SA1(Stereophile, April 2001), still under warranty, $1800.
Pete, (281) 218-6713.
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McCORMACK EQUIPMENT UPGRADES available from SMc Audio. Developed by Steve McCormack (the original designer), these outstanding upgrades are available for all DNA amplifiers, TLC and
ALD preamplifiers, and Micro series. For details, call
(760) 732-0352 or see tvww.SMcAudio.com.
IIIItIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItII ItIIIIIII
1,11111111
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We buy used cables. We sell used cables. Good Advice.
INCREASED STAYING POWER—Add inches
overnight! Alón, AMC, Anthem, Antique Sound Lab,
Audio Note, Audio Refinement, Audio Research,
Benz, CAL, Cambridge, Clearaudio, Creek, Hovland,
JA Michell, Lyra, Manley, McIntosh, Music Hall,
Nordost, ProAc, PS Audio, Quad, SME, Synthesis,
Quicksilver, Wireworld, more! Arizona Hi-Fi, (480)
921-9961, www.tubeaudio.ann.
PREMIER TUBE AND ANALOG: Déjà Vu Audio
Ltd. Alón, Audio Note, Benz-Micro, Cary, EAR, Fi,
Hovland, Koetsu, Myryad, Naim, Roksan, Rega,
Soliloquy, Spendor, Transfiguration, XL0, and much
more. Custom home theater and HDTV. Trade-ins
available and accepted. Washington, DC's leading
source. (703) 734-9391, www.4avuaudio.com.
COUNTERPOINT UPGRADES: 24-bit/96-192IcHz
upgrade for DA-10. Sounds better than UltraArialog!
Shipping now! Zero-feedback 6SN7 triode upgrades for
SA12/100/20/220 amps! Counterpoint's designer
Michael Elliott services, upgrades Counterpoint. (760)
945-0356. See wwwahavistaaudio.com.
MICHAEL ELLIOTT'S NEW ARIA AMPLIFIERS.
Experience the whole tone of your music. 22 years of
experience bring you 100W stereo and 350W mono
amps of exceptional sound quality. These are listener's
amplifiers built to last, with lifetime warranties. Sold
direct, no dealer markup! Call Mike at (760) 945-0356
or visit toww.ariaaudiecom.
POOR VISION REQUIRES SALE of three unbudt
kits: Hegeman Hapi 2, Audio Electronic Supply SE-1
amp, Mapletree Eye 2monitor. (513) 561-6687.

RATES: Private, $1.60 per word: Commercial, $5.10 per word, $205 minimum on all
commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or
more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on
either side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads
must be prepaid with order, by check or credit
card: MasterCard or Visa. MAIL TO:
Stereophile Classified Ad Department, Stephen
Mejias, PRIMEDIA, 110 Fifth Ave., 5th Floor,
New York, NY 1001E FAX: (212) 886-2809.
ONLINE:
classifieds@stereophile.com.
DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the month, two months in advance
of the issue in which your ad will appear. For
example, if you want your ad to run in the
October 2002 Stereophile, you must submit it
by August 1, 2002. Please Note: Phoned-in
ads are not accepted. Please plan on faxing or
mailing in your ads on the form provided at
the end of the section. No refunds.
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SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA! St Cecilia Sound
Gallery specializes in the finest tube electronics and
loudspeakers designed for them. Featuring: Alón,
Argent, Art Audio, Atlantis, Audion, Audio Note,
Audio Refinement, Basis, BDR, Benz-Micro, Cary,
Chang, Clearaudio, Echo Busters, Goertz, Graham,
Harmonic Technology, JM Reynaud, Loth X, Magnum
Dynalab, Marchand, Oracle, QS&D, Reference 3A,
Silverline, Soliloquy, Stax, Thor, Transfiguration,
Wavac, Wavelength, YBA, and more! (510) 732-1204,
www.scsoundgallery.com.
SOUND LAB NOT IN YOUR AREA? Free stay in
New Orleans B&B, travel reimbursement with purchase. Also Anna-Sphere, Birdland, Clayton, GamuT,
InnerSound amps, JoLida, Thor, Warner Imaging,
Wolcott, Buggtussel, Cliffhanger, Gradient, Hsu, Oskar
Heil, Analysis Plus, Magnan, Nordost Valhalla,
Shunyata, Walker Audio. Private auditions. AudioKinesis, (504) 866-1730, www.audiokinesis.com.
BEST PRICES —BEST QUALITY stereo and hometheater components: Audio Research, Burmester,
Classé, Collins, Gryphon, Krell, Levinson, McIntosh,
Meridian, Proceed, Totem, Runco, Revel, JMIab,
EgglestonWorIcs, Dynaudio, Durland, B&W, Aerial,
and others. Factory-sealed with manufacturers' warranties. Satisfaction guaranteed. Hillcrest Audio, (310)
891-6866.
EXPANDABLE STORAGE FURNITURE holds
your collections, equipment, and more. The RACKIT" Systems —modular, stackable oak units for home,
office, and recording studios. Factory-direct since 1984
from Per Madsen Design. Free brochure (mention
Stereophile). Order yours now! (800) 821-4883 or
www.rackittm.com.
ARCA/v1 A75 50W INTEGRATED amp with phono
and remote, black, mint, purchased May 2001, used one
month, ($999) $499. ICimber Silver Streak, lm, $99.
(405) 528-4202.
STEREOPHILE, SCHWANN CD CATALOGS:
premiere issues, etc. Mirage Msi3s. (616) 361-6194,
alleemac@esu.edu.
THE AUDIO ENTHUSIAST: Analog specialist since
1980. Nestorovic speakers; Curcio tube monoblocks;
Herron, Hovland tube electronics; Amazon, Immedia,
Basis, Merrill turntables; Allaerts, Koetsu, Clearaudio,
ScanTern, Cardas cartridges; Morch, Graham tonearms; Fade!, Analysis Plus, Audience, DiNlarzio cables;
Dodson DAC; Magnum Dynalab FM; PSE, Creek
solid-state; much more. (310) 541-8177, wwwtheaudio
enthusiast.com.
TWO QUAD ESL-63s, matching Janis subwoofer,
$1400. (212) 721-7682.
LEXICON DC1 PROCESSOR, THX/AC3/v2.10
software, ($4500) $1100. Monolithic HC2 power supply for MSB DACs, ($259) $100. Prices plus shipping.
(972) 713-9493.
REFERENCE AUDIO MODS offers the best parts
for better sound! Discover the breath of life in music
with fanatical parts and components: Blackgate capacitors, Jensen paper/oil capacitors, Audiocom's Superclock and discrete regulators. Harris soft-recovery
diodes, Audio Consulting's novel Silver Rock transformers (1:1, power, potentiometer), internal silver
wire, and complete line of natural cables and mains filters. Very lifelike-sounding modifications for Sony.
Marantz, and Philips SACD players, Meridian 500
senes, C.E.C. transports, PS Audio 300, and more. Call
Kyle (909) 776-0841 or visit wwwreferenceaudiomods.com.
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C153200/50 9(e(// & CIS 6400/S0 M.9(//
2digital & 4analog outlets
21 0Joles/1 8,000 A surge capability
1800 Watts/15 A

PROAC RESPONSE 3.5, black; ProAc ISC upgrade,
oak; Linn Classilc, black; Linn LK85, black; Linn
cables; Target R5 stands. All mint, best offers. (404)
272-2102.
MdNTOSH C22 REISSUE, $2250; MC275, $2350;
MC2102, $3950; Marantz 8B, $1395; Marantz 7reissue, $2350; B&W Nautilus 802, $5495; Thiel CS3.6,
$1895; Counterpoint DA1OA, $495. dmdiu@yahoo.cont,
(909) 468-1084.

Wanted
TUBE HI-FI, commercial tube and horn speakers,
some current "high-ene Altec, JBL, Jensen, Western
Electric, McIntosh, Marantz, EV, Quad, Leak, Fisher,
Eico, etc. Also old guitars and amps. Sonny, (850) 3140321, frvc (850) 314=0284, e-mail SonnySound@aol.com.
LEGACY FOCUS SPEAKERS. (818)769-8345.

LPs, CDs, Tapes
VISIT WWW.AUDIOPHILE-LP-CDDE collection.

CLS 6600 ISO ((II
4digital & 4analog outlets
420Joles/30,000 A surge capability
2400 Watts/20 A

1—

COLLECTIBLE AND AUDIOPHILE RECORDS
and CDs—Mobile Fidelity, Nautilus, CBS
Mastersound, A&M Audiophile, Super Disk, Sweet
Thunder, Direct To Discs, domestic and limited
amounts of overseas imports, Classic Records, and varied classical labels, Quiex II, premium pressings, and
jazz, etc. Bill Everett, Jr, 52 Pumpkin Delight Rd, Milford,
CT 06460, (203) 877-3911, machine, fourth ring, may leave
message 1-6pm EST weverettjr@msn.com. Send $3 for catalog and listings.

WARNING !!!
Be careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the same basis.
Be secure —pay by credit card.

aS 9600 ISO le(I
4digital & 2 + 2analog outlets
420Joles/30,000 A surge capability
2,400 Watts/20 A

1
—
CLS 9900.91,MPMK//
4amplifier outlets
420Joles/30,000 A surge capability
3,600 Watts/30 A

Audio Mart Order Form
NEW RATES: Private, $1.60 per word; Commercial, $5.10 per word; $205 minimum on all
commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dal, or slash on either side.
(Telephone and fax numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads must
be prepaid with order. Visa/MC or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Stereophile Classified Ad Department,
Stephen Mejias, PRIMED1A, 110 Fifth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011, or FAX (212)886-2809,
or SUBMIT ONLINE: classifieds@stereophik.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads are credit-card only.)
DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in
which your ad will appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the OctoberZ)02 Stereophile you must
submit it with payment by August 1, 2002. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next
available issue. No refunds. If you have questions, call (212) 229-4896.
CI Enclosed is payment in the amount of 5
for
U Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophile.

words.

CI Iprefer to pay by CI Visa CI MasterCard
My card * is

Exp. date

Signature

CGS HT1000 M.7(11
4digital, 4amp & 4analog outlets
420Joles/30,000 A surge capability

3,600 Watts/30 A

Please run my ad in the following months:
Category heading:

0 General

0 CDs/LPs/Tapes

CI Wanted

CI Employment

Copy (Please type or prisse, attach separate sheet if necessary):

CLS eerence
2+2+2 digital, 4amp & 2+2 analog outlets
1,260Joles/90,000 A surge capability
3,600 Watts/30 A
Dual Mono Plug (DMP)

/ (Hi

LIGHTSPEED AUDIO

6465 Monroe St. # E
Sylvania, Ohio 43560 USA
TEL: 419-885-1485, FAX: 419-885-7148
www.changlightspeed.com

changlightspeed@solarstop.net
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udio

Advertiser
Advertising published in Mesrophile
is accepted on the premise that the
merchandise and services as offered
are accurately described, and are
available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that does not
conform to these standards, or that is
deceptive or misleading, is never
knowingly accepted. If you encounter
noncompliance with these standards,
please write to John B. Gourlay,
PRIMEDIA, 110 Fifth Avenue,
Sits Floor, New York, NY 10011.

Acoustic Sounds
62,96-97
Alpha-Core
38
Alpha Electronics
35
Ambrosia Audio
121
Analysis Plus
36
Art Audio
113
Audio Advisor
74
Audio Connection
118
Audio Electronic Supply
112
Audio Nexus
95
Audio Outlet
114
Audio Plus (1Mlab)
123
Audio Plus (YBA)
4
Audiophile Systems
24
Audio-Video Logic
116
AudioWaves
87
Avantgarde
48-49
Ayre Acoustics
42

Basis Audio
Billy Bags
Blue Circle Audio
Boltz Steel Furniture
Brother
Cable Company
Canton
Cardas Audio
Chang Lightspeed
Chord Electronics
CSA Audio
David Lewis Audio
Davidson-Whitehall
DH Labs
Digital Ear
Echo Busters
Elusive Disc
Galen Carol Audio
Goodwin's High End
Gutwire
Halcro
Harmonic Technology
HeadRoom
Hi-Fi Farm
Hovland
Immedia
In Living Stereo
InnerSound
Joseph Audio
JPS Labs
JVC Disc of America
Kimber Kable

We Make Coming Home
Better Than Going Out
,

Index
42
29
112
72
23
92, 117
14
40
120
34
116
100
121
113
115
113
78
121
84
112
13
44
94
88-91
50
118
87
52
47
47
106
25

LAI International
Lexus
Linn
Magnum Dynalab
Mirage
Morishita
Music Direct
Musical Fidelity/Kevro
Needle Doctor
Nordost
Paradigm
Pass Laboratories
Plinius
ProMusica
Quad
Reference Audio Video
Rogue Audio
Siltech
Sony Classical
Sound by Singer
Symposium Acoustics
Tact Audio
Totem Acoustic
Toys From the Attic
Tube Store
Upscale Audio
Vandersteen Audio
Viola Labs
Wilson Audio
WBT-USA

& Video

101
6-7
27
50
2-3
112
64
124
56-57
18
10
44
52
121
36
115
40
33
71
102
113
30
20
83
35
98
38
28
16
55

LA's Leading Audio &
Home Theater Specialist
ACOU
ENERGY •AERIAL ACOUSTICS •ARCAM •ARICI
A
•BASIS •B&K •BENZ MICRO •BILLY BAGS •
CLASS
ESTRON •DRAPER •OUNLAVY •OWIN •EGGLE.
N•
•EQUIrTECH •ESP •FANFARE FM •FAROUOJA
G
RAHAM •GRAND PRIX AUDIO •HARMONIC
TECH
•HERRON AUDIO •JEFF ROWLAND •KIMBER
,SELECT •
SON •MARANTZ •MERIDIAN •MYRYAD •
ORACLE •PIONEER EUTE •POLYCRYSTAL •PROCEED •PSB •
REL •REGA •REVEL •SONANCE •STEWART •SUMIKO •
THETA DIGITAL* TRANSPARENT •VIDIKRON •AND MORE

310-440-

2 Fax 310-440-5526

2337 fi

n& large se

10-7 Sal 10 -5:30
Rd. Sie. 6, Bel Air, CA 90077

on of pre owned electronics

e

Om Is Not Ellouh... Profflufica

Ireally am not interested in
making the quick, one time sale.
Rather, Iwant you as a long-time
repeat customer. Earning your
confidence is the key to this
philosophy. Ido this by offering
honest, knowledgeable service
tuned to your specific needs.
Your goals determine our careful
recommendations, not the
equipment occupying space
on the warehouse floor.
Illtl'OCILICIlig

LP Se LD STORAGE

AUDIO /KCIALI/T/

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.

-Calen Carol
Jeff Rowland Design, Convergent Audio,

Arcarn

Nairn Audio

Rego

Acoustic Energy

Meadowlark

Sound Org.

Beyerdynamic

McCormack

Sumiko

Cambridge

Paradigm

Sunfire

Carver

ProAc

Theta

Creek

Premier

Tributaries

Doe racy

Quadrosp e

VAC

Dynaudio

Goad

Wilson Audio

California Audio Labs, Soliloquy, Totem,

Grado

Plinius, Nagra, Wavelength, Art Audio,

Denon

Z-Systems, Quicksilver, Aerial, EAD, Jolida,

Upholding the valued quality
and design integrity of our
STORAdisc line of fine furniture,
we now offer custom shelving
for your LPs and LDs.
The shelves are strategically
angled to easily view acollection
for daily access or permanent
archival use. Multiple shelves in
various dimensions are available.
www.storadisc.com

davidson-whitehall
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Alan, VPI, Sim Audio, Verity Audio, Rega,
Pass, Audible Illusions, Graham, Tact Audio,
Creek, Bybee, Basis, CEC, Lexicon, LAMM...
and many more! We carry virtually
all cable, cartridge and accessory lines.

P.O. Box 17562 Son Antonio, TX 78217
(210) 805-9927 Fax:(210) 805-9928

email: galenOgcoudio.com

www.gcaudio.com

CALEN CAROL

800.848.9871

290 M.L.K. Jr. Dr. SE, AS, Atlanta, GA

Conrad-Johnson, Cary, Silverline, Dunlavy,

30312

A•U•D•1•0
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EXPERT ASSISTANCE
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE

Ns.

2236 N. CLARK CHICAGO,
773.883.9500

IL

60614
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tatime when music and many
musicians seem lost, Wayne
Coyne knows exactly who he is.
Much to his surprise, the founder, songwriter, singer, chiefjester, and still leader
of one of alt-rock's most respected and
long-lived acts, The Flaming Lips, has
become one of rock's wise old men.
These days optimism in the music business is acertain kind of wisdom.
Accurately described in the Trouser
Press Guide to '90s Rock (1997, Trouser
Press) as "loud, wild and funny," the
Lips are deliciously impossible to pigeonhole. Keyboards, computers, humor,
and wildly ingenious songwriting all
mark them as one of the most consistently unpredictable acts recording and
(occasionally) touring today.
On the eve of the release of the Lips'
13th album, Yoshimi Battles the Pink
Robots (Warner Bros.), atypically tuneful, pop-driven record that explores the
possibilities that computers bring to
making music, Coyne spoke to me by
phone from the band's unlikely birthplace, Oklahoma City.
"My enthusiasm for creating things
has always led the way, and the skill or
lack of it has always followed behind. A
lot of times what happens is, aband can
start out maybe like aSyd Barrett — he's
in control, but little by little finances and
momentum overtake him, and he sits in
the background and everybody says,
`Yeah, he used to run the ship, but now
he's just adrooling old fool.' Well, I'm
the drooling old fool, but I'm still running the damn ship.
"People get into bands and they want
to be someone else. You want to be
John Lennon. You want to be Marc
Bolan. You want to be Joey Ramone. I
woke up when Iwas 35 and said Idon't
want to be anyone else, I
just wanted to
be me — not that being me is so great,
but sooner or later, you're you."
The day Ispoke with Coyne, Iread
Michael Wolff's now-infamous diatribe

from arecent issue of New York magazine
(a publication whose corporate masters
we share), in which Wolff makes aconvincing if snide, often hilarious, and gorgeously written case for the fact that the
music business is becoming the book
business ca 1950, and that music in general is losing its influence as acultural
force (see NewYorlcIVIag.com).

"Well, I'm the drooling old
fool, but I'm still running
the damn ship."
—Wayne Coyne
Near the end of his excoriation of the
pretense and bungling that have landed
the business of selling music in such dire
straits — selling fewer records to more
people — Wolff brings out the biggest
gun of all. Not only has the business
side of music lost its way, but "you can't
count on the music" either.
Herein, for me, lies the rub. Wolff
ends his serrated article with the assertion that, as music's power as acultural
force shrinks, becoming arock star will
necessarily lose its appeal to kids. Maybe
so. But Ihave my doubts that it's all
quite as dark and poised on the precipice as he portrays it.
Admittedly, the business is in financial and spiritual tatters. But musicians
and music all gone flat? Creativity
ebbing? Is the problem really that, no
matter how stupid and corrupt the
music business is, they have nothing
compelling to sell?
God knows, fresh examples to support Wolff's theory abound. Much modern classical music, to use the most
grievous case, has the charm and listenability of fingernails on achalkboard. To
answer the letter writer this month
who's sure this magazine has abandoned
classical music, Isay, "No." In the past

two years, classical music, once the pride
of major labels thanks to RCA Red Seal
and other storied imprints, has gone
almost extinct at the major labels.
Despite the efforts of fiesty indies, who
are always more interesting anyway,
there simply isn't the volume of "product" out there right now to review.
Jazz, to cite another example, is suffering from alack of players who at age
12 bought astack of Charlie Parker records, closed the door to their bedrooms,
and woodshedded their way into being
soloists with something new or, at least,
interesting to say.
And rock'n'roll, to be succinct, has
lost its way.
While Iwas supposed to be writing
this column about the Lips, /couldn't
get the larger issues off my mind. In his
typical fashion, Wayne Coyne is bucking the atmosphere of gloom and doom
that pervades current conversations
about the future of music.
Music in abad spot? "Hey Idon't
think so. Wilco, Radiohead, Missy
Elliott.. .1 think there's all kinds of
weird, weird stuff out there that's actually succeeding. If Wilco is succeeding
at selling acouple of hundred thousand
records, that's something that's doable.
If The Hives are succeeding.. or the
White Stripes.
"The way the Internet works these
days, there really is no reason for anybody to complain. If you go back to the
'60s, if you didn't see something on TV
or hear about it on the radio, where
were you gonna see something like
Mojo magazine then? And nowadays,
everything you want, you just go to the
Internet or the magazine store. Even in
the magazine store in Oklahoma City,
you can get anything.
"I think we live in great times [for
music]. All the old records that were
ever made have all been reissued on
CD, with bonus tracks and, often, better
sound."
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"The magical quality of the
recording gave me the shivers..."
Test report 816, CC800, SR800, SW800
°Hill Video FLDme Cinema -April 2001

"There is an overall winner,
the JMlab 816...
an uncommonly accomplished
speaker capable of truly thrilling
music-making..."
Comparative -ast report featuring Cobalt 816
'HIFI News -May 2001

"This speaker system conveys emotion
in ways that most speakers in this price class cannot."
Test report 816, CC800, SR800, SW800
'Home Theater -Jan.2002

"The new Cobalt 806 will prove truly explosive in its category..."
Test report Cobalt 806
*Prestige Audio Video -April 2001

THE
Audio Plus Services (USA) :lei I800 663 9352 -fox 450 585
5862 -www.audioplusservres.com
WorldRadioHistory
Plurison (Canada) :tel 450 585 0098 -fax 450 585 5862
www.p:urison.com
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scard your old CD player.
Don't make yote CD collection disappear.

MUSICla AcEcrrrAe

)92x esmiruYomc

ICBM.)

Stereophile Class Arated

You've undoubtedly invested thousands of dollars in
CDs over the years. Why start over?

"Now if you can make a6buck CD sound
almost like a20 buck SACD, that would be
some trick wouldn't it? That sexactly what

Upsample all of your standard CDs up to 192k using

the A3 24 did for me.... The A3 24 would be a

your current CD player. The Musical Fidelity A3 24

strong recommendation at $1,995.00 or even

Dto A converter will provide SACD like performance
without purchasing anew CD player or re-buying your
entire CD collection.
The A3 24 DAC uses the same circuitry as our famous
NuVista 3D CD player —"joint Digital Source" of the
year, Stereophile,

2C01.

WorldRadioHistory
Experience resolution like you've never heard
it before.

$2,495.00, half the price of the Nu Vista 3D.
At $1,195.00, it's an astonishing bargain that
belongs in Class A of Recommended Components... The A3 24 is agreat way to do digital
now." —Sam Tellig, Steieoph:le, April

MUSICAL FIDELITY
www.kevro.com 905-428-2800
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